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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

This paper presents the results of part of a task under-

taken by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) at the re-

quest of the Director, Telecommunications and Command and

Control Systems (DTACCS), Office of the Secretary of Defense.

The objective is to support the development and evaluation of

military command and control concepts and techniques that use
satellite relays, placing emphasis on network control concepts

and key technical problem areas. In this study, conceptual

strategies are investigated for the ef'icient, flexible, and
~timely allocation of' DoD satellite communication (satcom)

resources to terrestrial terminals.

As another part of the same task, an assessment has been

made of R&D issues relating to nuclear-event-induced propagation.

degradations to satcom systems. That assessment is re-oorted

upon separately in IDA Paper P-1154.

1. In the operational use of DoD satcom systems, it is

expected that large fluctuations in communication traffic
volume, variations in available satellite capacity, and net-

work reorganization may occur. Consequently, the objective of

network control must be to balance available capacity against

traffic demand. Within the current DoD satcom prograis* there
will be a wide diversity of terminal capabilities, data rates,

and interconnections, with limited satcom resources. The

existing methods of telecommunication system traffic engineer-

ing are deemed inadequate for the emerging DoD satcom programs.

I.e., the Defense Satellite Communication Systmrn (DSCS),
Fleet Satellite Communications (FLEETSATCOM), and Air
Force Satellite Communications (AFSATCOM).



Therefore, the primary effort in this study is devoted to

initiating the deveiopment of a quantitative methodology for

. Identifying key system traffic factors and system

capacity-sharing techniques

. Evaluating expected performance

C Oomparing capacity-sharing techniques.

This study addresses the concept of control as an allcca-

tion of capacity to networks of users. Not directly addressed

are issues of hardware for implementing control. Those issues

are under study by the respective DoD program offices and have

been very specific and particularized to individual system

design detail. Rather, effort here i-s mainly devoted to

developing an analytical methodology for- relating user

terminal traffic to satellite capacity and comparing alterna-

tive arrangements or strategies for a sharing of available

capacity by user networks. Analytical tools for describing

networks, traffic, and capacity relationships also provide

support in the following areas:

Policy Formulation

9 Numerical assessment of network architectural options

for the capacity needed

C Relation of network to spacecraft architecture

, Guidance of multiple-access and base-band technology

development

* Structuring of control issues.

Transmission System Operations

* Assessment of system operations

• Adjustment of transmission and traffic flow parameters

within a net

2



changes in traffic demand or available capacity.

Planning

* Theoretical guidelines for system design

* Guidance in selection of values for simulation param-

eters

* Checkpoints for simulation results.

The analysis builds upon the theoretical methods of con-

ventional telephonic traffic engineering and of the newly

developing field of computer data communications. The new

dimensions inherent in DoD satcom systems are:

* Reduction in the connectivity constraints of geography

and time, due to wide-area satellite coverage

* Variability in satellite power and bandwidth needed to

support a link, due to variations in terminal antenna

size, power, noise environment, and data rate

* Variability in available satellite capacity, due to

preemptions of transponder assets, enemy jamming, and

the eventual partial failure of transponders.

Also, for store-and-forward traffic, the effects of long-path

delay that are inherent in any satellite communications must be

taken into account.

B. APPROACH

The principal contribution of this study is to demonstrate

by example that, for wide variations in DoD satcom use, mathe-

matical models can be constructed that provide quantitative meas-

ures for judging the equity of allocations of satcom capacity e

meet traffic demands.

Communication services of the circuit and store-and-for-

ward types are scudied separately. Hybrid systems having circuits



with store-and-forward traffic intermingled in transmission are
not investigated.

As modeled, traffic is generated by stationary random

sources of exponential type, characterized by two parameters:

(1) an average rate of message generation or call request and

(2) an average message length or call duration. The traffic

parameters can themselves vary but are assumed to change slowly

with respect to the time needed to achieve a steady-state

condition in system traffic flow. The theory of queues is then

employed as the principal mathematical tool. The communication

transmission system is viewed as a structured and adjustable set

of servers in support of the traffic customers. As the traffic

parameters change, the servers can be readjusted.

With suitable multiple-access modulation, it is possible

to functionally amalgamate much, if not all, of the individual

capacity provided by each of the operating transponders on a

communications satellite. The resulting capacity is then shared

among the accessing terminals on a demand basis, constrained

by rules of access [i.e., sharing strategies, according to

terminal class and (sub)network]. This concept is depicted in

Fig. 1, wherein the overall capacity is partitioned into three

categories, (1) denied, (2) circuits, and (3) store and forward.

Denied capacity is capacity lost or not available because of

special preemption, jamming, or partial system failure. The

remaining available capacity is divided between circuit service

and store-and-forward nets.

Strategies for sharing circuit capacity among classes of

users are studied first. Two common candidate strategies are:

1. Dedicated--Subdivision of the total available func-

tional capacity into separate pools, each dedicated

to its subnetwork of user terminals but having real--

locable capacity balanced against traffic.
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i FIGURE 1. Conceptual Capacity Allocation Architecture
1l

F 2. Fully Shared--Combination of all the terminals into

Kone (super) network that fully shares all the avail-

able capacity.

Various intermediate strategies exist, of which ene described in
this paper is of special interest for internetwork traffic and

* jfor traffic overflow.
- For store-and-forward data service (Fig. 1), each store-

and-forward net is provided its own capacity. Consideration is

- then given to time-sharing strategies for data exchange withif a
, 5
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net, as well as to the capacity the net requires in order to

operate. Thus, store-and-forward nets can be thought of as

operating on dedicated circuits.

A critical concept is that any slicing of the capacity

pie of Fig. 1 should not be permanent. Capacity can be made

reallocable. At the very least, as the levels of average traf-

fic demand vary within user nets, capacity allocations should be

adjusted to maintain overall system balance. In a jamming

environment, the traffic models developed are applicable provided

enough residual capacity is left beyond what is needed to operate

a minimal system-control orderwire. In this event, the issue

of balancing traffic and capacity becomes especially significant,

as it is necessary to off-load traffic as well as to reallocate

capacity.

The general approach used here is not tied to any particular

multiple-access modulation system. To a first approximation,

the model applies to time-division, frequency-division, or spread-

spectrum multiple access. Whichever technique is employed, the

model assumes that capacity is subdivided linearly among the

active users, each consuming an amount proportionate to his

terminal capability (receive sensitivity and transmit power)

and information rate.

C. LIMITATIONS

This study may be viewed as a useful beginning in relating

traffic engineering to communication satellite technology for

DoD applications. By no means should it be taken as final. It

is the belief here that the subject should evolve with satellite

technology as military needs and traffic patterns develop.

Time and a lack of basic theory prohibited pursuit of

several areas of special importance to military communication

systems. Chief among these areas is the problem of analyzing

the effects of priority and preemption features. To a very

6



limited extent, such analysis can be accommodated within the

dedicated strategies, as these have the most equivalence to

theory applicable to the existing terrestrially oriented systems.

For any of the other sharing strategies, the analytical problems.
tend to become intractable within the currently available mathe-

matical formulations. Thus, it is reasonable to look to a

simulation approach to these problems.

Previous experience indicates that priorities weakly

affect average traffic flow or throughput, although they very
•Much affect speed of service to individual call or message

requests. Consequently, analytical results without the priority/
preempt features may aid in choosing the key ranges of param-

eter values for a simulation. They can also aid in interpreting

the simulation results.

In a like vein, only quasi-stationary exponentially

distributed traffic models are employed. Beyond the use of

* satellite circuits as cable equivalents, there is as yet no

data base from which real traffic statistics may be derived.

The quasi-stati.onary exponential models have been useful in

the nonmilitary sector. Whether they are reasonable in the

military sector remains to be seen. However, models assum-

-ing quasi-stationary behavior are useful for determing critical

operating points for system stability, while models of exponen-

*tial-type traffic are useful in guiding the collection of real

traffic data and its reduction to traffic models.

Finally, not all multiple-access modulation techniques

subdivide capacity in a linearly additive manner, as assumed

here. For those which divide capacity in an algebraically non-

linear way (e.g., spread-spectrum systems), the theory would

appear to be easily extendable. For those which show frequency-

dependent nonlinearity (e.g., frequency-division systems), the

analysis appears to be intractable, and the system in all likeli-

hood would have to be operated in a restricted manner so as to

emulate no worse than algebraically nonlinear capacity division.

57
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U. rCJULI3

1. Circuit Traffic
The users are grouped into classes, each of which is

characterized by its traffic level and the amount of circuit

capacity used per call. For K classes of users, the state of

the system is given by the number of calls in progress (i.e.,

active circuits) from each of the K user classes. It is shown

that the strategy, or rules, by which available satellite

capacity is shared amongst the user classes is represented by

the allowable states of the system. For example, certainly no

state of the system is allowed that would exceed the available
capacity. Arriving calls are blocked from service if they

would move the system to an unallowed state. The effect of

choosing a sharing strategy is manifested in the resulting

blocking performance to each user class. In every case, the

sharing strategy can be represented geometrically by an object

in K dimensions (e.g., the dedicated strategy is a rectangular

solid, while the fully shared strategy is a tetrahedron). The

upper edge surfaces of the sharing strategy contain blocking

states* for the different user classes.

The probability of call blocking is the conventional

measure of performance or grade of service and is used here.

It is found by determining the probability of occurrence of

each of the allowable states and summing over those blocking

edge states. The form of this state probability is found to

have an important fundamental form for the case studied (i.e.,

blocked calls cleared). Independent of the sharing strategy,

the probability of each allowed state is always a product of

two factors. One factor depends only on the traffic charac-

teristics of the user classes and each of the allowed states

of the system. It can be geherated from traffic requirements

independently from, and in advance of, specification of a

Those states in which new call requests cannot be accepted.

8



transmission system. The other factor depends on the system,

rthe sharing strategy, and traffic levels but is independent

5 of system state. Varying the sharing strategy does not affect

[ the first (requirements) factor, but only the second factor.

Furthermore, the second factor is physically interpreted as

the probability of there being no calls in progress. Conse-

quently, in monitoring or simulating traffic, a fundamental

parameter to observe is the percentage of time there are no

calls in progress.

AGiven the basic probabilistic form, the computationalJ]challenge of evaluating each state probability and thence the

blocking state probabilities can become stressing for systems

with a large number of states. A computer program has been

written which evaluates and compares the dedicated and fully

shared strategies (for up to three classes of users) on their

need for capacity and average utilization factor to meet a

specified grade of service.

2. Store-and-Forward Traffic

For each store-and-forward net, an appropriate level of

capacity is dedicated to operate each net. Three classes of

substrategies for further time-sharing the capacity of a net

are then analyzed and compared as follows:

j 1. Fixed Assignments. Each member of the net is

assigned a specified interval of transmission time

that occurs periodically and that is his and only

his to use. The assignments are made by a net con-

troller on the basis of estimates of the average

traffic needs of the net members and are then

4* distributed to the net in an assignment message.

2. Access with Polling. The net members are sequentially

polled according to a predetermined order by the net

controller, with the polled user transmitting until

I.



the message buffer is empty. At the end of trans-

mission, the next member is polled and the process

repeats.

3. Access with Reservations. When a message arrives to
be transmitted, th e net user requests transmission

time for the message from the net controller. The

controller allocates transmission time to the request-

ing user, and at the appropriate time the user trans-

mits the message.

The two grades of service measures used for evaluating a sharing

strategy are (1) the average queue length of messages awaiting

transmission by a terminal and (2) the average message queue-

ing time measured from generationby a user to the time to

completely transmit the message. Expressions for the minimum

capacity needed by a net are determined in order to prevent net

saturation or instability. Then, an analytical basis is provided

for trading off additional capacity allocated to a subnot among

a grade of service desired by the users, the total available

satellite capacity, and demand by other subnets. The time-

sharing strategies studied are then compared on the basis of the

capacity required by a strategy to meet a specified grade of

service (e.g., average message queueing time).

E. CONCLUSIONS

In general, no single sharing strategy or arrangement is

uniformly best.

* Changes in traffic levels and operational constraints

can alter the technique preferred and the grade of

service provided and certainly will alter the system

operating parameters of a chosen technique, thus

Iexhibiting the need to develop quantitative relation-
ships between traffic, capacity allocation, and

control.

*10



L Analytical results can provide alternative measures

for the assessment of network status, which is needed

for system control. Monitoring of delay or blockage at

key points in a system can be used to estimatefoperating traffic levels and to confirm or possibly
eliminate traffic monitoring by each user in the

system.

For circuit traffic,

* Sample calculations show that, above certain minimal

levels of net traffic, no significant savings in the

overall capacity required accrue due to amalgamating

the users and fully sharing all of the available ca-

pacity rather than allocating capacity separately to

each user net. This conclusion is justified only if

capacity can be reallocated to each net in order to

match the level of traffic existent in the net.

1. On the other hand, at low levels of traffic within a

4net, the dedicated allocation of capacity can require

as much as 50 percent more capacity than if the net
-I

were merged with other low-traffic nets.

I For store-and-forward data transmission systems,

* The more time-dynamic strategies (polling or reserva-

tions, as opposed to fixed assignments) usually provide

savings in the capacity required to achieve a specified

message queueing time for a given level of message

J traffic. However, the fixed assignment technique is4
more attractive for those systems where the time a

net controller takes to make transmission assignments

-' -to user terminals is large compared to the average

*message transmission time.

* For the fixed assignment technique, the user time

allocation must be carefully determined, as system

141
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performance can become sensitive to traffic load and

allocation. Optimal time allocations can result in de-

lays as much as 50 percent less than those caused by

intuitive allocations. For pclling or reservation

systems, time allocations are intrinsic in the techni-

que and therefore require no optimization. All techni-

ques require a determination of traffic needs and

adequate capacity allocation from the overall satellite

capacity to support the net traffic.

12



I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

In August 1974 IDA was requested* by OSD/DTACCS to under-

take studies in the area of military satellite communication

(satcom) systems important to the command and control of U.S.

forces. Two principal areas of concern were identified as

follows:

J * The impact of nuclear-event-induced propagation

degradations to satcom systems

and
* "A study of the technical means for achieving,

allocating, monitoring and controlling efficient,

flexible, and timely netting of mobile satcom radio

terminals in the general purpose forces."

A study of the first of these areas is reported upon separately
in IDA P-1154 (Ref. 1). This paper addresses itself to the

second area, netting satcom terminals. In particular, effort

is devoted to developing theoretical methodology for data ex-

change applicable to satellite systems as a means for quantita-

tively relating user-community traffic to needed satellite

capacity and comparing methods for sharing available capacity

between user communities.

The task statement is reproduced in Appendix A.

13



The current DoD satcom prograns* which establish a context

for this study are the Defense Satellite Communication System

(DSCS), Air Force Satellite Communications (AFSATCOM), and.

Fleet Satellite Communications (FLEETSATCOM). The systems

are summarized in Appendix B. Of these, FLEETSATCOM provided
the initial motivation, but the results should also be appli-

cable to the DSCS and AFSATCOM as they evolve. In Appendix B,
FLEETSATCOM serves as an example for exhibiting specific sys-

tem parameters and their relation to the various elements of

the traffic theory studied.

B. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The DoD satcom programs, especially those utilizing mobile
or transportable earth terminals, are characterized by a diver-

sity of (1) terminal capability, (2) interconnections and data

flow in terminal networks or subnetworks according to military

mission and/or command, and (3) electronic countermeasure

environment. The interplay of these factors is manifested by

asking whether a quantitative relationship can be developed be-

tween

j *Communication traffic requirements, i.e.,

networks or subnetworks of terminals operating

together through a given satealite

and

0 The management or allocation of satellite

capacity, bandwidth, and power to support the

various terminal networks.

The principal objective of the study is to develop quantitative
V4 means for judging an equitable balance between communication

Additional summary information regarding these programs is
contained in Ref. 2.

14
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traffic and ohe capacity allocated to service it. The principal

contributions of this report are a mathematical formulation of

the problem and a set of analytical techniques.

The general statement of the objective is in the tradition

of classic telephonic traffic engineering, dating back to the

theoretical methods first initiated by Erlang in 1917. The

features of DoD satcom systems which add new dimensions to

classic traffic engineering are:

. • The physical variability of satellite capacity
required to support links between differing types

of terminals according to terminal receiver sensi-

tivity, transmit power, and link information

bandwidth.

The temporal variability of available satellite

capacity through spacecraft transponder asset

reassignment, capacity reduction by electronic

) warfare, and partial failure of transponder assets.

SThe removal of connectivity and transmission con-

straints. In satcom systems terminal intercon-

nections and line speed can be altered dynamically

within a matter of tens of minutes, if not instantly,

whereas months may be required in terrestrial systems.

jThe store-and-forward transmission of digital data messages,

,- blocks, or packets, as opposed to assignment of circuits, pre-

sents a different body of theory, one which is currently being

developed for computers-to-remote-terminal communications

(i.e., teleprocessing) in terrestrial facilities. Mocification

V' of these techniques is implicit in satcom applications &ue to

the long-path delay inherent in satellite communications and

and the attendant timing considerations.

As an example, for a given information bandwidth, satellite

capacity required to support links to the various mobile Naval

1



i terminal configurations for use with FLEETSATCOM could vary by

more than a factor of eight.* Depending on communication modes,

information bandwidths can vary by a factor of 210 (from tele--

type bit rates up to secure voice). In an extreme case, a

terminal with low receiver sensitivity operating with a large

information bandwidth would require a dedicated transponder.

This, in turn, would reduce available satellite capacity to

the remaining mix of terminals capable of sharing transponders.

With suitable multiple-access modulation** it is possible

in principle to amalgamate the available capacity from each of

the operating transponders and then share this among the ac-Icessing terminals by rules or constraints of access, i.e.,
sharing strategies, according to terminal class or subnetwork.
For example, two possible strategies could be (1) to subdivide i
the total capacity into separate pools, one for each subnetwork

of terminals, or (2) to combine all the terminal subnetworks into

one class that fully shares all the available capacity. Many

intermediate strategies exist. In addition, for operating

store-and-forward data nets, consideration must be given to

substrategies for data exchange within a net.

A critical concept is that partitioning capacity need not

be done on a permanent basis. It is here postulated that ca-

pacity can be assigned according to a balance between the time-

dependent traffic needs of a terminal net and the capacity

available. Capacity reallocation should occur as the gross

traffic levels vary within the user communities. Thus, the

principal objective becomes defining terminal net traffic,

That is to say, receiver gain varies mc-e than 6 dB and sys-
tem noise by more than 3 dB, so that the ratio of terminal
antenna gain to receiver noise temperature (G/T) can vary by
more than 9 dB.

For AFSATCOM and FLEETSATCOM, the time-division multiple-access
(TDMA) technique is suitable, while for DSCS, the frequercy-
division multiple-access (FDMA) and spread-spectrum multiple-
access (SSMA) techniques may also be used. A general ref-
erence on multiple access is provided in Ref. 3.
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capacity-sharing methods, and a quantitative method for nego-

tiating the amount of capacity to be allocated for achieving

a communication objective or grade of service.

r In a jamming environment, the models are assumed to apply,

the total available capacity being reduced commensurately with

the effect of the jammer in power-robbing the satellite trans-

ponders. This would include any transponder suppression
effects. A central issue is traffic off-loading and capacity
reallocation. Consequently, the issue of communication re-

source utilization in an ECM environment further motivates the

desire for quantitative methods of balancing capacity use

against traffic needs.

Issues relating to the specifics of system control are

not directly addressed in this report. Through discussion

with DTACCS, a decision was made to concentrate effort on a

study of capacity allocation methods for the following reasons:

. There does not yet appear to be an adequate

theoretical base upon which to build quantitative
methods of judging issues of system control,

whereas such a base does exist for capacity

allocation.

. The need for quantitative understanding of capacity

allocation issues was judged to take precedence

over the need to investigate control techniques.

A general approach to capacity allocation suitable

to DoD satellites, although feasible, was not being

t: pursued in the DoD community.

* In view of the above, a general approach to the

r control problem as applied to the varicus DoD
satcom systems did not seem feasible. Control

." methods currently evolve intrinsically with4
17
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specific transmiission system design and develop-

ment.* That is to say, control and call signalling

are implemented for a given type of spacecraft

transponder (e.g., DSCS, FLEETSAT), earth terminal

parameters (e.g., EIRP, G/T), multiple access (e.g.,

TDMA, FDMA, SSMA), and terrestrial user switch

interface (e.g., TCC-39).

Thus, the lack of a general approach to the control problem,

the wish to avoid needless duplication of effort on specific

DoD satcom systems, and the potential for a general approach

to capacity allocation led to the concentration of effort

herein reported.

The physical transmission system serves to define the

values of capacity available for use and may constrain the

latitude with which it may be allocated. Within the latitude

provided by the "hardware," there is still the need to make
: capacity assignments reasonably "efficient." The control sys-

tem then affects the capacity assigned to the users as nets

and also affects their individual operation within a net. Ad-

vanced terminal hardware components, especially multiple-access

modems and RF bandwidth selection, have been designed without

the ability to compare the overall system cost/benefits of

implementing flexible capacity reallocation. In the absence

of such an assessment, simpler, less costly terminal components

are procured which inhibit capacity reallocation. It is hoped

Several DoD contractors are pursuing system-specific control

studies. The interested reader is referred to Refs. 4-6 for
application to FLEETSAT TDMA. An advanced development model
of a TDMA modem is constructed for the U.S. Army in Ref. 7.
Reference 8 further addresses control for field army demand-
access satcom features. Reference 9 reviews control mechani- L
zation chosen for INTELSAT application.
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that the approach taken here will serve to provide a bridge

between satellite transmission technology and multiple-access

modulation methods on the one hand and utility to variable

user traffic on the other.

C. APPROACH

The study seeks mathematically representative models of

satellite traffic demand and means of organizing the demand

(i.e., access to satellite capacity) with requisite levels of

satellite capacity to satisfy some measure of adequate per-

formance (e.g., channel or circuit availability, delay,

throughput). The model objectives are completely analogous

to those of conventional telephonic traffic engineering and

more recent computer communication engineering.

The general approach used here is not tied to any particu-

4 lar method of multiple access. Thus, to a first approximation,

Iit is equally valid for the frequency-division multiple-access
*(FDMA), time-division multiple-access (TDMA), and spread-

spectrum multiple-access (SSMA)* techniques. The multiple-

access technique, whichever used, is modeled as providing a

functional pool of capacity which can be subdivided and assigned

to terminals individually or to nets of terminals, which, in

turn, could further share their allotted capacity. The ter-

minals and/or nets take, on a per-user basis, different amounts

of capacity, depending on terminal sensitivity, power, and

j bandwidth. The users in each network aggregate generally re-

i j quest transmission service in some form of demand assignment
mode. The capacity in use at any one time is modeled to be

the linear sum of all the capacity consumed by the actively

j transmitting users. Strategies for sharing out the capacity

The literature also calls this class of technique "code-
division multiple access (CDMA)."
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and methods for evaluation are then examined in the context

of this abstract, simplified (e.g., linear) model. of a sharing

mechanization.

For example, the per-user capacity taken from a satellite

by a terminal with a receiver sensitivity figure of merit G/T,*

for a downlink with information bandwidth B, would ideally be

proportional to B(G/T)- I . The maximum capacity available

would depend on the satellite power, the largest terminal (G/T)
value in the system, and the available RF bandwidth. In princi-

ple, TDMA comes closest to realizing this ideal. Capacity al-

lotment on the downlink is controlled by the amount of time

allotted to each assfssing terminal in proportion to B(G/T)-I .

It is important to digress a moment in order to amplify
upon the relationship between linear use of capacity and the

two other classes of multiple-access techniques, namely SSMA

and FDMA. SSMA introduces uplink effects on transponder power-

sharing among active carriers. As long as the sum of the power

of all active uplink carriers remains constant, capacity will

divide linearly amongst the users according to their proportion

of uplink power. If the total carrier po .. arriving at the

satellite should vary with active traffic, capacity would sub-

divide algebraically according to the ratio of desired to

total uplink transmitter power. In this case, however, the

system could be linearized to the "worst-case" maximum total

uplink power. Interestingly enough, should one carrier (or,

more likely, a jammer of constant power) dominate the uplink,

the residual capacity left to the remaining uplink carriers

would again divide linearly, independently of the summed power

of the desired carriers.

The ratio of a terminal's antenna gain to receiver noise
temperature.
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For FDMA, capacity division depends not only on the nature

of the uplink power levels but also on the intermodulation

product spectrum generated. Should an uneven intermodulation

spectrum result, capacity division would become frequency de-

pendent.

Thus, extension of the linear capacity division studied

here to nonlinear capacity division as determined by multiple-

access modulation techniques is an important avenue for future

study. Certainly, for TDMA and linearized versions of SSMA

and FDMA, the models used here apply. Moreover, it is believed

that the models can be generalized to include algebraically

I nonlinear capacity division.

Returning to the development of the analytical methods

used in this study, it is further assumed that the interface

between the terminal-associated base-band digital system (e.g.,

teletype, printers, secure voice codes) and the terminal modem(s)

can be such that the satellite transmission system (from the

transmitting terminal through the satellite transponder to the

receiving terminal) can be made transparent to the operation

of the users' base-band digital system. This assumption repre-

3 sents a desirable practical goal. Space-related technology and

user digital-device (i.e., computer) technology are independently

Ievolving, each at its own rapid rate. It is desirable in satcom

U system development and application to preserve flexibility be-

tween satellite transmission technology and user data-system

technology.

The methods studied are separated into two distinct areas

of application: (1) data circuit connections and (2) store-and-

forward data message transmission. For both classes of service,

user traffic is modeled as a stochastic process, and the trans-

mission facility is modeled as a server system with constraints

imposed by the transmission system. Queueing-theory analysis

is then employed to relate traffic load, system capacity

21
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allocation, and a measure of performance (e.g., message delay

or calls blocked). In this manner, the available satellite

capacity is assumed to be split between circuit modes and

store-and-forward data modes of communication service. This

partition can be made variable in accordance with the traffic

needs of' the two classes of service. Each class of service is

Ithen stadied to make the most efficient use of its available
capacity.

The first area addressed is terminal access configurations

suitable for supporting data circuits for such communication

service as secure voice and bulk data transfer. This effort

builds upon conventional traffic engineering theory with the

introduction of new features associated with multirate circuits

and terminal variations in power and sensitivity. Next ad-

dressed are various store-and-forward transmission strategies

for sending data blocks. This form of communication is rele-

vant to the exchange of teletype narrative messages, and, per-

haps as important in the near future, it will support inquiry/

response data flow between computer(s) and remote terminals.

This portion of the effort builds upon current data communi-L

cation research studying computer polled terminals on a multi-

drop telephone line (or data loop).

The dichotomy imposed between data-circuit as opposed to

store-and-forward service is representative of current data
transmission practice. It also reflects current planning for

FLEETSATCOM and AFSATCOM use. Time did not permit a study of [
intermingling the circuit and store-and-forward service with

hybrid transmission or of converting one type of service into

another, as, for example, packetized voice. Also not studied

in depth were random-access transmission systems, typified by

the ALOHA approach, which seek to minimize if not eliminate
access control. These approaches could become attractive for

future systems. t
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D. ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

* Chapter II summarizes the study in greater depth and

presents its findings in more detail than was possible in the

brief Executive Summary. Chapters III and IV are central to

this report and are relatively self-contained, treating the

development of theoretical results for the circuit and store-

I and-forward types of traffic, respectively. Appendix A pre-
I sents a copy of the task statement, Appendix B surveys the

current DoD satellite communication programs, and Appendixes

iC through E give mathematical detail in support of the main

text.

• I
I

*1
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II. DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

A. GENERAL

For both circuit and store-and-forward* applications,

f traffic is modeled as being generated by purely random traffic

sources of exponential type characterized by two parameters:

(1) an average rate of message or call generation and (2) an

average length of message or call duration. The satellite

communication system is modeled as an appropriate server sys-

tem which provides a transmission service to each piece of

generated traffic or "customer." Various queueing models ap-

* I propriate to the transmission strategies are then analyzed to

mathematically relate traffic load, capacity usage or utiliza-

tion, and a performance measure such as average message delay

or number of calls blocked. Mixes of traffic sources having

* differing traffic parameters are important features studied.

However, store-and-forward sources are separated from circuit

sources. Traffic is assumed to be quasi-stationary in time,

i.e., slowly varying in a time frame relative to achieving

steady state.

In all cases, traffic arrives with a demand for transmis-

7 sion service. This is provided on a first-come, first-served

- Ibasis, with access constraints as determined by the transmission
system and sharing strategy. Dedicated service is not addressed
other than to observe that if such capacity is needed, it reduces

! *
Store-and-forward service, also called message traffic, in-

1 cludes not only narrative (telegram) messages but computer-
to-remote-terminal data exchange messages.
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the capacity available for demand service. Perhaps of more

military significance, priority traffic and preempt features

are not addressed. These introduce theoretical complications

beyond the resources available for this study. This is clearly

an important area for future investigation.

The sources of circuit-type traffic are divided into a

finite number of user classes. The members of each class are

modeled to have the same traffic level and per-circuit capacity

requirement, but these parameters vary between the classes.

The total capacity in use at any moment is assumed to be the

linear sum from all of the user classes of all the per-circuit

capacity taken by each of the calls in progress at that moment.

A newly arrived call request for a circuit will be blocked

unless the unused capacity allocated to or shared with other

user classes is adequate to support the circuit capacity re-

quired by the call request at its moment of arrival. The

average percentage of calls blocked defines a performance mea-

sure or grade of service. Given a total available level of

satellite capacity for circuit service, the problem is then

how it shall be further apportioned and/or shared amongst the

user classes. The study objective is to select and compare

capacity sharing and partitioning strategies against user class

traffic level and per-circuit capacity draw for a given proba-

J bility of call blocking or "grade of service."

A store-and-forward system is assumed to support a group

or net of terminals having message sources with unequal traffic

parameters. A common satellite channel* would be time-shared

This may be a physical piece of satellite hardware, but ideally
a virtual channel would be provided. That is to say, an assign-
ment of a portion of satellite total available capacity would
be allocated to the net according to net data traffic load. In
this regard, it is tacitly assumed that all members in a store-
and-forward net operate with a common amount of capacity, the
maximum needed by the weakest net terminal. There is no reason
for this restriction other than the time and resources avail-
able for this study. Removal of this limitation remains as an
interesting theoretical extension to the work reported here.
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sequentially by the iet terminal members operating at a common

transmission speed determined by channel capacity. Messages

1would arrive at net member terminals and be buffered, awaiting

each terminal's turn to transmit. The rules by which net members

are ordered to transmit their messages and the length of trans-

mission time allotted to each net member determine a sharing

F strategy. The average delay experienced by a typical message

is a measure of performance and depends on the net traffic loadIand the channel capacity allocated.
Circuit traffic does not allow subdivision of a call for

piecemeal transmission service, as do store-and-forward messages.

Consequently, there are considerably more possible transmission

strategies for store-and-forward traffic than for circuit traf-

fic. For ciircuit systems without priorities and preempts, the

only latitude is the scope permitted user groups to access the

total capacity. For store-and-forward systems, considerably
I more degrees of freedom in design are available as to how ter-

minals sequentially transmit their subdivided messages. This

results in more diversity in the analytical technique needed to

study store-and-forward systems. On the other hand, in the

1 study of circuit systems, at least in the more elementary initial

phase pursued here, a more unified theoretical base may be used.

I Beyond the lack of service priority/preempts and the sepa-

I ration of service into message traffic and circuit traffic,

several other important theoretical restrictions are placed

upon the models and analysis used here. These are addressed

tfurther later in the report. They are aggregated into important

areas for further research in Section II-E at the end of this

Jchapter.

B. CIRCUIT SWITCHED SYSTEMS

1 1. System Model

.Circuit switched systems are modeled as comprising K user

classes. Each class is characterized by the number of traffic
27



sources N in the class, the call intensity of a source is

given by the average number of calls placed during the average

call holding time, and the per-circuit capacity is drawn from

the satellite by an active call from the class.

Each user from each class generates calls independently

of all. other users. When a user makes a call, he demands

service. If no capacity is available, the source is blocked

and is modeled to return to a status "statistically" identical

to not having attempted the call (i.e., "Blocked Calls Cleared").

That is to say, the effect (frustration) of being blocked is

not modeled, and there is an immediate call reattempt. No

priorities for service within a class are assumed. More satis-

factory procedures for handling blocked calls ("Blocked Calls

Held" or "Delayed") can be implemented along with priority/

preempt features. These features add considerable complexity

to the theory. Although not analyzed, they are discussed in

Chapter III.

The active number of calls in progress from each of the K

user classes is a "state." A state is described by a K-dimen-

sional vector j E (jl1 J21 '- JK ) whose coordinates Ji are

nonnegative integers representing the calls in progress for

each of the K user classes. Constraints are placed upon the

states j which are allowed by the availability of capacity and

the manner in which it is shared between user classes. For

example, if there is a total capacity C available and each0
user from class i, i = 1, 2, ... K, uses ci units of capacity

for a circuit, then surely the capacity in use, cli + c2J 2 +

CKJK, must not exceed C If a new call request were to

arrive such that the capacity in use would exceed C0 , it could

not be accepted, and that call would be blocked. Consequently,

the allowed states would form a set 0 for which each vector

in Q would satisfy the inequality

cl1  + c2J2 + ... cKJK  Co.
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Additional constraints can be imposed on the manner in

which states are allowed to occur. Suppose the available ca-

pacity Co were partitioned into K separate capacity pools, Cl,

C2, ... CK, so that Cl + C2 + ... + CK = Co . Then, assign

each pool of capacity to its correspondingly numbered user

class for dedicated use by it and no other class. This can be

represented as an allowable class of states A by j vectors

whose Ji coordinates satisfy the following inequalities:

ClJ j C1

c2 J2  C2

The access strategy is mathematically represented by

specifying a set of allowable states A. Clearly, the set A

must be contained in the set 2. The two examples given repre-

sent two opposite strategies. The first, denoted as fully

shared, is the 9 set which aggregates all user classes with

equal access to any part of the total available capacity Co0

The second strategy, opposite to the first, allocates the

total capacicy into K separate pools or dedicated channels for

exclusive use by each user class. (Note that although dedicated

to class i, the capacity C assigned should be adjusted to
i

- )balance the i user class traffic.) Other example strategies

(A-sets) are described in Chapter III. In one strategy of

potential interest, most of the available capacity is dedicated

to the K user classes, but some is held in reserve as an "over-

flow channel." Calls that are blocked on the dedicated channel

overflow to the reserve channel, where they fully share the

reserve capacity with all other overflowed calls.

Interest in examining different A-sets is driven by the

blocking interactions that result between user classes. The

dedicated strategy completely eliminates interclass blocking
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effects. Generally, the fully shared strategy uses least ca-

pacity but may not adequately satisfy blocking objectives of

different user classes.

In every case the A-set can be represented as a geometrical

object in K dimensions. This is shown in Fig. II-1 for K = 2

and 3. The dedicated A-set is a K-dimensional rectangular box

resting on the positive coordinate axes with dimensions C X C
1 2

.. CK  The fully shared A-set (i.e., 9) is the tetrahedron

enclosed between the positive coordinate axes and a tilted plane*

offset from the origin by a distance proportional to the total

capacity C0 . Thus, more available capacity permits more allow-

able states. Note that the rectangular box of the dedicated

A-set fits inside the fully shared volume Q with its further-

most corner point touching the upper bounding plane of 0.

The subset of states which cause newly arrived calls to be

blocked lies on the outer upper edges of the A-set. Blocking

probability or grade of service will be determined by summing

the probability of being in an edge state of the A-set. Thus,

the transmission capacity, the strategy for sharing it, and the

blocking conditions are mathematically characterized by the

A-set. The connection between the user traffic and the trans-

mission system is made by determining the steady-state proba-

bility P(j) that a particular state j in A is occupied. P(j)

is physically the probability that jl, ''' JK circuits are

in progress from the K user classes.

The equation for this plane is Eciji = Co. This is a direct

property of the linear model for capacity use. It is believed
4that the theory can be extended to algebraic nonlinearities

which can be expressed geometrically as smooth bounding curved
linear surfaces in the K-dimensional state space.
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, The steady-state probability values P(j) are found by

t j solving a second-order K-dimensional difference equation

-] (i.e., "equation of state") whose coefficients are determined

J by the traffic parameters and whose boundary conditions are

determined by the edge surfaces of the A-set. Because the

traffic is statistically modeled as purely random with ex-

ponential distributions, the equation of state is of the
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Birth-Death type Markov process. When the dedicated A-set is

chosen, it is physically clear thau one is dealing with K non-

interacting channels in parallel.* This, then, reduces to the

classical (one-dimensional) Erlang model (which must be solved

K times, once for each channel). For the fully shared (and all

other) A-sets, one seeks to "separate" the equations of state

in a manner analogous to the dedicated A-set. The separating

property is of great practical as well as theoretical value,

and its study was one of the major efforts as shown in Chapter

III and Appendix C.
Once the basic probabilities P(j) of each allowed state or

' call occupancy state are found, key system performance measures

can be calculated. The grade of service or blocking probabilities

are computed by summing P(j) along the appropriate boundaries of

the A-set. The average of the number of calls in service at any

moment can be found. This, in turn, determines system utiliza-
tion, defined as the average capacity in use divided by the total

available capacity.

2. Theoretical Results

The principal theoretical result is a characterization of

the general validity of the solution form** for P(j) independent

of the A-set, provided the A-sets satisfy a very desirable sys-

tem objective. Specifically, P(j) has the following form, in-

dependent of the A-set sharing strategy, provided the A-set

permits the circuit capacity used by an active call to be im-

mediately returned for reuse when the call is completed:

P() = PA(0) " a "i=l_ N )i J

Note, however, that one is still at liberty to choose the
separate capacity allotments to each channel.

Remember that the boundary conditions for the state equation
depend on the A-set so that the solution form for P(j) could
depend on the A-set.
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where, for each user class i = 1, 2,

j = (Jl' J = state vector

Ji = number of calls in progress from user class i

Ni = number of sources in class i

Ni)

= number of combinations of N, objects taken

at a time

ai = Xi/Pi = the source call intensity given by the

average number of call generations per source

during average call holding time for class i users

S(0) = a normalization constant, independent of j.

K ,N1\

1/PA(O) = A il Ji ai (11-2)

Equation II-1 has an extremely important form. It is a

product of two quantities. Notice that the K-fold product of

combinatorial factors (the traffic factor) depends only on the

traffic and is totally independent of the transmission system

and sharing strategy (A-set). These numbers can be computed

directly from projected traffic levels ("requirements") and

the independent variables J, the number of calls in progress

from class i, with no reference to the transmission system

structure.
On the other hand, the normalization constant PA(M) or

system factor in Eq. II-1 is completely independent of any

particular state j in the A-set. For a given specification

of traffic level and per-circuit capacity draw of each user

* class, the system factor PA(0) can be calculated for different

WA-sets (this also includes changes in available capacity).

Thus, the form of P(j) does not change as the A-set or the

1raffic level is varied.i '!|i - i 33



r. ~Although analytically elegant and simply stated, the solu-

tion of Eq. II-1 is deceptive in that evaluation of PA(O) in

Eq. 11-2 computationally grows quickly on the number of user

classes K and the number of allowable states j or, equivalently,
large numbers of users with adequate capacity to support them.

Thus, there should be future interest in developing numerical

and asymptotic techniques for reducing the computational load.

Another highly significant result derives from the form of

Eq. T 1 1. Examination of Eq. II-1 shows that PA(0) equals the

pr, -ty that the system is empty (i.e., no calls in progress).

Cot-.. 4dently, if ore were to simulate a system and its variants

irather than directly computing PA(0) via Eq. 11-2, the basic
outcome of the simulation that would need to be monitored is

the number of times the system is empty. In the limit of a

large number of observations, the percentage of them in which

there are no calls in progress is PA(0).

It is also shown that the following theoretical properties

h Although P(j) in Eq. II-1 is a product of terms in

Ji for any valid A-set, the calls in progress from

each user class are not statistically independent.

Only when capacity is allocated on a dedicated basis

to each user class do the J become statistically

independent.ill, . The conventional relationship between time and call

congestion* for one user class holds for K user

classes.

The probability P(j) is referred to as "time congestion." Call
congestion is the probability of circuit occupancy as seen by
a newly arriving call.. If the conventional relation holds, the
numerical difference between call and time congestion is sig-
nificant. The theoretical relation is provided in Appendix C.
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IFor the fully shared A-set, if the user classes

are ordered by ascending need of per-circuit ca-

pacity, then, independent of traffic levels, the

probability of blocking for each user class follows

the same order.

3. Numerical Results

A computer program was developed (Appendix C) to evaluate

f ,IEq. II-1 and numerically compare dedicated and fully shared

i I strategies for the amount of capacity Co needed for a specified

probability of blocking. It included both finite and infinite

user source models. This program was written in Fortran IV

and was executed on a remote time-sharing computer system. It

uses a computationally straighbforward approach and, as a con-

1 sequence, is limited to systems of relatively small scale. No

I more than three user classes are permitted (e.g., K 3, small,

medium, and large capacity terminals). In addition, the deter-

_t mination of the blocking probability for the fully shared
s gis with an upper bound calculation (seestrategy isapproximated upper

Appendix C). Since the true probability of blocking is less

than or equal to the bound, the capacity required for a given

blocking objective will be somewhat overestimated for the fully
shared case.

I The program is given the traffic parameters (Ni, ai = Xi/Pi)

and the per-circuit capacity need ci, as well as the blocking

objective or grade of service GOS i (i.e., probability of blocking

-0= GOSi) for each user class i = 1, 2, 3. It then calculates,

j using the conventional one-dimensional Erlang B (or Engset)

equations, the dedicated capacity Ci needed for each user class

to achieve its GOSi objective. The total capacity C is then

j the sum of the Ci •

Using the C O calculated for the dedicated strategy per the

above, the program then calculates an upper bound approximate

7 to the blocking probabilities that result with the fully shared
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strategy. In all cases, this will result in a blocking proba-

bility which is better than the grade-of-service (GOS) objective.

The value of C0 is then reduced by a small fixed amount, and the

process is reiterated until the blocking objective is just met.

The total capacity calculated on the "iterate" just prior to

that exceeding the GOS objective is then that needed for the

fully shared strategy. Note that the calculations assume that

traffic parameters are known (i.e., measurable) and that capacity

is allotted in a manner to match the traffic need.

The dedicated and shared strategies for capacity usage are

compared first as a function of offered traffic for two different

levels of blocking probabilities (0.05 and 0.01) and two mixes of

user class characteristics. The two mixes of user sources con-

sidered are

1. Balanced Traffic: the product Nici = constant

2. Equal Traffic: Ni = constant, thus N = N = N
i3 2 1

For this comparison, the per-circuit capacity ci is taken to be

1 = cI = c 2/2 = c3/4. For example, user bit rates of 1/2 kb/s,

2.4 kb/s, and 4.8 kb/s would generate the indicated ci. The

finite source model (Engset) is used, and the source traffic

parameters a = X/P are all taken to be equal to 0.1 (a 10 per-

cent user duty factor). The offered traffic is varied by

changing the number of sources N in the user class. A sample
i

plot of capacity required and the average fraction of capacity

used (utilization) versus offered traffic levels* is shown in

Fig. 11-2 for a GOS objective of 0.05. Additional calculations

for smaller traffic levels and a comparison of infinite source

models with finite ones are provided in Chapter III.

*I

For the Engset model, offered traffic level is determined for
each user class by the quantity [a/(l+a)]N and is measured in
dimensionless units denoted as "Erlangs." The total traffic
offered is the linear sum of traffic from each user class.
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r As a last example, a hypothetical mix of Naval task force

users is considered. The three classes of circuits modeled*

are as follows:

Class 1. Leader Class

Typical of circuits off medium flagships

[e.g., destroyer leader (DL)] with moderate

traffic source parameter a, = 0.1, moderate

bit rate/circuit, and moderate terminal EIRP

and G/T. Thus, the satellite capacity** needed,

Cl, is taken as unity for this class.

Class 2. Force Element Class

Typical of circuits off force element ships

[e.g., destroyer (DD,DE)] with low traffic

source parametex a2 = 0.01 and low bit rate/

circuit, but even lower G/T. Hence, capacity/
circuit c 2 

= 4.

Class 3. Major Flagship Class

Typical of circuits off major flagships (carrier

or cruiser) with high traffic source parameter

a3 = 0.5, but, although high G/T, even higher

bit rate, so c3 = 4.

In a task force, one might expect overall user traffic would

tend to correlate with the number of sources N on a major flag-
3

ship.*** Consequently, required satellite capacity for dedicated

versus shared allocation was computed as a function of the number

,
This model is exceptionally simple as it does not address
source-sink pairs of circuits.
Capacity is taken proportional to (bit rate)- 1 x G/T.
There may be more than one user circuit per flagship and/or

more than one flagship per task force.
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of major flagship sources N3 (rather than offered traffic, as

in the previous figure). Two different mixes of N1 and N2

sources were used. Case 1 has eight times as many force ele-

ment sources as major flagship sources and half as many leader

sources as major flagship sources, N1  N3 /2, N2 = 8N3 . In

case 2, there are four times as many force element sources as

major flagship sources, and there are equal numbers of leader

sources and major flagship sources, N1 
= N3, N2 = 4N3 . For

the example described, Fig. 11-3 plots the required capacity

as a function of the number of major flagship traffic sources

for both cases of source mix. Note the small difference between

the two mixes. The average fraction of capacity used (utiliza-

tion) is shown only for Case 1; Case 2 is quite similar.

The results, such as Figs. 11-2 and 11-3, can be used to

compare the levels of traffic that can be accommodated in given

allocations of capacity. Th4 q is the converse problem to allo-

cating a capacity to a give :vel of traffic, which can arise,

for example, through loss ir, item capacity. For example, in

Fig. 11-2 with balanced traffic and 80 units of capacity avail-

able, 37 as opposed to 30 Erlangs can be accommodated with the

fully snared strategy. On the other hand, with only 30 units

of capacity, 11 versus 7 Erlangs of traffic can be accommodated,

a significant improvement.

4. Conclusions

The results of the numerical examples indicate the fol-

lowing:

1. Above moderate levels of offered traffic capacity,

needs increase linearly with offered traffic and

at about the same rate, whether dedicated or fully

shared allocation strategy is used. The capacity

difference between the two is constant as traffic

varies. Thus, the percentage increase in needed

capacity at the higher level of offered traffic

levels for the dedicated strategy tends to zero.
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2. The numerical value of the constant difference in

required capacity between dedicated and shared

allocations increases with increased grade of

service, (i.e., reduced probability of blocking).

3. At Low Zevels of traffic, the percentage increase

in capacity needed by the dedicated allocation can

be as high as 50 percent.

I . Connectivity permitting, the effect on capacity

utilization of balancing the user class parameters

(traffic activity and per-circuit capacity draw)

can be as large as or larger than the spread be-

tween dedicated and shared allocation strategies.

The spread in needed capacity between balanced and

equal source mixes in the example of Fig. 11-2 is

tgreater than between dedicated and shared allocation

strategies. In this example, the rate of increase

in needed capacity with off,.red traffic is 25 percent

faster for the equal traffic user classes than for

the balanced traffic case. Balanced network sources

consume capacity at the rate of approximately 1.8

capacity units per Erlang of traffic, while equal

network sources have a rate of approximately 2.4

capacity units per Erlang of traffic.

5. For total offered traffic in excess of 5 Erlangs,

the Erlang and Engset models produce essentially

.4 Ithe same results. Using the Erlang model as an

approximation to the Engset model provides a con-

servative estimate for required capacity to meet

I, a blocking objective.

With reference to the hypothetical Naval task force example,

i Fig. 11-3 indicates that:

} 6. The results are qualitatively similar to those of

the fixed and shared allocation schemes in the previous
41
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example. At a moderate number of major flagship

sources (8), the percentage capacity gain for fully

shared is about 50 percent. This diminishes per-

centagewise with higher traffic levels.

7. The difference in required satellite capacity between

the two cases of source population mix chosen is small.

The above points suggest the following conjecture:

8. When cealing with many user classes (K > 3), it may

be possible, for the purpose of reducing the number

of classes to be analyzed, to computationally treat

as a single compound class those individual classes

with a close balance in the product of traffic offered

times capacity needed per circuit.

C. STORE-AND-FORWARD SYSTEMS

I. Introduction

For store-and-forward ("message" switched) systems, several

techniques are investigated of time-sharing a satellite communi-

cation channel among many users with data messages. The users

are org .nized into a net. The net is allocated a channel with

sufficient capacity, represented by an equivalent line speed or
bit rate, to handle the generated message traffic. The objec-

tive is to develop system performance measures by which a quan-

titative comparison of the techniques could be made.

The time-sharing techniques considered are:

1. Fixed Assignments--Each member of the net is assigned
a specified transmission time that occurs periodically
and that is his and only his to use. The users know
when and for how long they can transmit.

2. Access with Polling--The net members are sequentially
polled according to a predetermined order by the net
controller, with the polled user transmitting untilthe message buffer is empty. At the end of trans-

mission, the next member is polled and the process
repeats.
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3. Access with Reservations--At the time of a message• arival, the user re quests transmission time for the

message from the net controller. The controller
allocates transmission time to the requesting users,
and at the appropriate time the user transmits the
message.

4. Contention or Random Access--At the message arrival,
the user transmits all or part of the message on the
available channel without coordination with the other
users in the net. If two or more transmissions over-
lap, each message or parts of each message may be
blocked, and the affected users try again.

I Fixed assignments and polling are cyclic time-sharing

techniques. The time behavior of the net operating under either

jfixed assignments or polling is exemplified by Fig. II-4. The

transmission time allocations are subdivided into the time re-

quired to transfer control (walking time) from one user to

another (tw , considered overhead) and the time allocated for

data transmission (ti for the ith user). The cycle length M

is the time difference between consecutive transmissions by

}one user. In fixed assignments, the user data transmission

times are predetermined and constant from cycle to cycle, and

therefore the cycle length is also constant. The control

I transfer time consists of the preamble transmission time re-

1 quired to establish bit synchronization at the receiving ter-

minal and the guard time between consecutive transmissions to

ensure that the user transmissions do not overlap and interfere.

Under access with polling, the control transfer time consists

of the preamble transmission time and the single-hop propagation

time to the satellite. The transmission time allocated to the

users is not predetermined, but the polled user is allowed to

transmit until the message buffer is empty. The cycle length

is random because the user "allocations" are random.
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FIGURE 11-4. Time Behavior of Net Operating Under Fixed
Assignments or Polling

Under reservations and random access, the time sequence

of user transmissions is not cyclic but is determined by the

arrival (generation) "ime of messages. In reservations, coordi-

nation for user transmissions is provided by the net controller,

who allocates transmission time to the requesting users. There

is no coordination in random access, and therefore transmissions

can overlap and interfere. The techniques are summarized in

Table II-1, and some of the effects of traffic variations on

the net operation are presented in Table 11-2.

The methodology and the system performance measures used

in evaluating these allocation techniques are based on queueing

theory. The communication system is viewed as a service system,

the messages being the customers, the channel being the server,

and the transmission of data from one user to another being the
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TABLE 11-1. PROPERTIES OF THE SHARING TECHNIQUES

Fixed
Assignments Polling Reservations Contention

User Predetermined Predetermined Random, based upon Random, based upon
Transmission and cyclic, and cyclic, message arrivals message arrivals
Sequence and queueing and blocking.
L_ discipline.

User Assigned, Coordinated, Dynamically as- No coordination
Transmission constant, and variable, and signed, variable and no assign-
'Time dependent upon dependent upon and dependent upon ments.
Allocations average message time to empty message length.

traffic, transmitting
user's buffer.

Queue Effected only at each user Effected over At each user
Discipline terminal and not over the the net. terminal only.

net.

Control No dynamic Transmission Transmission None, but may re-
Instructions instructions, turn-on time. turn-on time and quire control for
Required allocations and duration. stability.

sequence pre-
determined.

TABLE 11-2. EFFECTS a OF TRAFFIC CHANGES ON NET OPERATION

Fixed
Assignments Polling Reservations Contention

Changes in Requires redeter- None None
Averagc mination of the
Traffic Load allocations because (System self-compensates)

of the possible
degradation of
operating at a non-
optimum point and
possible satura-
tion at a user.

User Entry Requires Requires None None
or De- alteration of alteration
parture the transmission of the

sequence and transmission
possibly the sequence.
user all ations.

aExclusive of comhmon effects (for example, either the capacity required to

* satisfy a performance objective or the performance measures for a given
J capacity will change).

*1 II
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service performed. There is a queue of data messages (buffer

queue) that are waiting to be transmitted at each user's ter-

minal. Two variables are used to quantify the effects of the

allocation techniques on'the user: (1) the length of the buffer

queue and (2) the message queueing time (the waiting time in the

buffer queue plus the message transmission time). The system

performance measures used in evaluating the techniques are the

numerical averages, over the users in the net, of (1) the ex-

pected value of the user buffer queue lengths and (2) the

message queueing times at the user under steady-state conditions.

The system saturates when the allocated capacity to a user in

the net is insufficient to handle the average message traffic.

Saturation causes both the user buffer contents and the message

queuteing times to increase without bound to infinity.

The system performance measures (the grades of service pro-

vided) determine the effects of the time-sharing techniques on

the user, for a specified net size and capacity allocation. It

still must be decided what capacity (average bit rate) will be

allocated to the net. The allocated capacity affects both the

channel utilization,* which impacts on the transmission facility

cost, and the system performance measures. The system designer

usually must make a tradeoff between the transmission facility

costs and the grade of service provided to the users. The

techniques are also compared in terms of the capacity required

to provide a specified grade of service.

2. Results

Analytical expressions for the user buffer queue length

and message delays are obtained for the time-sharing techniques

under general conditions (comr ,und Poisson distributed data

Channel utilization is average arrival rate multiplied by the
average transmission time of a message.
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... unit arrivals and identical user transmission capabilities),

I, and the-efore can be used within the stated assumptions for

comparisons with other techniques. For polling, the message

arrival rates and average message lengths are further assumed

Ito be identical for all users in the net, while for reservations,

the average message lengths are equal, with no further restriction

on the arrival rates. At present, the analytical results either

exist or could be derived only on the basis of these assumptions.

For the implementation of reservations, the allocated net ca-

pacity is subdivided to provide a data channel plus an order-

wire channel over which the time requests are transmitted using
Irandom access. The probability of blocking on the orderwire is

assumed to be zero in Chapter IV, but this assumption is removed

in Appendix E, where the orderwire traffic and output message

process are assumed to be Poisson. The results presented here

I incorporate the results of Appendix E. The transmitted messages

are assumed to be received without error to ensure that the ef-

fects on the buffer content and queueing times are attributable

Sto the allocation schemes and are not caused by the channel.

Errors in the data messages appear to have the same effect in

all of the schemes, but errors which occur in the control mes-

3sages associate. with polling and reservations will have dif-
ferent effects and should be examined in future work.

Random-access or ALOHA-type systems were not investigated
I further (a limited discussion on the minimum net capacity re-

7quired is presented in Section IV-F) because:

1 i. For Poisson data-unit arrivals, saturation in slotted

ALOHA (random access starting at specified times only)
occurs at a channel utilization of l/e = 0.37, while

1 for fixed assignments and polling, saturation occurs
Fat a utilization of 1. Therefore, a contention system

could require up to three times as much capacity and
does not seem attractive in situations where the trans-
mission channel costs are high.
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2. An uncontrolled random-access system may become
unstable even with utilizations smaller than the
saturation value.

3. The message throughput of an unstable, uncontrolled
random-access system decreases with time and even-
tually becomes zero, whereas there still is message
throughput in a saturated fixed-assignment or polling
system.

To compare fixed assignments with the other two techniques,

it is first necessary to determine the sizes of the transmission

times assigned to the users. On the other hand, the user allo-

cations in polling and reservations are dynamic and intrinsic

in the technique. In a polling system, the polled user trans-

mits for as long as required to empty the message buffer. In

a reservation system, the users are given sufficient time to

completely transmit each generated message.

be The user allocations in fixed assignments are chosen to

be those that minimize either the average buffer contents or
the message delay* (queueing time minus message transmission

time) over the users in the net. Unfortunately, the optimum

user time allocations, which depend upon the net overhead, the

message parameter values, and the transmission rate, could not

be determined analytically and hence must be obtained numerically

for specific examples. The net overhead (the total overhead in

a cycle) consists of walking time (the preamble transmission

time plus the guard time between consecutive transmissions)

and the time reserved for the requests of new users to join

Both the delay and queueing time are minimized at the same
user allocations because the message transmission time is
independent of the user allocation. The queueing time is
used as a performance measure because, under reservations,
the message transmission time is larger than that for polling
or fixed assignments due to the capacity removed for the
orderwire.
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the net. As examples, the three values of overhead parameters

presented in Table 11-3 are considered with the user transmission

and message parameters of Table II-4. The net in this example

(Table II-4) is assumed to consist of ten small-volume users

I (class 1) and one large-volume user (class 2).

The behavior of the average buffer contents and message

delay in the net for a fixed cycle length with overhead case I

is demonstrated in Fig. 11-5 for the user parameter values of

Table II-4. It is seen that both performance measures are

sensitive to the transmission allocations chosen. For the

three overhead cases, the user allocations, which minimize

the net message delay, and the resultant message delay values

are presented in Table 11-5, from which the effects of reducing

overhead are observed. Reducing the overhead causes both the
average message delay and the optimum user allocations to de-

Icrease, although the reductions in the delay are not as dramatic
as the reductions in the user allocations and cycle lengths.

The best performance (the smallest message delay) is obtained

with zero overhead (case III). The delay reduction obtained

from reducing the overhead from case II to III (removing the

new entry request time) is larger than the reduction obtained

from reducing the overhead from I to II (reducing the trans-

mission overhead). The system can compensate for the trans-

mission overhead by increasing the user allocations because the

value of this overhead is independent of the allocation size.

On the other hand, the size of the new entry time was chosen

to be proportional to the cycle length, and therefore its ef-

fect on system performance is independent of user allocation

size.
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TABLE 11-3. ASSUMED OVERHEAD VALUES

Transmission New EntryCase Overheada Request Time

I 0.39 seconds Proportional(15

II 0.0 to cycle length

III 0.0 0.0

aWalking time (preamble transmission time plus guard time).

bTransmission rate R = 2.4 kb/s.

TABLE 11-4. ASSUMED PARAMETER VALUES FOR SATELLITE
COMMUNICATION NET

Transmission Rate (R): 2.4 kb/s

Number of Users (N): 10 users in class 1

1 user in class 2

Average Interarrival Times (T): 27 (10 minutes for
class 1

I or

2.25 0.83 minutes for
class 2

Data Unit Length: 608 bits

Average Message Length (m): 26 data units

Virtual Message Length (m): 26 data units
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VTABLE 11-5. MINIMUM DELAY OF FIXED ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE
OVERHEAD CASES

Overhead Cycle Length, a User Slot a Allocations Net Delay,
Case data-unit slots Class 1 Class 2 min

I 183 11 33 2.5

11 76 5 16 1.99

IIl 13 1 3 1.48
a A slot is the transmission time of a data unit.

Now that a limited discussion has been provided on the ef-
fects of the user allocation and overhead on the performance of

"' a net using fixed assignments, a comparative evaluation of the

techniques can be performed. Comparative results are given for

the case of one user class (user message processes are identical),

because only in this case are the analytical results valid for

I polling and for the system in which the net overhead is reduced.
With these assumptions, the optimum user allocation in fixed

passignments is one data slot to each user.

With one user class, the net queueing time is equal to the

average queueing time for a user. A queueing-time comparison of
the techniques for a sample net is presented in Table 11-6. Re-
call that the net capacity allocation R is subdivided under reser-

vations into R1 , the orderwire capacity, and R2, the data channel
capacity. The channel utilization p is equal to the average num-

ber of data-unit arrivals per time slot in the net divided by the
number of data units that can be transmitted during a slot. The

dynamic allocation schemes, polling and reservations, provide a

grade of service that is approximately an order of magnitude bet-

ter than that for fixed assignments. Figure 11-6 presents the
effects on queueing time of message arrival rate or channel util-

ization with a constant average message length. Polling and

fixed assignments saturate at a utilization of one, while the net

under reservations saturates at a reduced utilization (0.917) on
the data channel because of the orderwire capacity. Finally, in
Table II-7 a comparison of the techniques is presented with

respect to the capacity that must be assigned to the net to achieve
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TABLE 11-6. SAMPLEa COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES

Queueing Time,min

Fixed Assignmentsb 3.00
Pollingc  0.35

Reservationsb 'd 0.44

aOne user class, N = 11, T = 2 min,

m = 26 data units, R : 2.4 kb/s, and
channel utilization : 0.6.
bero preamble.

C96-bit preamble.

dR : 200 b/s, and R 2.2 kb/s.

a grade-of-service (queueing-time) objective. Again, polling and

I reservations are preferred over fixed assignments and provide a

capacity saving of at least 8 kb/s, enough to support three addi-

tional nets with the same parameters.

Because analytical expressions were obtained for the perform-

ance measures, the regions in the parameter space where one tech-

nique is preferred over another can be established for overhead

case III. For this overhead case and one user class, the optimum

allocations can be determined analytically (one data slot for each

user) for fixed assignments. The analytical results of Chapter

IV for reservations are used in the comparisons with polling and

fixed assignments. Therefore, the comparisons only establish the

regions where fixed assignments or polling are definitely prefer-

red. Tables 11-8 and 11-9 respectively present the crossover

walking time for polling (time to transfer control) and the crit-

ical turnaround time for reservations (the time to effect a

capacity assignment) in the buffer-contents comparison for fixed

assignments The corresponding transmission rate is also pre-

sented. Fixed assignments yields smaller buffer contents and is

therefore preferred if the transmission rate is larger than the

listed rate. Polling is preferred over reservations when the

turnaround time is larger than half the average time the channel
is not available to a user in polling (half the average time

between a user's transmissions).
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TABLE 11-7. CAPACITY TO ACHIEVE A 0.3-MINUTE QUEUEING TIME
WITH N = 11 AND T = 2 MINUTES

Technique Transmission Rate, kb/s

Fixed Assignments 11

Polling 2.6

Reservations 3.0

aA 2.4-kb/s data channel plus a 600-b/s orderwire.

TABLE 11-8. CROSSOVER WALKING TIME AND CORRESPONDING
TRANSMISSION RATE IN THE COMPARISON BETWEEN FIXED ASSIGNMENT

AND POLLING WITH DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

Average Message
Length, rc' Transmission Rate,

data units N Utilization slots kb/s

5 11 0.1 9.2 20

0.9 9.0 20

26 0.1 47.7 107

0.9 50.6 114

26 100 0.1 51.4 115

0.9 51.0 115

aData unit = 608 bits; preamble length = 96 bits for polling.

TABLE 11-9. CRITICAL TURNAROUND TIMES AND TRANSMISSION RATES
IN THE COMPARISON BETWEEN FIXED ASSIGNMENT AND RESERVATIONS

WITH CENTRALIZED CONTROL

Average Message
Length, a, Transmission Rate,

data units N Utilization slots b/s

0.1 55 61 x 103

0.9 455 511 x 103

26 0.1 288 323 x 10

0.9 2555 2.9 x 106

26 100 0.1 2855 3.2 x 106

0.9 25,295 28.5 x 106
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r 7 Finally, the effects are examined of combining nets and shar-
ing the pooled capacity instead of dedicating a channel to each

net (for example, C nets, each with a channel capacity R). There

are two distinct ways of sharing the pooled capacity:

1. The users dynamically share the channels (C) by

transmitting at the individual channel capacities

(R) (C servers, each working at rate R with 1 queue).

2. By transmitting at the total capacity (CR) obtained

by merging channels (1 server working at a rate CR

with 1 queue).

It is well known in queueing theory that C servers--1 queue

yields smaller queueing times than C separate "l server--i queue"

systems and, further, that 1 server working at a rate CR yields

smaller queueing times than C servers working at a rate R. In

a satellite system, overhead (walking time in polling and order-

wire capacity in reservations) are associated with the manner in

which the techniques allocate capacity to the users and are not

accounted for in the models used in queueing theory, and hence

the results are not simply transferable from queueing theory

to the store-and-forward system. Using reservations allows

the combining of nets and the sharing of channels (C servers--

1 queue) because a controller (common) buffer is essentially

formed. On the other hand, sharing of channels is not possible

under fixed assignments and polling because the net operation

is centered around one channel. Merging of channels is possible

under all of the considered techniques. Table II-10 presents

the queueing times for an example for each technique of sharing

the pooled capacity, with the results of Table 11-6 reproduced

as a baseline (one net--one channel). The results for reser-

vations and fixed assignments agree with the previously mentioned

queueing theory results, but under polling the merging of the

4' channels produces an increase (of about twice) in the queueing

time.
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TABLE II-10. ARCHITECTURAL COMPARISON

Queueing Timea min

Number of Users 11 44 110

Transmission Rate 2.4 kb/s 2.4 kb/s 24 kb/s
Number of Channels 1 4 1

Fixed

Assignmentsb 3.00 -2.99
PollIi nqc  0.35 0.6

Reservationsb  0.44 0.25 0.07 e

aone user class, T : 2 minutes, channel utilization 0.6,
average and virtual message length = 26 data units.

bZero preamble.
c96-bit preamble length.
dOne channel is used for the orderwire.
eR : 4 kb/s and R2 = 20 kb/s.

Table II-11 gives the number of channels that must be pro-
vided to the combined net (N = 110) of Table II-10 to achieve

specified queueing time objectives. Two objectives are used to

demonstrate the sensitivity of the required capacity to the grade

of service provided. For the 1-minute queueing time objective,
the total capacity required wibh reservations cannot be reduced
significantly, even though the resultant queueing time is sub-
stantially smaller than the objective, because the utilization

on the data channel is about 0.7 already.
TABLE 11-11. NUMBER OF CHANNELS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE AVERAGE

QUEUEING TIME CRITERIA WITH N = 110 AND T = 2 MINUTES

Number of 24-kb/s Channels
a b Queueing Time,

STechnique A a B min
Fixed Assignments 30 2 0.85
Polling 10 1 0.66

Reservations 2 c 1 d 0.07
I aA: 0.04 minute average queueing time.

bB: I minute queueing time.
COne data channel plus an orderwire channel.

dData channel capacity 2 20 kb/s plus a 4-kb/s
orderwire.
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3. Conclusions

In a net operating under fixed assignments, the user allo-

cations must be predetermined and should be selected carefully
I"| because bouh system performance measures are sensitive to the

allocations. In the examples considered where more than one

user class exists, the optimum allocations are not only different

from the allocations obtained by an intuitive approach bdt also

reduce the resultant delay by about 50 percent below that ob-

tained by using intuitive allocations. In either polling or

reservation systems, the user allocations are dynamic and intrin-

sic to the technique and therefore require no optimization. On

the other hand, the (minimum) capacity allocation to the net

in any technique must be determined to ensure stable operation.

This requires an estimate of the expected average message traf-

fic load in the net.

Overhead can be characterized as of two types. One type,

represented by synchronization preambles and transmission guard

times, is independent of allocated transmission times. The

other type, represented by the time reserved for new entry re-

quests in the cyclic techniques and the orderwire capacity in

reservations, is dependent upon allocated transmission times.

Both types of overhead reduce the effective data transmission

rate and hence reduce the grade of service provided; the second

type also reduces the message traffic load, resulting in satu-

ration. In the cyclic techniques, the inefficiencies induced

by allocation-independent overhead can be reduced by allocating

longer transmission times, and the effect on the saturation

level can be made small (actually, there is no saturation ef-

fect in polling). In reservations, because the allocated trans-

mission times are determined by message lengths, the effect of

the preamble overhead is not reduced but increases the channel

utilization and also reduces the saturation level. The reserva-

tion technique is more sensitive to this overhead than the cyclic

techniques.
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In the sample comparisons for a fixed capacity allocation

to the net, polling and reservations both show significant im-

provements over fixed assignments in the grade of service pro-

vided. The performance measures are shown to increase with

utilization, and at higher levels of utilization they are tre-

mendously sensitive to small changes in utilization. This be-

havior is typical of a queueing system and should be taken into

account in the choice of an operating point (in channel utiliza-

tion or in capacity allocation to the net).

The reservation technique increases flexibility and further

improves the grade of service provided because it permits the

pooling of users and the sharing of available channels among

pooled users when the useis cannot transmit at a higher rate

than the individual channel rate. Further, if the users can

transmitat the total capacity of the channels (sharing the

merged channels), the grade of service is improved significantly
only in reservations, while it degrades in polling.

As would be expected from the above results, polling and

reservations in the examples considered require significantly

less capacity than fixed assignments to achieve a grade of

service.

Finally, the general conditions under which the techniques

are preferred with respect to buffer-contents performance mea-

sures (i.e., the conditions under which the techniques yield

lower values) are obtained by analytical comparisons of the

respective buffer-contents equations. In comparing polling

and fixed assignments, which are both cyclic time-sharing tech-

niques, smaller buffer contents are obtained by using polling,

except when the time to transfer control (walking time) from

one user to another in polling is about twice the average mes-

sage transmission time. The only parameters that determine the

preferred regions are the transmission rate and the average

message length. On the other hand, in comparisons of cyclic

techniques with reservations, all of the parameters--number of
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us rs, channel utilization, average message length (except in

polling), and transmission rate--determine the preferred regions.

(The orderwire capacity required for reservations is not in-

cluded in the comparisons.) Polling is preferred over reserva-

tions for those systems where the time to effect a capacity

assignment with reservations is larger than half of the total

average time the channel is not available to the user in polling.

Fixed assignments is preferred over reservations for those sys-

tems where the time to effect a capacity assignment is larger

than the product of the number of users and the average message

transmission time divided by one minus the channel utilization.

The cyclic techniques are at a disadvantage with respect to

reservations for large numbers of users. The cyclic techniques

are definitely preferred over reservations when the number of

users in the net and the average mess,'ge transmission time are

small.

* D. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

An analytical appraoch is shown to exist which relates user

traffic to satellite capacity needs with regard to a variety of

syztem access, sharing, and transmission strategies. The ability

to optimize a particular strategy and then compare it to other

strategies is a direct consequence. In general, no one strategy

or sharing arrangement is uniformly best. Traffic levels and

various operational constraints can favor one sharing method

over another, depenir.g upon the operating conditions existing

in the system.

It is important to be able to delineate the key descriptors

of t> system and the usage factors together with the proper

quantitative criteria for determining when one mode is superior

to another and by how much. In sample calculatlnns for digital

circuit communication service, it is shown that, above a certain

minimal level of traffic in each net of a group of nets, there

is no significant penalty in the overall capacity required if

one chooses to partition capacity to each of the nets individually
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along dedicated lines, as opposed to amalgamating all the users

into a super net and fully sharing all the available capacity.

This result holds only if technical means are implemented to

ensure a flexible allocation in time of capacity to each net in

order to match the level of traffic existent in the nets. )ther-

wise, very serious losses in capacity utilization can occur.

On the other hand, the fully shared approach reduces the

need to individually balance each net's capacity need against

its traffic level. However, in this situation the grade of

service provided to each net becomes interdependent among the
nets, as opposed to net independent, when capacity is dedicated.

For store-and-forward data transmission services, the more

time-dynamic strategies (such as polling or reservations) for

I assigning transmission times to user terminals are usually

more capacity efficient than the less dynamic fixed assignments

technique. They provide savings in required capacity to a-hieve

a specified delay in message delivery time for a given ievpl of

message traffic. Further, the reservation technique facilitates

a pooling of the users for making greater use of the available

capacity. However, the fixed assignment method is more attrac-

tive for those systems where the transmission bit rates (speed)

coupled with the long satellite path delays are such that the

time taken to effect assignment of transmission time to terminals

is large compared to the average time to transmit a message.

In addition to predicting capacity utilization and com-

paring sharing strategies, analytical results also have col-

lateral benefits with regard to system design and control.

They indicate network operational sensitivity to variations in

traffic levels and establish stability conditions. They can

also provide alternative measures for assessing the network

status needed for system control. For example, monitoring

delay or blocking in order to estimate operating traffic levels

may be easier to implement than direct measurement of traffic

activity at each terminal in the system. Finally, simulations
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of systems are always benefited by a theoretical base that not

only provides interpretive insight into the results of a simu-

lation but also aids in the "design" of the simulation itself.

The results presented in this report are based on analyt-

ical models containing many simplifying assumptions. Many areas

of theoretical and computational interest still remain to be

investigated for practical systems. This chapter ends by iden-

tifying some study areas of further interest.

E. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Identified below are areas for further research in traffic

and resource utilization relevant to DoD satcom programs. They

are listed in no priority of order.

General

0 Nonlinear capacity usage and multiple access systems

0 Priority/preempt effects

t Control transmission system interrelationships

with allocation

More complex user-to-terminal-to-satellite

interfaces

Hybrid systems; store-and-forward (packet) trans-

mission intermingled with data circuits.

Traffic Models

. Collection and processing of real traffic statistics

9 Correlated traffic sources--overlapping user nets

0 Nonexponential-type traffic statistics.

Systems

* Blocked Calls Held
. Call signaling and control

* Alternative store-and-forward techniques

* Interconnected systems--terrestrial/satcom.
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Numerical Techniques/Computer Science

* Computational algorithms

0 Simulation technology.
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PRECEDIMf PAGkE LMNTIME D

III. SATELLITE CAPACITY ALLOCATION FOR
CIRCUIT SWITCHED SYSTEMS

I A. INTRODUCTION

1. Conceptual Framework

In this chapter consideration is given to developing a

mathematical model to evaluate certain nodal capacity alloca-

tion strategies for supporting communication traffic of the

circuit type. In Chapter IV, store-and-forward message traffic

will be addressed. Interest here centers on the problem of

organizing circuit-type connections and allotting capacity for
supporting circuits between sources and sinks connected to

terrestrial terminals of differing capabilities (e.g., antenna

size, power, information bandwidth) through a common communi-

cation satellite relay.

Shown in Fig. III-1 is a typical satcom configuration of

terminals and their (base-band) traffic sources/sinks inter-

connected through and sharing the capacity of the satellite.

In Fig. ill-1 the traffic sources/sinks are represented by

circles of differing size to emphasize their potentially dif-

fering information bandwidth requirements (e.g., bit rate).

The terrestrial terminals are shown as having different-sized

antennas to represent the various receiver sensitivities,

transmitter powers, and (if appropriate) RF bandwidths.

The terminals each have a single-node interconnect through

the satellite relay utilizing suitable signal modulation on
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FIGURE I1-1. Conceptual Satcom Configuration

their radio carriers to enable the desired link interconnections

to be made. The composite problem of signal modulation, space-
craft transponder configuration, and RF system operation has

been commonly referred to as satellite multiple access,* with
three generic classes of multiple-access modulation identified

as frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), time-division

multiple access (TDMA), and spread-spectrum multiple access

(SSMA). The multiple-access technique chosen defines and par-
titions available satellite capacity and provides constraints

on sharing this capacity among the terminals.

Conventionally, multiple access has not addressed the issues
of interconnection between data sources and sinks that access a
terminal. These issues, designated as base-band multiplexing,

to date have received less attention. Especially lacking has

been an overall systems understanding of the interrelation be-

tween base-band multiplexing anf RF multiple access.

For an introduction to this subject, the interested reader isreferred to Ref. 10. Furthei. detail is provided in IDA

Study S-268 (Ref. 11).
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FIGURE 111-2. Conceptual Model

For the purposes of developing an initial mathematical

model, the traffic source, terminal, and satellite relay con-

figuration are idealized as shown in Fig. 111-2. Each potential

traffic source has access to a common node of total capacity C0
The sources are aggregated into classes defined by parameters

of population traffic intensity (source activity) and capacity

required to support a circuit. A number of key simplifications

are made in the abstract model here proposed. Outstanding among

these is limiting the analysis to linear subdivision of avail-

able capacity and the "Blocked Calls Cleared" mode of operation.

Less limiting operating modes can be easily implemented, but

their analysis becomes exceedingly complex. Further discussion

of the concepts and limitations imposed are presented in Section

III-A-4 following a description in Section III-A-3 of the model

used.
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r
The elementary form of the model used allowed a meaningful

and representative exploration of the problem which was trac-

table enough to be dealt with within the time and resources

available. In this regard, the approach parallels in spirit

the early phases of congestion theory developed for telephonic

traffic. The discussion of the limitations in the model in

Section III-A-4 is intended to stimulate interest in these

problems and to encourage research activity directed towards

building a body of theory extending beyond the simple model

examined here.

It must be emphasized that there are important consider-

ations that influence network aggregation other than the theo-

retical modeling studied here. Any decision to aggregate users

must be made with cognizance of and in response to such factors

(aside from cost) as:

0 Chain of command/mission context

0 Addressing/interconnection

0 Interoperability/standardization

* Control responsibilities/accountability

* Security.

Perhaps the key point to note is that there is no a priori

reason that networks cannot be made flexible enough to be re-
organizable in time, according to need. Limitations and con-
straints have to be studied, and management mechanisms created.
Central to these issues are the commonality and standardization

of components and a concept of network hierarchy and control.

Independent of specific network organization(s), there is the

need to develop analytical methods to judge in quantitative

terms the interrelationship of traffic loads and aggregations

(network source/sink configurations) with "system" capacity

allocation and control (network transmission configuration).

It is the purpose here to demonstrate by examples the feasi-

bility and desirability of acquiring such analytical tools.
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2. General Example

As part of an ongoing TDMA study performed by Comsat Lab-

oratories (Ref. 12) for the United States Army Satellite Coin-

munication Agency, the number of circuits necessary to support

various levels of traffic associated with specified networks

was estimated in order to size terminal equipment requirements

(e.g., "channel units") which interface terrestrial communi-

cation lines. Data were taken from Ref. 12 and plotted in
Fig. 111-3. Figure 111-3 is a conventional "Erlang B" curve

and shows the number of available circuits needed to support a

level of traffic offered, measured in Erlangs,* for a 0.05

probability of call blocking (a grade of service of 5 percent).

Also shown is the average fraction of capacity used (circuit

utilization), the average number of circuits in use divided by

the total number of circuits available. From specifi3d network

requirements developed by the TRITAC office of the Signal Corps

for DoD, Comsat Laboratories derived the associated traffic

levels that are delineated on the abscissa. The right-hand

ordinate shows the circuit capacity required for a given Erlang

traffic volume, and the left-hand ordinate shows the circuit

utilization.

The results from Ref. 12 utilize classic Erlang theory and
are predicated on all circuits' requiring the same per-circuit

capacity (e.g., identical earth terminals with identical bit

rate) and having the same traffic intensity parameters. Thus,

through link budgets the number of circuits needed can be trans-
lated into the satellite capacity necessary to support each

An Erlang is a dimensionless unit measuring the level of
offered traffic. For the i'finite source model (Ni = c) it
is defined as the average number of new call requests occurring
during an average call holding time. [One Erlang unit is equal
to 3600 call-seconds per hour.] Clearly, the numbzr of avail-
able circuits must exceed the offered traffic to obtain a
blocking probability less than one.
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network. An important issue is whether the traffic sources

associated with each network should be pooled together in a

very large common network (with common control) or whether

satellite capacity should be flexibly subdivided and allocated

to support each network individually (with hierarchical control).

For the example studied in Ref. 12, Fig. 111-3 shows that, from

the point of view of efficient utilization of satellite capacity,

there is no strong incentive to aggregate the networks provided

capacity is flexibly matched to network needs. There is at

most a 13 percent gain in capacity efficiency in going from

50 Erlangs of traffic (50 percent of the Air Force tactical

network requirement) to 700 Erlangs (50 percent of Army tacti-

cal). Note, however, that a 50-circuit satellite network is

a relatively large bundle of circuits. There will be advantages

to network aggregation of low traffic loads.

3. Basic Mathematical Model

The (traffic) source population is subdivided into K

(finite) classes of statistically independent traffic sources.

When a source makes a call, he requests service via an order-

wire, or calling channel, and is allotted a portion of nodal

(i.e., satellite) capacity necessary to support his call if

such capacity is available. If no capacity is available, the

source is blocked and is modeled to return to a status "statis-

tically" identical to not having attempted the call.* That is

to say, the effect (frustration) of being blocked is not modeled,

and there is an immediate call reattempt. Further, all users

within a class are assumed to be equivalent. User needs for

service, the likelihood of calling, and the capacity used per

active user are identical for all users in the same class.

*This model is referred to as "Blocked Calls Cleared." It is

-A analogous to a queueing model with no buffer or waiting room.
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Circuits are assigned on a first come, first served basis. A

discussion of such models is given in Ref. 13. Reference 14

provides a fundamental probabilistic framework.

Each class has the following characteristics, (for class

i = 1, 2, ... K):

Traffic Model (Birth-Death)

* Exponentially distributed interarrival time with

parameter X (A, = average number of call requests/

second from a source in class i).

* Exponentially distributed call holding time with

parameter u, (1/ui = average call duration from

class i).

* Number of total sources Ni in class i, Ni may be

infinite,* in which case A + 0, so that Ni i X i"

It is assumed that any source with a call in progress uses nodal

capacity as follows:

Capacity Model (Linear)

0 Any soirce of class i uses ci units of capacity

from tLe common node (i.e., satellite).

* Capacity is measured in units normalized to class

1 so that ci = 1. The classes are ordered so

that 1 c2  c ... c".

* Capacity is used linearly. That is to say, if
there are 0 _ J i --: N i active sources from each

user class i = 1, 2, ... K, the capacity in use

is Jl + c2 J 2 + ... cKJK o

*When Ni is finite, the source arrivals are said to be quasi-
random. This model was studied by Engset in 1918. With
infinite Ni, the source arrivals are Poisson. This model was
used by Erlang in 1917.
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The number of active calls in progress, J, from each of

the K traffic classes specifies a state, j, of the "system."

Mathematically the state j is a K-dimensional vector with

coordinates having nonnegative integer values, j (J1 J2 1

J3 "'" UK). Due to the statistical nature of the calls, in-
terest centers on finding the probability of occurrence P(j)
for each state j--that is to say, the steady-state probability
of there being in progress J calls from class , from class

2, and so on, up to JK calls from class K.

Given that certain general conditions are met (Ref. 14),

a steady-state probability distribution* P(j) exists that is

time independent. P(j) is the solution of a K-dimensional

difference equation, known as the equation of state. The

mathematical problem is to formulate A-sets of allowable**

states j (access strategies), determine the associated equation

of state, and solve for P(j). From knowledge of P(j), system

performance measures such as blocking probability and average

utilization can be calculated.

Within the above framework, the mathematical model can be

characterized as a K-dimensional Birth-Death process of quasi-

random (Ni finite) or Poisson (Ni infinite) type. The Birth-

Death nomenclature implies that (in probability) only one call

at a time can arrive (Birth) or terminate (Death). The quasi-

random or Poisson process refers to the exponential nature of

the probability distribution for call arrival and holding time,

predicated upon the mutual independence of all sources and pure-

chance origination and termination of calls. An elegant,

P(j.) is a (scalar-valued) probability function over the state
vectors j in a K-dimensional space.
For example, at the very least, every allowable set of states

must satisfy the two conditions, (1) for each i = 1, 2, ... K,
0 _ j N and (2) J1 + c2J2 + ... cKJK - CO. Additional
const~aints can be imposed to further restrict the set of
allowable states.
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rigorous, and mathematically advanced development of the multi-

dimensional stochastic theory for the traffic model used here

is provided in Refs. 15 and 16. A more heuristic approach,

the one used here, is provided in Refs. 13 and 17.

4. Discussion

One of the key postulates in the elementary model used is

that capacity used from the common node is the linear sum of

the ,ircuit capacity needed to support each of the source sink

pairs with a "call in progress."

The abstract approach used here is not tied to any partic-

ular method of multiple access. Thus, to a first approximation,

they are equally valid for FDMA, TDMA, and SSMA techniques.

Whichever multiple-access technique is used, it is modeled as

providing a pool of capacity that can be linearly subdivided

and assigned to terminals individually or to nets of terminals,
't which, in turn, could further share their allotted capacity.

On a per-user basis, the terminals and/or nets take different

amounts of capacity, depending on terminal sensitivity, power,

and bandwidth. Strategies for sharing out the capacity and

methods for evaluation are then examined in the context of this

abstract, simplified (e.g., linear) model of a sharing mech-

anization.

Ideally, the capacity drawn from a satellite by a terminal

with a receive sensitivity G/T,* for a downlink with information

bandwidth B, would be proportional to B(G/T) 1 . The maximum

capacity available would depend on the satellite power, the

largest terminal G/T value in the system, and the available RF
bandwidth. In principle, TDMA comes closest to realizing this

G/T is the ratio of terminal antenna gain to receiver noise
temperature.
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ideal. Capacity allotment is controlled by the amount of time

allotted to each accessing terminal in proportion to B(G/T) 1

SSMA introduces the uplink impact on transponder power-

sharing among active carriers. As long as the sum of the power

of all active uplink carriers remains constant, capacity will

divide linearly. Should the total carrier power arriving at

the satellite depend on active traffic, capacity might not

subdivide linearly but algebraically according to the ratio

3f desired to total uplink transmitter power. In this case,

however, the system could be linearized to the "worst-case"

I maximum total uplink power, Interestingly enough, should one

carrier (or, more likely, a jammer of constant power) dominate

the uplink, the residual capacity left to the remaining uplink

carriers would again divide linearly, independent of the summed

power of the desired carriers.

For FDMA, capacity division is not only dependent on the

nature of the uplink power levels but also on the intermodu-

lation product ipectrum generated. Should a radically uneven

intermodulation spectrum result, capacity division would be

not only algebraically nonlinear (which can be linearized) but

also frequency dependent.

Thus, extension of the linear capacity division studied

here to nonlinear capacity division, as determined by multiple-

access modulation techniques, is an important avenue for future

(; investigation. Certainly, for TDMA and linearized versions of

SSMA and FDMA, the models used here apply. Moreover, it is

be.i..eved that the models can be generalized to at least in-

clude algebraically nonlinear capacity division. ]
' For the purpose of the analytical methods used, it is as-

sumed that the interface between the terminal-associated base-

band digital system (e.g., teletype, printers, secure voice

codes) and the terminal modem(s) can be such that the satellite

transmission system (from the transmitting terminal through the
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satelliiu transponder to the receiving terminal) can be made

transparent to the operation of the users' base-band digital

system. This assumption represents a desirable practical goal.

Space-related technology and user digital-device (i.e., computer)

technology are independently evolving, each at its own rapid rate.

It is desirable in satcom system development and application to
preserve flexibility between satellite transmission technology

and user data-system technology.

Postulation of linear use of capacity avoids the complex

relationships (not yet fully understood) between terminal multi-

ple access and base-band multiplexing of sources. Efforts to

avoid dependence on specific system design for quantifying this

interaction, together with a desire for mathematical tract-

ability, lead to the convenient theoretical artifice of rele-

gating practical complexities to the category of engineering

problems associated with implementation.* A major need in

satcom system engineering is to develop a better quantitative

understanding of the relationship between the multiple-access

transmission and the user-multiplexing interface. A promising

direction for extension of the theory discussed here is towards

inclusion of nonlinear capacity dependence on the number of

circuits in use.

A major limitation placed upon the model was its restriction

to a first-come, first-served and "Blocked Calls Cleared" mode

of operation. Thus, call priorities, preempts, and call re-

quest queueing are not addressed. It is not necessarily dif-

ficult to implement more elaborate operating modes in handling

call requests that cannot be immediately assigned satellite

This dodge is not altogethev vacuous. There do exist multiple-
access base-band interconnections (such as TDMA with digital
data circuit sources) which should lead to linear capacity
use.
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capacity. Except for the case of dedicated capacity alloca-

tions to each user class, the mathematical problems of de-

scribing and analyzing the performance of the call request

strategy or the protocol for managing the queues of held calls

become exceptionally difficult.

The difficulty in analyzing more sophisticated call re-

quest strategies centers on the precise mathematical state-

ment of the equation of state and its solution. The equations

must specify how calls of different user classes are queued,

how queues are managed, how calls can be preempted, how waiting

icalls are given priority, and how capacity freed by termination
of a call is allotted to calls in queue. For example, when the

system is saturated, capacity from a call termination can be

allotted only to calls in queue from user classes requiring

less per-circuit capacity than the departing call. For those

calls awaiting service that do require less per-circuit capacity

than the'departing call, any number of rules could be written

for the allocation of the capacity freed by the departing call.

This is discussed further in Section III-C.

Circuit connections between user classes are not considered.

It is tacitly assumed that this problem can be avoided in the

definition of traffic source/sink pairs by defining more user

classes, that is, through the creation of additional classes

of sources. This may not adequately model the situation where

traffic sources might simultaneously belong to several user
classes. More generally, source activity between classes could

be correlated. In the simple model analyzed, it is assumed

that all traffic sources are uncorrelated. This assumption is

least accurate when the source population Ni is small.

Another simplification is the assumption that the sole

limitation on circuit availability is satellite capacity. A
terminal serving many sources can potentially run out of capacity

through shortage of either source transmission handling equipments
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(e.g., channel units) or bandwidth in the multiple-access car-

rier. Referring back to Fig. III-1, it is seen that in effect

blocking is at least a two-step affair. A traffic call can

be blocked on entering a terminal or at the satellite. The

conventional method for dealing with this complication is to

note that overall blocking must be a concatenation of the

blocking events at the terminal and the satellite. If the

probability of blocking of the terminal is made an order of

magnitude smaller than that of the satellite, it is usually

true that overall blocking* is then dominated by available

satellite capacity.

Finally, a whole set of simplifications is implied con-

cerning network control (satellite and terminals), circuit

signaling/monitoring (call setup, take-down, busy signal), and

switching (between sources and between terminals). All of these

involve very important mechanizations of system control. They

include the important areas of' data formats, control protocols,

terminal interfaces, and modulation parameters, as well as as-

signment of control signaling channels and nodal network manage-

ment responsibilities (e.g., master/slave stations and satellite

terminal and terrestrial switch interconnect). An especially

important problem is the mechanization of a call request cir-

cuit, orderwire, reserved channel, and in-band signal. The

transmission ana processing of an asynchronous, randomly ar-

riving call request signal can differ considerably from sup-

porting an established call in progress.

It will be important in the future to develop more refined

models that will incorporate the complexities discussed above.

By historical analogy, this would parallel the theoretical

A rule of thumb for simplified calculation treats terminal
blocking and satellite blocking as independent events.
Although, strictly speaking, these events are not independent,
treating them as such gives an estimate of blocking probability.
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development of classical telephonic traffic theory. For ex-

ample, in 1917-1918 local lines accessing a central telephone

office to outbound long-haul trunks did not have full access

to all available trunks due to the prohibitive cost of pro-

viding the number of mechanical relays (selectors) necessary

to provide full trunk access to each local line. Erlang's

fundamental paper in 1917 (and Engset's in 1918) assumed an

idealized connection system with full capacity availability.

The limitation of trunk availability to local circuits is

called a "grading." Ironically, preceding Erlang's work, the

first grading patent responding to the practical problem was

awarded to E.A. Gray of the United States in 1908, U.S. Patent

Specification 1002388.* Subsequently, analytical work on

grading complexity was done by Erlang in 1920 and by E.C. Molina

in 1921. Further effort continued at a dwindling rate until

about 1931 with R.I. Wilkinson's paper. Following this, there

was a hiatus of any interest until the late 1940s, when interest

was rekindled in the Scandinavian countries. With the advent of

electronic switching and advanced computational capabilities,

there has been an accelerating interest in exploring the com-

plexities of the theory (Ref. 18). One hopes that theoretical

interest in capacity connection and switching theory will re-

ceive more rapid development for satellite communication than

it did for telephony.

5. Presentation of Results

The results of the study of capacity allocation for c

cuit service are presented as follows. Section III-B pre

a sunary of the general theoretical development. Section

discusses the application of the theory to the dedicated and

*Reference 16 provides a concise mathematical review of this
history.
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fully shared strategies. Section III-D presents some numerical

results. The principal mathematical development of the material

is presented in Appendix C, together with a description of the
numerical techniques used. in addition, Appendix C provides a

short discussion of previous and current work on traffic theory,

as well as related activities in computer science.

B. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

1. A-Set Geometry

Appendix C presents a careful mathematical review of the

blocked-calls-cleared state equations, boundary equations and

solutions, and several important theoretical properties. The

previous section presented the basic traffic and capacity

models. The parameters of the problem are the total available

satellite capacity Co and, for each user class i, the per-

circuit capacity ci required by a traffic source and the traffic

parameters* ai Xi/ i and Ni ,

Interest centers on determining and solving the equation

of state for the scalar-valued steady-steady probability P(j)

of a state vector j (Jl, J2, "'" JK), each of whose nonnega-

tive integer-valued coordinates represents the number of calls

in progress from user class i. The collection of allowable

states, j, forms a set A which specifies an access strategy.

The two A-sets of special interest are "dedicated capacity"*

and "fully shared capacity." For any A-set, surely the capacity

Recall that Xi is the call request rate from a single source,
Ni is the source population, and 1/pi is the average call
duration. Appendix C shows that only the ratio Xi/pi = ai
is important to the solution of the problem.

Although the term "dedicated" will be used here, there still
is "demand access" operation, but it is limited to operate
only within the capacity dedicated to a user class.
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in use, clJ 1 + c2J2 + ... KJK must not exceed Co . If a new

call request were to arrive such that the capacity in use would

exceed Co, then it could not be accepted and that call would be
blocked. Consequently, any A-set must be contained in the set

2, defined as the collection of state vectors, j, which satisfy

the inequality

Clil + c2 J2  + ... CKJK * Go*

The set Q is itself an A-set, the "largest" such, and represents

the fully shared strategy.

Additional constraints can be imposed on the manner in which

states are allowed to occur. Partition the available capacity

Co into K separate capacity pools, Cl, C2, . K, such that

C1 + C + ... C = C Then assign each pool of capacity to its

correspondingly numbered user class for dedicated use by it and

no other class. This can be represented as an allowable class

of states A by j vectorb whose ji coordinates satisfy the fol-

lowing inequalities:

c2J2  02

cKJK K

This A-set represents the dedicated strategy.

In every case, the A-set can be represented as a geometrical

object in K dimensions. This provides important theoretical in-

sight. With reference to Fig. III-4, the fully shared A-set

(i.e., SI) is the volume enclosed between the positive coordinate
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axes and a tilted plane* offset from the origin by a distance

proportional to the total capacity C . (Thus, more available
capacity permits more allowable states.) The dedicated A-set

is a K-dimensional rectangular box resting on the positive
coordinate axes with dimensions C x C x ... CK . Note that

the rectangular box of the dedicated A-set fits inside the

fully shared volume Q, with its furthermost corner point touch-

ing the upper bounding plane of Q.

Additional A-sets are shown in Fig. II1-4. Of potential

interest is the "imbedded capacity" A-set in Fig. III-4(d),

' j where most of the available capacity is dedicated to the user

classes, but some is held in reierve as an "overflow channel."

Those calls that are blocked on the dedicated channel overflow

te the reserve channel, where they fully share the reserve ca-

pacity with all other calls that have overflowed. The mathe-

matical statements for the A-sets of Fig. III1-4 -.re given below:

1. A = Q = {jill ciji Co, Ji --Nil

Fully Available Capacity. All calls treated eq'ially,

with access to any user class of any ava.lable ca-

pacity in svstem.,

K

2. A = H., {, ;,iii Ci; where EC, = Co }

CapatWif Dedicated to Each User Class. Capacity

apportined to each user class, with demand access

only within that capacity apportioned to each

class.

The equation for this plane J., Zcij. = Co. This is a direct
property of the linear model for capacity use. It is be-
lieved that the theory can be xtended to algebraic non-Slinearities which can be exprt-?sed geometrically as smoothbou.ding curveu linear surface,. in the K-dimensional state

K spa le.
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M K K3.A =Ji__Q i c i CO - Z C} X ri {J c ij Ci

i 0.i=M+l i=M+ i

Partitioned Access. First M-K classes fully avail-

able access per item 1 above, and last K-M classes

fully dedicated per item 2 above.

4. Imbedded Capacity. Choose a point J* with coordinates

J*, J , etc., interior to 9. Inscribe a right rectangle

resting on the positive coordinate axes with vertices

at the origin and j*. Then project forward each face
of this rectangle not contained in some coordinate
plane until. it touches the plane Eci 1 = C0 . Let

the set A be the resulting inscribed complex rectangu-

lar solid. This A-set provides a level of dedicated
capacity to each user class defined by the point j*

which uses up Zcij# capacity units. The residual

j capacity CO - ZciJ is then fully shared.

From the examples it can be seen that the system architec-

ture for capacity sharing is expressed in the specification of

the admissible set of states A. It should be noted that there

are limitations on specifying A-sets. Not only must they lie

within 0, but, because of the Birth-Death model, any j state

in A must be reachable by passing through other j states within

V: A (i.e., A must be fully connected). A performance objective

can be soecified by determining blocking sets B which will be

contained in A by computing P(B).

T'ie sibset B o< statea which cause newly arrived calls

to be bocke lies on the outer upper edges of the A-.eet. Per-

formance of grade of service will determined by summing the

probability of being in an edge state of the A-set. Thus, the

transmission capacity, the strategy for sharing it, and the

blocking conditlons are mathematically characterized by the

choice of A-set. The connection between the user traffic and
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the transmission system is made by determining the steady-state

probability P(j) that a particular state j in A is occupied.

P(j) is physically the probability of circuit occupancy by the

K user classes.

The probability values P(j) are found by solving a second-

order K-dimensional difference equation (i.e., the "equation of

state") whose coefficients are determined by the traffic param-

eters and whose boundary conditions are determined by the edge

surfaces of the A-set. Because the traffic is statistically

modeled as purely random with exponential distributions, the

equation of state is of the Birth-Death type Markov process.

When the dedicated A-set is chosen, it is physically clear that

one is dealing with K noninteracting channels in parallel.*

This, then, reduces to the classical (one-dimensional) Erlang

model (which must be solved K times, once for each channel).

For the fully shared A-sets (and all others), one seeks

to "separate" the equations of state in a manner analogous to

the dedicated A-set. The separating property is of great prac-

tical as well as theoretical value, and its study was one of

the major efforts as shown in Appendix C.

Once the basic probabilities P(j) of each allowed state

or call occupancy state are found, key system performance

measures can be calculated. The grades of service or blocking

probabilities are computed by summing P(j) along the appropriate

boundaries of the A-set. The average, in any moment, of the

number of calls in service can be found. This, in turn, deter-

mines system utilization, defined as the average capacity in

use divided by the total available capacity.

Note, however, that one still is at liberty to choose the

separate capacity allotments to each channel.
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2. Form of P(j) Solution

The principal theoretical result is a characterization of

the general validity of the solution form* for P(j) independent

of the A-set, provided the A-set satisfies a very desirable

system objective. Namely, the A-set should ensure that the

capacity used by an active circuit is immediately returned for

reuse when a call is completed. This ensures the folliwing

geometrically importaint property. TFAe any state j* in A. Drop

K perpendiculars from j* to the orthogonal lower boundary planes

of A formed by the coordinate axes. Then, requL', that all of

the j points that these perpendiculars pass through also be in

the A-set. As shown in Appendix C, this property (denoted as
"coordinate convexity") is equivalent physically to returning

terminated call capacity and permits the recursive-type solu-

tion method which "separates" the K-dimensional equation of

state.

Given that an A-set meets the conditions of being contained

in Q, connected, and "coordinate convex" (as do the examples

I given in Fig. III-4), then the steady-state probability 1(i)

of being in state j, that is to say, the probability that there

are precisely jl, J2 , ... JA .. JK users in service from each

i user class, has the following 'o"rm-

P(i PA ai

i~:l ..

a, li/i (llI-l)

1/ = L K N ai
-CA i=1 i' .

r Remember that the boundary conditions for the sm.#,e equation
depend on the A-set, so that the solution form for P(j) could
depend on the A-set.
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where, for each user class, i = 1, 2, ... K

= V J2 ... JK ) = state vector

Jh = number of calls in progress from user class i

Ni = number of sources in class i

(ji = number of combinations of Ni objects taken

at a time

ai = x /Pi = the source call intensity given by the

average number of call generations per source during

average call holding time for class i users

PA(0) = a normalization constant, independent of j.

K tWA1/P AM0 = Ea ( (N')la)
jCA il Ji

For those user classes with Ni =, replace the term J ai
Ji

with a'i /(ji!). Note that the constant PA(O) is the probability

that there are no calls in progress. Thus, PA(0) is the frac-

tional amount of time none of the capacity is in use.

Equation III-1 has an extremely important form. It is a

product of two quantities. Notice that the K-fold product of

combinatorial factors on the far right (the traffic factor) de-

pends only on the traffic and is totally independent of the

transmission system and the sharing strategy (A-set). These

A numbers can be computed directly from projected traffic levels

("requirements") and the independent variables Ji the number
A

of calls in progress from class i, with no reference to the
transmission system structure.

The available capacity C and the access strategy (A-set)
0

are only manifested in the calculation of PA(0). P in
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Eq. III-1 is completely independent of any particular state j

in the A-set. For a given specification of traffic level and

per-circuit capacity draw of each user class, the system fac-

tor PA(0) can be calculated for different A-sets (which logi-

cally includes changes in available capacity). Thus, the form

of P(j) does not change as the A-set or the traffic level is

varied. Note that the simplicity in the formal expression for

P(j) in Eq. III-1 is misleading in that the calculation of

PA(0), in particular the sum over all j states in A, can easily

get out of hand.

Another feature of Eq. III-1 is the product form, which

suggests that the calls in progress (thus capacity usage) from

each user class might be statistically independent. In Appendix

C, it is shown that this is generally false; "he calls in prog-

ress from the user classes are interdependent. However, since

P(j) is in a product form, the mathematical manipulation of the

probabilities enjoys 7,:..< of the advantage of statistical In-

dependence. Only in the case where capaclty is dedicated to

a user class are the calls from that class statistically in-

dependent of the remaining classes.

3. Blocking and Performance Measures

From Eq. III-1, performance measures can be calculated.

For each i = 1, 2, ... K, then, denote ith user class blocking

sets as Bi, i.e., those subsets of states j in A such that in-

adequate capacity is left to service one more call from user

class i. [More precisely, Bi Bi(A). It remains an analytical

exercise to find the Bi for a given A-set.] Since the sets Bi

are those states from which additional call requests from user

class i will be blocked, the probebility of blocking on user

class i is P(Bi5:

P(Bi  E PQj), I-2JCBi

where P(j) is given in Eq. III-i.
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Th e grade-of-service (GOS) objective refers to a specifi-

cation to users that the probability that thair traffic will

be blocked from service is less than an agreed percentage of

time. For finite population users (Ni < CO), there is a slight

difference between the probability P(Bi ) that the system is in

a blocked state ("time congestion") and that a user requesting

service is blocked ("call congestion"). This is discussed in

Appendix C. For one-dimensional user class problems, the dis-

tinction is not practically significant. For general multi-user

class problems, there may be a significant difference. However,

for the "Blocked Calls Cleared" strategy and the exponential

Birth-Death probability models used here there is no practical

difference between call and time congestion. Thus, although

the users are interested in "call congestion," the GOS objective

can be satisfied by constraining the "time congestion" to be

less than a GOS objective, typically 5 percent:

P(Bi) GOS.

For convenience, order the user classes according to their

ascending capacity need per circuit, so that 1 = c1  c2 : -a-

! 0K' In Appendix C it is shown that for fully shared capacity

access the blocking states are "nested" Bi1_ B 2C C BK ' Thus,
it follows from fundamental principles that the blocking proba-

bilities are in ascending order P(Bl) 1 P(B2) m ... P(BK), in-

dependent of the offered traffic level given by the ai and Ni .

The marginal probability that there are K calls in progress

from the ith user class, Ji = K s 0, 1, 2, ... ji, is found by

summing P(j) over all j states whose ith coordinate is equal to

K. The largest value K can have for the ith user class, de-
A

noted Ji, is found by taking the maximum of the ith coordinate

of j as j varies over A. Thus, the marginal probability Qick)

that Ji = k is given by
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Qi(k) P(j); for 0-- k:Ji,  (111-3)
1 Jai (k)

where the set al(k) is all those j states of A whose ith coordi-

nate equals k.

a i.(k) E AIji = k} (11I-3')

th
The Qi(k' are the probabilities of interest to the i user

class. Note that, except for dedicated capacity A-sets, the

user classes are not statistically independent, so that

KP(j) 11 Q 0iJ )

i=l

The th (V > 0) moment* of is
is

00i = E Qi (k).

k=O

Since the capacity used is linear** on the number of calls in

progress, the average capacity used <C>is the linear sum of

the average capacity drawn by each user class, given by

K<C> c >  (111-5)
i=l 1

The principal moments of interest are v = land 2.
Note that this has the result that Eqs. 111-5 and 111-6 do

not hold for nonlinear capacity usage. In that event, one
must use the fundamental definition of an average P(j)

JCA
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where, from Eq. III-4,

J

<ji> = E k Qi(k) (111-6)

k=0

One measure of the efficiency with which the capacity C0 is used

by an access strategy is given by the average capacity uciliza-

tion UA:

UA <C>/C o  (1II-7)

U is subscripted by A to emphasize the dependence on the A-set

through Eq. III-1.

In summary, Eqs. III-1 through 111-5 provide the theoret-

ical basis for relating traffic activity and capacity allocation

strategy to a grade-of-service objective and efficient use of

capacity. There still remains the problem of developing the

computational tools to implement the indicated calculations,

especially the arithmetic formulation and the indicated summation

r the sets Bi and A.

S"'ICATED AND FULLY SHARED CAPACITY ALLOCATIONS

in this section the theoretical results are specialized to

the dedicated and fully shared A-sets. The dedicated strategy

is the simpler. It replaces a K-dimensional problem with K
V one-dimensional problems, each of which is equivalent to the

-0 classical Erlang theory of traffic congestion. The commonly

used classical results are introduced to provide the reader

with a basis to relate the fully shared results.

1. Dedicated Capacity

In this case, the total available capacity C is split into

K separate noninteracting pools Ci, each of which is accessed

independently by users on a demand basis from the assigned user

class. This is equivalent to conventional teletraffic theory
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(see, for example, Ref. 12). If .0i, 1 1, 2, .. K, is the
capacity assigned to user class i, tie maximum number of cir-

cuits J available to user class i is given by

c it

Ji = [Ci/ci]'

where [x] indicates the largest integer contained in the number

x. Since the user classes are independent, P(j) becomes for

each i =1,2, ... K and 0 s-Ji

= KP(j) = 11 Qi(J0
i=l (ii8

i~ (Ji a'

Qi(Ji) = K(ji) a i K( )aqi

where*5.
K(Ji) = l/Ji! for Ni = (Erlang formula)

K(ji) =ij)for Ni < (Engset formula).

Equation 111-8 is the classic B Blocked Calls Cleared formula

of Erlang in 1917 (and Engset in 1918). Several key results

of this one-dimensional theory are reviewed here for comparison

purposes. An excellent discussion of this theory is given in

Ref. 13. The probability of blocking for users in class i is

given by evaluating Eq. III-8 at Ji=

P(B i )  Q Q(Ji )

Ji = [C /ci]

Recall that for the Erlang case Ni j 4, -+ 0 such that Nili
Aj, so that 'i can exceed 1, while in the Engset case Xi < i.
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For the Erlang case, the offered load is taken to be

= /V, the average number of call arrivals during mean call

duration, and is measured in "Erlangs." In the Engset case,

specification of Ni and ai completely determines P(j). However,
conceptual difficulty arises in specifying "offered load." This
is caused by the coupling between the finite number N of traffic

sources and the available circuits. The instantaneous source

population for placing call requests is N minus the calls in

progress. For the Erlang model, there is an infinite source

. !population, and new calls are generated independent of the num-

ber of calls in progress. Consequently, in the Erlang model

the call source and the circuits in use are decoupled, while

for the Engset model (finite source population) the two are [
coupled. This difficulty in defining "offered traffic" is

important principally for drawing fair comparisons between

Erlang and Engset models. This is discussed further in Ref. 13.

't A rather accurate approximation in equating "offered traffic"

between-the two models is given by defining Engset offered

traffic as follows:

Engset offered traffic l N a for small ai, (III-10)

.h.ch compares to Erlang offered traffic = a = iim Na

lim[Na/(l+a)]. The Engset offered traffic is also measured in

"Erlangs." Another conventional traffic parameter, known as

server occupancy, is defined as the ratio of the average number

of circuits in use to the total available:

Server occupancy E Qji>/Ji = <ji>ci/Ci . (III-l)
I

Note that the utilization measure of Eq. 111-7 is a linear

generalization of Eq. III-11:
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K
</C0 E (ci/C o ) <Ji >

i=l

(111-7')

For the classical one-dimensional Erlang model, the average

number of circuits in use <ji> is simply expressed (Ref. 13)

in terms of the i tuser class blocking probability P(Bi), where
A

P(Bi) is the Erlang version of Eq. 111-8 evaluated at Ji

<Ji > = 'a' (1 - P(Bi) ) .  (111-2)

For the Engset model, Ref. 13 gives Qji> in terms of the blocking

probability P(Bi), where P(Bi) Is the Engset version of Eq. 111-8
evaluated at Ji

i.

aiN i (1 - P(B)) +iaiP(Bi)
< >Ji- 1 + ai (1-3

Equations 111-8 through 111-13 apply only to the dedicated

capacity A-set strategy. However, the concepts of offered load,

intensity, blocking (congestion), and utilization do pertain to

other A-set strategies. It is of theoretical interest to note

(Ref. 13) that Eq. 111-8 describes the state probabilities P(j)

for general call holding time distribution and not just for

exponential distributions. For general A-sets, other than

dedicated capacity, this generalization in the call duration
probability distribution (nonexponentially distributed calls)

need not hold.

Provided separate independent queues are employed for each

user class, the restrictions to "Blocked Calls Cleared" can be

removed without any additional mathematical complexity (Ref. 13).
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This results in the well-known "Blocked Calls Held" (with finite

or infinite holding space, i.e., queue length) formulae. With

a very slight increase in complexity, the "Blocked Calls Delayed"

model can be treated. Here, when an incoming call finds all

circuits busy, he waits in queue no more than a fixed length of

time T. If he is not provided a circuit in time T, he departs

from the system as a "lost" call.

2. Fully Shared Access

The opposite extreme to partitioning the available capacity

C into K separate pieces, each dedicated to a user class, is

common sharing of Co among all the users, irrespective of their

class. In this situation the set of admissible states, A, is

equal to Q, the set of all available states bounded by the con-

straint ZciJi ; Co . For this case the system state probabilities

are given by Eq. III-1, with A replaced by 2. No further simpli-

fication is possible.

Furthermore, there is no simple extension of the theory to

deal with strategies other than "Blocked Calls Cleared." The

mathematically tr*vial extension to "Blocked Calls Held" modes

of operation for the dedicated capacity allocation fail for the

more general A-sets, including the fully shared strategy. The

basic reason for this failure resides in the way in which a

rule or set of rules (protocol) must be mathematically imple-

1mented in the state equations (i.e., Eq. C-1 in Appendix C) in

order to structure the waiting room of blocked calls of dif-

ferent user classes and the manner and order in which newly

available circuits are assigned to waiting calls. To illustrate

this point, consider three user classes, small, medium, and

large in their need of circuit capacity. Suppose further that

the system is blocked, a mix of medium and small calls are being

held but no large call is waiting, and a large call in progress

is completed. To what mix of waiting medium and small calls

should the capacity of the newly terminated large call be as-

signed? The protocol rules of held-call assignment must be com-

plete and consistent (i.e., they must cover all situations and
never be in conflict). 95
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The analysis of such protocols in predicting system be-

havior depends on two mathematical requirements. The first is

the specification of a set B of j states (analogous to A), which

structures the "waiting room" and a means of translating the

call protocol into a specification of Birth-Death coefficients

in the equations of state. The Birth-Death coefficients (p,x)

can also depend on the state location in B. Thus, the equations

of state can become exceedingly complex. A salient feature of

the state equations (Eq. C-1) for the "Blocked Calls Cleared"

case is their linearity (although they do not have constant

coefficients). It is possible that some protocols for "Blocked

Calls Held" may cause the equations of state to become non-

linear.

Two reports in the technical literature (Refs. 19 and 20)

have addressed this problem. In both studies only two classes

of users, wide band and narrow band, were considered but with

differing protocols. In Ref. 19, only wide-band calls are held;

narrow-band calls are cleared. In both studies the resulting

equations of state, although linear, are quite complex even for

such conceptually simple systems. Reference 19 requires eight

different statements for, the state equation, one for each of

eight regions of state space, while Ref. 20 requires nine dif-
...f...t sta tements for the state equation.

Evaluation of Eqs. III-1 with a digital computer is re-

quired. This immediately takes the problem* into the realm of

computer science in order to alleviate several computational

limits. Central to this issue is the growth in computational

complexity as driven by a large number of user classes K and/or

This problem is not limited to the fully-shared-capacity case
but is ubiquitous to the theory. For the case of dedicated
capacity, the issues are made less pressing due to the separa-
tion of the problem into K independent problems of smaller de-
gree.
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capacity C , both yielding algebraic growth in the number of
0

states j in Q. This, in turn, leads to exponential growth in 0

computing complexity. Specific problems arise with regard to

1. Core memory space

2. Arithmetic overflow/underflow

3. Execution time.

If a direct approach is ta 'en to solving Eq. III-1, one first

evaluates the product terms and then sums them over all j states

in A to normalize the probability. Thus, items 1 and 3 follow
1% directly with growth in the number of possible j states. But,

additionally, item 2 occurs in that very large numbers can de-
velop when Niai (or 'i) and Ji (note Jim Co/ci) are large.

Straightforward summation over these large values (prior to

normalization) will cause computation overflow. Another item

of concern is the determination of the blocking sets of states

B., as defined in Appendix C. Application of a brute-force

computati.onal test, as implied in the definition of the block-

ing set, yields a very large increase in the number of computa-

tional steps and long execution times.

In order to evaluate the probability of blocking and utili-

zation for some relatively simple cases, a computer program was

developed (Appendix C) capable of evaluating Eqs. III-1 for
-- I

'either dedicated capacity (Eq. 111-8) or fully shared A-sets

with either the Engsez (finite) or Erlang (infinite) source

models. This program is written in Fortran IV and can be exe-
~cuted on a remote time-sharing computer system. It does not

address the inherent computational problems and as a consequence

is limited to systems of relatively small scale. No more than

three user classes are permitted (K 5 3, small-, medium-, and

large-capacity traffic sources).

The determination of the blocking states Bi is approximated

with an upper bound derived in Appendix C. That is to say, a
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number, denote4 Pi, is found such that for i = 1, 2, 3, P(Bi )

Pi s (OS. (This technique is also used in Ref. 21.) Its

attractiveness is in its ease of programming implementation.

However, since tnv true probability of blocking is less than

or equal to the bound, the capacity required for a given GOS

objective will be somewhat overestimated. Consequently, when

making compai.,sons between fully shared and dedicated capacity

allocation, t.'ie fully shared approach will be slightly penalized

relative to the dedicated approach for equal GOS objectives.

D. COMPARISON OF DEDICATED CAPACITY AND FULLY SHARED ACCESS

1. Comparison Method

The computer program presented in Appendix C compares dedi-

cated and fully shared capacity allocation strategies for up to

three user classes, K = 3. The basis selected for the compari-

son is the resulting total capacity C needed for the fully
0

shared strategy, as opposed to that needed for the dedicated

strategy for a common grade-of-service (GOS) objective. Also

calculated is the average utilization efficiency <C>/C for

each strategy.

Conceptually, the program is given the traffic parameters

N, a. Xi/i, the per-circuit capacity ci needed, and a GOSi

specification (i.e., probability of blocking - GOSi ) for each

user class i = 1, 2, 3. It then calculates, using the classical

results of Eq. 111-8, the dedicated capacity C needed for each
i

class to achieve the GOSi objective. The total capacity C is

then the sum of the Ci.

Using the Co calculated for the dedicated strategy as an

initial value, the program calculates an upper bound approxi-

mate to the blocking probabilities that then result with the

fully shared strategy. In all cases, this will result in a

blocking probability that is better than the GOS objective.

The initial value of C is then decremented a selectable fixel
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amount (i.e., C - c; i = 1, 2, or 3), and the process is reit-

erated until the blocking objective is just exceeded. The total

capacity calculated on the iteration just prior to the one that

exceeded the GOS objective is then the C needed for the fully

shared strategy.

There are several points to be kept in mind with regard to

this comparison. First, although this comparison is meaningful

for capacity, there are other bases* for comparison that could

be used. The one chosen is convenient and serves to show by
example the utility of the theory. Second, the comparison as-

sumes that traffic parameters are known (or are measurable) and

that capacity is allotted in a matched manner to the level of

traffic offered. In this regard, the dedicated strategy is

less robust to capacity/traffic mismatch. Consequently, the

I comparison tends to show the dedicated strategy in a somewhat**

more favorable light. As the sample results will show, although

there is no overwhelming capacity penalty for choosing to orga-

nize the allocation of -ystem capacity along dedicated lines,

such organization must be flexible*** enough to match each user

class to its level of traffic. Otherwise, considerably poorer

performance (increased blocking) and/or excessively idle ca-

I pacity will result. [Note that while these opposing effects

cannot simultaneously occur within the same user class, without
flexiole capacity (re)assignment, they can occur simultaneously

in the overall system.]

For example, for a given capacity and equipment cost curves,

compare achievable blocking probability as a function of
available expenditures.**
As the traffic volume Nia i gets larger, system traffic and
capacity uncertainties tend to have less overall impact on
performance provided the system is not traffic saturated
(i.e., traffic does not exceed allocated capacity).

Specifically, each user class should be able to te0,iically
operate with differing levels of allocated capacity C..
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2. Sample Comparsions

The program in Appendix C was first tested for accuracy.

For example, the probabilitj tables were checked against hand

calculations (since the tables are recursively generated

starting with Ji = 0, 1, 2, exact checks at small Ji values

ensure accuracy over the full range of Ji ) . This verifies the

accuracy of the dedicated allocation mode of the program. The

shared mode was checked by making the three user classes all

the same. Then, symmetry dictates that <ji> = <J2 > = <j3>;

such was the case. Further, three equal user classes with 10

Erlangs of offered traffic should have a shared capacity require-

ment equal to one dedicated user class with 30 Erlangs of offered

traffic. The program was also Checked for this property.

First considered were comparisons between dedicated and

shared capacity usage as a function of offered traffic for two

different GOS levels (0.05 and 0,01) and two mixes of user

characteristics. In all of these cases the user class circuit

capacity was taken to be cl = 1, c2 = 2, c3 = 4 (representative

of bit rates in the ratios 1:1, 2:1, and 4:1, e.g., 1.2 kb/s,

2.4 kb/s, and 4.8 kb/s). The activity for the Engset finite-

source model jf any source, independent of user class, was taken

to be a = a2 = a3 = 0.1 (a 10% user activity factor). The of-

fered traffic for the Engset model was varied by changing the

number of sources N. in the user class. The effective offered

traffic is thus a.N./(l + a.) = N./l1.

For this limited comparison, the two mixes of user sources

considered were:

1. Balanced Traffic:* the product Nici constant,

thUs N3 = N1/4A, N2  N1 /2

2. Equal Traffic:* Ni = constant, thus N3 = N2 = N1.

More generally, Ni should be replaced by aiNi/(l+ai). However,
since all a were set equal, the simpler expressions were used.
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The results of GOS 0.05 are shown in Figs. 111-5 and 111-6.

Figure 111-6 extends Fig. 111-5 to lower levels of offered

traffic. [Note the granularity in the fixed-,=qual capacity

curve; the circuits needed must be divisible by three, and

consequently marked jumps occur (see Appendix C).]

Figures 111-5 and 111-6 are qualitatively very revealing
and indicate the following trends.

1. Above moderate levels of offered traffic, needed

capacity increases linearly with offered traffic

and increases at approximately the same rate,

whether dedicated or fully shared strategies are

used. The capacity difference between the two

is constant. Thus, the percentage increase in

needed capacity for the dedicated strategy tends

to zero at the higher levels of offered traffic.

2. At low levels of traffic, the increase in capacity

needed by the dedicated allocation can be as high

as 50 percent.

3. There can be as large or even larger an effect on

capacity utilization by organizing user class

traffic (connectivity needs permitting) as in dedi-

cated versus shared strategies. The spread in

needed capacity between balanced and equal source

mixes is greater than between dedicated and shared

strategies for a given mix of user class sources.

For the case computed, the rate of needed capacity

increase with offered traffic is 25 percent faster

for the equal traffic user classes than for the

balanced traffic case. Balanced sources -1.8 ca-

pacity units/Erlang, while equal sources ;2.4 ca-

pacity units/Erlang.
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4. At approximately 70 Erlangs of offered traffic,

the program used ran into computational overflow.

In Fig. 111-7 a comparison is made between a 0.01 and a

0.05 grade-of-service blocking objective for the case of balanced

user classes. This replicates the same trends of Fig. 111-5 with
almost the same asymmetric capacity per Erlang slope. But note
the following:

5. The almost constant difference in required capacity

between fixed and shared strategies increases '.with

increased grade of service, (i.e., reduced blocking

probabilities).

In Figs. 111-8 and 111-9 a comparison is made between the

Engset (finite source) model and the simpler Erlang (infinite

source) model for 0.01 and 0.05 blocking objectives with dedi-

cated and shared strategies. These results indicate that:

6. For balanced user classes with total offered traffic

in excess of 5 Erlangs, the two finite and infinite

source models predict results in very close agree-

ment. Using the somewhat simpler Erlang model as

an approximation to the Engset model provides a

conservative estimate for required capacity to meet

a grade-of-service objective.

As a last example, a hypothetical mix of users is con-

sidered (e.g., Naval task force). Three user classes are

modeled* as follows:

,
This model is exceptionally simple as it does not address
source-sink pairs of circuits. The model considers only the
platform activity and capacity rather than all pairings of
transmit activity receiver sensitivity. It does not, for
example, consider detailed source-sink pairings on capacity
requirements, such as flag-to-flag, flag-to-element, flag-to-
leader, leader-to-element, etc. Theoretically, this would
generate more classes of users than the program could handle.
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Class 1. Leader Class

Typical of circuits off medium flagships [e.g.,

destroyer leader (DL)] with moderate traffic

source parameter a =0.1, moderate bit rate/

circuit, and moderate terminal EIRP and G/T.

Thus, satellite capacity* needed, cl , is taken

as unity for this class.

Class 2. Force Element Class

Typical of circuits off force element ships

[e.g., destroyer (DD, DE)] with low traffic

source parameter a2 = 0.01 and low bit rate/

circuit, but even lower G/T. Hence, capacity/

circuit c = 4.

Class 3. Major Flagship Class

Typical of circuits off major flagships (e.g.,

carrier or cruiser) with high traffic source

parameter a3 r 0.5, but, although high G/T,

even higher bit rate, so c =4.
3

In a task force, one might expect that overall user traffic

would tend to correlate with the number of sources on a major

flagship.** Consequently, required satellite capacity for dedi-

cated versus shared strategies is plotted in Fig. III-10 as a

function of the number of major flagship sources N (rather than
3

offered traffic, as in the previous figures). Two different

mixes of N1 and N2 to N3 sources were used. The solid lines

show the case where there are eight times as many force element

sources as major flagship sources and half as many leader sources

Capacity is taken proportional to (bit rate) 1 x G/T.

There may be more than one user circuit per flagship and/or
more than one flagship per task force.
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as major flagship sources. The dashed line shows the case where

there are four times as many force element sources as major

flagship sources and the number of leader sources is equal to

the major flagship sources.

7. The results are qualitatively similar to those of

the fixed and shared allocation schemes in the

previous examples, namely, there is a relatively

constant capacity difference between the two

allocation strategies.

8. At a moderate number of major flagship sources (eight),

the percentage capacity gain for the fully shared

strategy is about 50 percent. This diminishes per-

centagewise with higher traffic level.

9. The difference in the required satellite capacity is

small between the two cases of source mix chosen.

The above results lead to the following conjecture:

10. When dealing with many user classes (K > 3), it may

be possible, for the purpose of reducing the number

of classes to be analyzed, to computationally treat

as a single compound class those individual classes

with a close balance in traffic circuit-capacity

product. That is to say, merge into larger equiva-

lent classes those user classes having ai N ici/(l+ai)

products approximately the same.

A final observation would be that since the capacity savings

are not great in the cases studied between the extremes of

dedicated and fully shared capacity allocations:

11. Further insight as to differences between alternative

capacity allocations will derive from:

a. More sophisticated traffic models and call

priority/holding strategies
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b. Extremes in mixes of traffic sources

c. Interconnection with more complex systems

of resources (e.g., complex terrestrial

switching nodes and multiple satellites)

d. Special connectivity/addressability features

of military operations.
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IV. SATELLITE CAPACITY ALLOCATION
FOR STORE-AND-FORWARD SYSTEMS

A. INTRODUCTION

The problem of allocating satellite capacity to users for

store-and-forward data communication ("message" switched)

services is examined in this chapter. It is assumed that a
communication satellite system exists from which communication

channels have been allocated to provide service for store-an&-

forward data messages. The specific manner in which these

communication channels are derived (e.g., the satellite and

user communication hardware and the multiple-access technique)

is not manifested in the theoretical development pursued here.*

The communication channels are to be shared among a group of
users. The users are organized into nets, each of which is
assigned a communication channel with sufficient capacity,

represented as an equivalent line speed or bit rate, to handle

the generated store-and-forward message flow. The net members

time-share the assigned communication channel. Methods of

allocating transmission time to the users and the means of

evaluating various allocation techniques are .nvestigated in

this chapter.

A significant amount of work has been performed in con-
junction with FLEETSATCOM in studying and developing the hard-

ware and software needed to implement various allocation strat-

egies for store-and-forward message communication systems, i.e.,

the Information Exchange Systems (Appendix B). It was deemed

Chapter III contains a limited discussion.
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that more theoretical work was required in establishing quan-
titative performance measures by which the various allocation

techniques can be compared. The work reported in this chapter

is also applicable to certain message communications to be

supported by AFSATCOM (e.g., force-element report-back and

general.-p~rpose communications) and potentially to future DSCS
systems.

Representative time-division techniques from computer data
cummunications are investigated for application to store-and-

forward message communication systems with satellites. The

objective of this section is to develop quantitative performance

measures for comparative purposes and for performing th6 trade-

off between capacity and traffic intensity. The analytical
approach used can provide insight into the behavior of the

techniques under various loading and their sensitivity to over-

load. The insight provided can also aid in determining the

choice of system simulations and in interpreting the results

thereby obtained.

The performance measures chosen and the methodology used

for determining those measures parallel the work that has been

done for computer communication systems (Ref. 22), which has

its basis in queueing theory. The communication system is

viewed as a service system. The data messages are the custom-

ers, the communication channel is the server, and the trans-

mission of data from one user to another is the service per-

formed. The method of allocating transmission time to the net

members is the service discipline. Each user subdivides his

allocated transmission time to the stored messages according

to some queueing discipline (e.g., first in, first out; last

in, first out; or a priority system). Under certain disciplines,

it is possible to apply the queue discipline to all the messages

generated in the net, and not just separately at each user.
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Some of the system performance measures used in queueing

theory are:

* The queue length, which is the number of customers
in the systen. being served or waiting on the queue.
The queue length is independent of the chosen
queueing discipline.

* The waiting time, which is the time the customer
waits in the queue for service. In this chapter,
the term "queueing time" refers to the total time
a customer spends in the system and is equal to
the waiting time plus the service time. Both
waiting and queueing times are dependent upon the
queueing disciplines.

* IThese queueing performance measures are usually evaluated
in the steady state. The queue lengths and waiting times are

also natural measures for users of the satellite communication

system because each user would like to determine the buffer

size needed to store his messages and would like to know how

long he must wait to transmit a message. The waiting time is

also a natural measure of the "grade of service" that is pro-
vided. The service disciplin) chosen (the method of time-

dividing the channel among tne users in the net) affects the

queue length and waiting time and therefore will also affect

the net capacity allocation needed to achieve a "grade-of-

service" (waiting time) objective.

Messages originate at a user, are buffered or stored at a

terminal, and then are transmitted via satellite (hence, the

designation "store and forward") to the destination user ter-

minal. The user traffic model used assumes that the message

arrivals and lengths are stationary random processes. The

Amessage arrival process is Poisson, and thereforc the related

interarrival time between messages is exponentially distributed.

The message length is also assumed to be exponentially distrib-

uted and independent of the arrival process. In our develop-

ment, it is more appropriate, as will be seen, to describe a
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message in terms of data units that are fixed data blocks of

bits. The distribution of the number of data units contained

in a message is geometric, as a consequence of the exponentially

distributed length (Ref. 23). The arrival process for data

units is classified as compound Poisson.*

it is assumed that all the terminals in the net transmit

and receive at the same data rate, R bits/second, although

different bit rates can be incorporated. To ensure that the

net operation is stable (i.e., that the user buffer contents

and waiting times remain finite), the data rate allocated to

the net must be such that the average number of message ar-

rivals in the net does not exceed the average number of messages

that can be transmitted. Depending upon the allocation tech-
nique chosen, other parameters such as the ovprhead associated
with a transmission and the "walking" time** can affect system

stability and performance. The "walking" time is the time

needed to transfer access to the satellite channel from one

user to another (to be discussed later).

The system performance measures used in comparing the

effects of the service discipline on the net operation are the

queueing performance measures discussed earlier but applied to

the net. The measures are:

The average over the net of the mean values of the

terminal buffer queue lengths, given by

N

i=l

The results of a study of traffic characteristics in
certain time-sharing computer systems (Ref. 24) in-
dicate that the interarrival-time between messages
can be approximated by the exponential distribution
and that the length of messages is approximated by
the geometrical distribution.

For convenience, in Chapter II the term "walking time"
also included the overhead associated with a transmission.
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where L(i) is the buffer contents of the ith terminal

in steady state, and N is the numter of terminals in

the net.

The net waiting time, given by

Wq= w(i)

q _N q

where W(i) is the average waiting time for a message

buffered at the ith terminal.

k The chosen performance measures equally weight all net

members. For certain situations, measures with unequal weight-

ing (e.g., a weight proportional to the average terminal traffic

load or a priority weighting of the users) may be more appro-

priate.

The above system performance measures determine the effects

of the time-sharing techniques on the user for a specified net

size and capacity allocation. The system designer still must

determine the capacity (bit rate) that will be allocated to the

net. One method of sizing the amount of capacity is to deter-

mine the capacity that just satisfies a grade-of-service

objective for the net. In circuit switching, the grade-of-

service is typically the probability of blocking (in the

"Blocked Calls Cleared" case), i.e., the probability of being

denied a circuit at the time of request. Because messages are
buffered and not cleared, a more natural grade-of-service

measure is either the net average waiting time or the queueing

time of a message. Therefore, another method that is also used

to compare time-sharing techniques is to determine and compare

the capacities required by the techniques o achieve a speci-

fied grade-of-service objective.
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In a computer communication loop system, a group of

terminals is arranged (Fig. IV-l) in an orderly fashion by

terminal position around a communication circuit or line whtch

they share in transmitting data to a central computer. In

this context, various service disciplines (Refs. 22, 25-28)

of allocating transmission time on the circuit have been pro-

posed and investigated; the corresponding terminal buffer queue

lengths and waiting times have been developed. There are dif-

ferences between this loop system and the satellite communi-

cation net that impact upcn the applicability of some of the

prooosed service disciplines.

In the satellite net (Fig. IV-2), the users can be dis-

persed over a vast geographical area and are not positioned in

any orderly fashion. There is a nonnegligible propagation

delay from the time a user transmits a message to the satel-

lite to the time the message is received. This propagation

delay prevents a user from ascertaining transmission activity

in the present. A user's perspective of the activity is what

has occurred a propagation-time delay ago. Further, a trans-

mission can, in principle, be received by all terminals in-

cluded in the communication coverage and not just by the ter-

minals assigned to the net (Fig. IV-2). This property is

referred to as the broadcast feature. Therefore, with modifi-

cations to the terminal communication hardware, users assigned

to one net can transmit and receive over other communication

channels. Due to the flexibility of the satellite net, other

service disciplines not applicable in the loop system are

possibly alternatives. Wherever possible, we make use of the

results developed for the computer communication loop system.

Some service disciplines under which net members can

share an assigned communication channel that are attractive

for a satellite net are:
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" 0 Contention or Random Access. A message arrives
Kat a particular user, who then transmits all or

part of the message on the available link with-
out coordination with the other users in the net.
If two or more transmissions overlap, each message
or parts of each message may be blocked, and the
affected users try again.

Access with Reservations. At the time of a
message arrival, the user requests capacity from
the net controller to transmit the message. The
controller allocates transmission time to the re-
questing users according to the chosen queueing
discipline. At the appropriate time, the user
transmits the message.

* Access with Polling. Users are arranged in a
predetermined polling order. Each member is
sequentially polled according to that order by
a central or distributed net controller. If
messages are buffered, the polled user transmits
all or part of the buffer contents (this is also
predetermined). At the end of transmission, the
next member is polled. The polling order can be
periodically changed.

Fixed Assignments. Each member of the group is

assigned a specified transmission time that occurs
periodically and that is his and only his to use.
The users know when and how long they can transmit.

Various Combinations of the Above. For example,
some members have fixed assignments and the other
members use access with reservations.

The random-access method is the time-sharing technique

based on contention among the users for the communication

channel. Examples of systems which utilize the random-access

technique are the ALOHA system (Ref. 29) and the computer

communication loop with random slot* seizure discipline (Refs.

22-26,** 30). Because terminals in a loop system can ascertain

,
A slot is the transmission time of a data unit.

References 22-26 identify the technique as asynchronous
time-division multiplexing with the terminals prioritized
by position on the loop rather than random access.
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in "real time" whether a data unit has been transmitted in a

particular slot, the terminals contend (nondestructively)

only for unused slots, which establishes a terminal priority

structure according to terminal position on the loop.

In an ALOHA-type system, the user transmissions can over-

lap in the satellite, resulting in possible errors in the re-

ceived messages because the propagation delay prevents ascer-

taining the current message traffic on the channel. The af-

fected messages are considered blocked ...d are retransmitted.

V The interference (blocking) errors limit the number of users

and the amount of data that can be transmitted. It has been

shown (Ref. 29) that for Poisson data-unit/packet arrivals,

the average number of transmissions for a successful reception

caused by the interference errors becomes unbounded (the system

saturates) when the channel utilization* exceeds 1/2e = 0.184

for unsynchronized access (pure ALOHA) or l/e = 0.368 for

synchronized access** (slotted ALOHA). For the arrival process

of data units/packets to be Poisson, the message arrival. pro-

cess must be Poisson, and each message can contain only one

data unit.

Recent results (Refs. 31-33) have indicated that the

ALOHA-type system may become unstable even when the channel

utilization is smaller than the saturation value due to sta-

tistical fluctuations in the arrival process and therefore may

require control (Refs. 31, 34, 35) to ensure stable operation.

The message throughput of an unstable (uncontrolled) ALOHA-

type system decreases with time and eventually becomes zero

Channel utilization is the average arrival rate

multiplied by the transmission time of a message.

-* Synchronized access is random access starting at
specified times.
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as the average number of retransmissions tends to infinite,

unlike fixed assignments and polling, where the throughput

tends to one data unit/slot (further indicating the need of

control).

The theoretical results obtained for the ALOHA-type system

are not applicable to our assumed message process, which is

compound Poisson with respect to data units, nor was it clear

how the results* could be extended without resorting to a

simulation. Therefore, a quantitative evaluation and compar-

ison of the random-access technique with the other disciplines

could not be performed, but the following comments are germane

if the utilization resulting in saturation in a slotted system

remains at l/e.

Saturation occurs at a utilization of unity for fixed

assignments and polling. A slotted contention system could re-

quire up to three times as much capacity as the other techniques.

In situations where the cost of communication channels is high

or where the channels are a limited resource, the random-access

technique does not seem to be attractive because of the maxi-

mum allowable utilization. If rather inexpensive communication

channels are available, utilization less than l/e is reason-

able. In this context, the ALOHA-type system has been demon-

strated to be effective for situations where the average utili-

zation of the channel by a user is very small (long average

interarrival times with small message lengths). The random-

access technique is also attractive for support of the other

An abstract of a paper by M.J. Ferguson supported by
the ALOHA System at the University of Hawaii became
available to the authors at the end of work on this
study. Ferguson investigated the performance of an
unslotted ALOHA System with exponentially distributed
packet lengths and indicated that saturation occurs
at a lower utilization (0.136). The result was
stated to be optimistic.
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techniques (e.g., the technique by which a new user (nonmember)

obtains an assignment in a fixed-assignment net and the access

*technique for the orderwire associated with reservations).

Further work (theoretical and/or simulation) is encouraged in

establishing the average waiting times and average buffer con-

tents for an ALOHA-type system with compound-Poisson data-unit

arrivals to permit a comparison with the other technique.

Three allocation methods are further investigated in this

chapter: fixed assignments, polling, and access with reserva-

tions. A common characteristic of these disciplines is that

the terminal transmissions are coordinated in some manner.

This coordination allows the net operation to remain stable

for larger traffic intensities than is possible with random

access. The fixed-assignments and polling disciplines impose

the structure of the communication loop system (Fig. iV-l) on

the satellite net by organizing the users in time.

With fixed assignments, the net members are organized in

a predetermined time order (Fig. IV-l). The channel is made

available in a sequential manner to the net users for data

transmission. A user can transmit data for a specified time

duration when the channel is made available. For example, the

first user T () can transmit for his preassigned time, say t

seconds, and then the channel is made available to the second

user T (2 ) for t2 seconds, and so on, until the channel is

again made available to T(1) for tI seconds. The transmission

durations for the terminals are predetermined and constant.

If a terminal empties the buffered messages during the assigned

time, the remaining time is not available to another terminal.

The net operates in a periodic manner, the period, or net cycle

time, being given by the time difference between the beginnings

of two consecutive channel availabilities to one user. The

net cycle time is constant. The net operates in a "synchronous"

manner, each user knowing when and how long he can transmiz.
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The "walking" time for fixed allocations is the guard time

allocated between consecutive terminal transmissions to ensure

that signals from different users do not overlap in the satel-

lite. Terminal ranging to the satellite in conjunction with a

time reference will reduce the required guard time. In fixed

assignments, the system designer must determine equitable time

allocations for the users. The time allocations that will be

used are those which minimize either the net buffer contents

or the net waiting time. The synchronous time-division multi-

plexed (STDM) communication loop (Refs. 22, 25) is an example

of a net using fixed assignments.

In access with polling, the channel is sequentially made

available to the net members, as in fixed assignments, but the

channel is assigned to the polled member until his buffer is

emptied, and then the process continues with a poll of the

next user. The terminal transmission duration is a random pro-

cess that is dependent upon the buffer contents. The service

discipline is still periodic, but the period or cycle time is

random. The technique is classified as asynchronous time-

division multiplexing. Hub polling (Refs. 22, 27) is an example

of the access-with-polling technique. The walking time in

polling is proportional to the propagation delay. The next

user or the controller must receive an end-of-transmission

message from the transmitting terminal before the process con-

tinues. Under heavy loading because each buffer is emptied,

the terminal transmission durations will be long, resulting in

a long average cycle time. Restrictions on the transmission

durations could be imposed to reduce the cycle length, yielding

other polling service disciplines. The restriction could be

random, for example, allowing a terminal to transmit only one

message per poll (Refs. 36, 37). More than one poll per net

cycle may be required for a terminal with a substantially higher

message arrival rate. A deterministic limit could also be used
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that is similar to fixed assignments, but with control passing

to the next terminal either it the end of a transmission or

when the limit is reached. mie then has to determine accept-

able limit values for the users in a manner similar to finding

the time allocations in fixed assignments. The chaining dis-

cipline (Ref. 28) for a computer communication loop system is

an example of polling with deterministic limits. The pre-

viously mentioned walking time may make pure polling with

deterministic limits unattractive for a satellite net. The

discipline, proposed for the Common User Digital Information

Exchange Subsystem (CUDIXS) net, which will use one channel on

FLEETSAT, reduces the walking-time effect by using a combination

of chaining and reservations. The sequential position of the

terminals and the time allocations are changed from cycle to

cycle by a net controller using information transmitted by the

users during the previous cycle. At the beginning of each

cycle, the users are informed when and how long they can trans-

mit. Due to limited resources, we have restricted our atten-

tion to the case where the buffer is emptied.

The visualization in Fig. IV-1 is not appropriate for a

net operating under access with reservations. The terminal

transmissions do not occur in a predetermined manner but are

determined by message arrivals and the queueing discipline.

When a message originates at a user, the user requests trans-

mission time via an orderwire from a controller. The control-

ler processes these requests and allocates transmission times

to the requesting users according to a queueing discipline.

At the assigned time, the user transmits the message for which

time was requested. The orderwire permits messages to queue

in a hypothetical common buffer, from which the controller

removes, messages by allocating transmission time. Access with

reservations is another example of asynchronous time-division

7 multiplexing. Various proposed implementations of this tech-

nique are packet reservations (Ref. 38) and the time-division
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multiple access with demand access (TDMA/DA) being considered

for FLEETSAT (Ref. 39). Access with reservations is a tech-

nique that can be used to pool the data nets into a supernet

with access to the pooled communication channels on a demand

basis. This is equivalent to having multiple servers with a

single queue. It is well known from queueing theor! (Refs.

17, 40, 41) that a system with a single queue and C servers

is more efficient with respect to queue lengths and waiting

times than 0 separate systems, each with one server and one

queue. Fixed assignments and access with polling are inher-

ently schemes for time-sharing one channel. Access with res-

ervations conceptually treats messages as entities for the

purpose of allocating capacity, while the other two techniques

treat the user as an entity.

To summarize, the user in a net with fixed assignments

is allocated a set time duration for transmission of data every

period, independently of his instantaneous traffic load. This

may be inefficient, because sometimes the allocated time dura-

tion is more than the user requires, and sometimes it is less

than he requires. In access with polling, the periodic chan-

nel availability to a user is retained, but the time allocation

is random and dependent upon the integrated message load from

his lass access. In access with reservations, the user is

allocated time according to each generated message.

In q net operating under either fixed assignments or

polling, a queue discipline can be applied only at a user and

not over the complete net, due to the fact that the channel is

assumed to be made available in a fixed, orderly fashion. In

access with reservations, a queue discipline can be used for

the complete net because messages are treated as entities. In

our development we assume that the first-in, first-out disci-

pline is used either in the net for access with reservations

or at the terminals for the other service disciplines.
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Before proceeding, let us examine the similarities and

differences between the queue models generated by the fixed-

assignments, polling, and access-with-reservations service dis-

ciplines and a typical queue model. In queueing theory, cus-

tomers requiring some service arrive, join one queue, and are
served according to the queue discipline--for our case, first-

in, first-out. A customer is completely served before servtce

is provided to the next customer. The model for access with

reservations is very similar to the typical model. Customers

(messages) from several population classes (terminals) arrive,

join the queue at the hypothetical common buffer, and are

served (transmitted). In the models for fixed assignments and

polling, customers arrive at a user and join the queue in the
user buffer, resulting in N distinct queues. The server se-

quentially moves from queue to queue, providing service (the
server takes a vacation with respect to each queue). In fixed

assignments, service to each queue is provided for a specified

time, during which sometimes a customer (message) may be only

partially served and at other times several customers may be

served. In polling, service is provided until the polled queue

is emptied, and then the server proceeds to the next queue.

In the following sections, the service disciplines are

explained in more detail. The equations for the terminal

buffer queue lengths and waiting times are presented for each

discipline and are evaluated for a specific example. In the

examples, the net size and capacity (bit rate) is fixed, while

the message arrival process is varied to determine the behavior

of the techniques under various channel utilizations. The

development of the buffer queue lengths and waiting times is

presented in the appendixes. Section IV-B is devoted to a net
operating under fixed assignments, and the optimum time allo-

cations are numerically determined. Polling and access with

reservations are treated, respectively, in Sections IV-C and
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IV-D. A comparison of the disciplines for a fixed net size

and capacity is presented in Section IV-E. Section IV-F pre-

sents a limited discussion of the problem of capacity allo-

cation to a net. Conclusions are presented in Section IV-G.

B. FIXED ASSIGNMENTS

In a net operating under fixed assignments, the data

transmission time is subdivided and allocated to the users in

a deterministic manner. For example, the net members could be

organized in a cyclic manner similar to Fig. IV-l, the posi-

tions indicating the time sequence in which the users have

access to the communication channel. The first user T l )

would be allowed to transmit for his preassigned time tI , then

the channel would be made available to T (2 ) for t2 seconds,

and so on, until the channel is made available to T(1 ) again.

The terminal transmission durations are constant and occur

periodically with a fixed period or cycle time. This time

allocation is depicted in Fig. IV-3 with a guard time, tg = tw)

allocated to ensure that transmissions from different terminals

do not interfere. The cycle time M is the time difference

between two consecutive transmission durations for a terminal

and, in this example, is identical for all terminals. From a

user's viewpoint, the i terminal is allocated a transmission

duration of ti seconds every period M. These parameters, the

time allocation per cycle, ti, and the time between allocations

to a terminal, M, characterize the service discipline and

determine the behavior of the buffer and the resulting waiting

time for the ith terminal. These parameters are the variables

over which the system designer has control. In this example,

each terminal has access to the. channel once and only once in

a net cycle, and the duration of the access is the quantity

we have to determine. Note that all the terminals are oper-

ating under the same period, which is obviously dependent upon
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FIGURE IV-3. Time Diagram of Net Operating with ap
Implementation of Fixed Assignments (Contiguous)

the time allocations. This case is referred to as "fixed con-

tiguous allocations." Another possible implementation of fixed

a.Esignments is to allocate equal time for each terminal access

but to permit more than one access per net cycle. From the

user viewpoint, the i user is allocated a transmission dura-

tion of to seconds (the duration is the same for all terminals)

ni times in a net cycle. If the accesses to a terminal are

equally spaced in the net cycle, the ith terminal cycle time,

which is the time difference between consecutive accesses for
~Ath

the ith terminal, is Mi M/ni. The terminal cycle times can

now be different. Figure IV-4 depicts this implementation,

T~ having access four times in the net cycle with a terminal

cyl im f T(2) (N)cycle time of Mi, T having three accesses, and T having
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FIGURE IV-4. Time Diagram of Fixed Assignments (Distributed)

only one access. This implementation is labeled "fixed dis-

tributed assignments." If the net cycle time and the total

time allocated a terminal (i.e., t, = ni t) are the same for

both implementations, the terminal is allocated the same amount

of time per net cycle, the time allocation occurring in one

access (hence contiguous) in the first implementation or

occurring in n. acoasses (hence distributed) in the other
1

implementation. In the distributed assignments, the time

distribution of the accesses within the net cycle need not be

wlimited to a uniform distribution (equally spaced). In the

contiguous implementation, the set of time allocations ti have1
to be determined, while in the distributed implementation, the

access duration t , the number of accesses n. and the time
0 1

distribution of accesses must be determined. A terminal in
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his access time transmits the buffered message, if any, but

always maintains control for his preassigned time (i.e., the

unused portion of the allocated time is not available to an-

other terminal). The net operates in a synchronous manner,

each user knowing when and how long he can transmit.

Messages arrive randomly at a terminal during the net
cycle time, are stored, but can be transmitted only during the
terminal's access time. The positions and access times of the

F: terminals are identical from cycle to cycle.

Due to the facts that terminals arc allocated a fixed por-

tion of time and that messages are radomly distributed in

length, a terminal may transmit part of a message during one

access, a complete message at another access, and possibly

several short messages at yet another. This implies that

treating a message as a unit and calculating the number of

P, messages waiting for transmission is not appropriate. There-

fore, messages will be subdivided into data units that are

fixed blocks of bits. Each data unit contains the necessary

information (e.g., address and signature) to allow the message

to be reconstructed at the destination. The number of data

units in a message, m, is geometrically distributed with param-

eter q, i.e., P(m = k) = (l-q) qkl,0 m q < 1, and mean length

m = 1/(l-q). This is a consequence of the assumption that the
message length in bits was exponentially distributed. The

transmission time for a data unit is defined as a data-unit

time slot, A = B/R, where B is the number of bits in a data

unit, and R is the transmission rate, assumed equal for all

terminals. At this point, it is clear that allocated time must

]be integer multiples of the time slot to ensure complete

service to a data unit.

Thus, the arr.ival process in data units at a terminal is

compound Poisson, the times at which messages arrive being
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determined by a standard Poisson process [with rate X.

(messages/slot interval) for the ith terminal], while the

message length in data units is geometrically distributed with
th

parameter qi for the i terminal. The probability that j

data units arrive at a terminal during a time slot is given

by (Ref. 22):

I i e j = 0

r x(i)jj< o~~ -- j k  (-q i )
e k-Di "

where X(i) is the random number of data-unit arrivals during a

time slot for the i th terminal. The mean and the variance

2 of Wi d~( 2Fi of X are Xi/(l-q i ) and Xi(1 + qi)/(l - i ) , respectively.

In the following sections, both implementations are further

investigated. The equations for the terminal buffer queue

length and waiting time for an arbitrary allocation vector are

presented, but their development is deferred to Appendix D.

The allocation vectors which minimize the system performance

measures are numerically determined for contiguous allocations.

Finally, both implementations are compared.

1. Contiguous Allocations

The behavior of a net operating under fixed contiguous

allocations is depicted in Fig. IV-3, the tim'n allocations

being integer multiples of the data unit time slot. Recall

that the terminals are arranged in a predetermined order (Fig.

IV-l), each terminal is allocated one access per net cycle,

and the access durations are the variables that the system

designer allocates.

The cycle length M must also be expressed as an integer

multiple of the basic time slot. In Fig. IV-3, a "walking"
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guard time t was allocated to ensure that consecutive terminalw
transmissions did not overlap in time at the satellite. This

guard time depends on many factors--for example, on the geo-

graphic dispersion of the net users and the availability of a

reference time in conjunction with user ranging to the satel-

lite. In addition, time slots could be allocated for new

users to indicate the desire to join the net. Depending upon

the situation, each terminal transmission may have to be pref-

aced by a synchronization preamble to allow the destination

terminal to receive the message properly. All of the above--

guard times, new user slots, and synchronization preambles--

will be lumped together into a cycle overhead and will be ex-

pressed in time slots. The cycle overhead 4 is given by

i, ¢= g(t R + P) + n1 + new

where Ex] + is the smallest integer larger than or equal to

X, P is the number of bits in the preamble, and nnew is the

number of slots allocated fo new users to request service.

By including the synchronization preambles in the cycle over-

head, the terminal transmission durations are separated into

overhead slots, which are necessary but are not used for re-

moving buffered data, and the slots specifically used for

transmitting message data units.

In the development of the equations which relate the

buffer contents and waiting time to the data transmission

durations, it is necessary to assume specific but arbitrary

allocations to the net member. The data Pllocation vector is
I I assumed to be (rl, r2 , ... rN), where ri is the number of data

slots per net cycle allocated to the ith user for transmission

of the buffered data units. The net cycle length M is given
by

N
1 411M= r +

i=l
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where ' is the previously defined cycle overhead. From the

ith user's viewpoint, at most ri data units can be transmitted

every M slot. Further, the ith terminal's buffer behavior is

independent of the behavior of the other buffers and is only

dependent upon his allocation ri and the cycle time M, which

is determined by the cycle overhead and the other allocations.

The effective data transmission rate for the ith user is
R= riR/M, where R is the bit transmission rate. The sum of

i. N

the effective data rates, Ri, is less than R because of the
i1l

overhead. The effective data rate can be viewed as the rate

at which messages are served. If the overhead is large, the

effective data rate will be small if the number of slots allo-

cated is small, and therefore the tendency will be to force

larger slot allocations.
Let L~i) be the buffer queue length in data units at the

jM+k
ith terminal at the beginning of the k slot in the jth cycle.

The equations which relate the behavior of the buffer contents

from slot to slot are

. _ ( )) + (i) if the ith terminal is tran3-j ,,+k -]+ ~,

j.1 -k+l = (. + ) j[. +k mittirng (IV-l)

I j q+k xM+I.- otherwise

where X~i ) is the number of data-unit arrivals during the
jM+k

(jM+k)th slot and a = max (a,0), which indicates removal of a

data unit only if at least one is stored in the buffer. The

set of equaticns (Eq. IV-l) describes a Markov process that

does not have a steady-state solution due to the time-varying

transitional probabilities. Because we were not able to obtain

a solution for any imbedded process, another assumption was
made: Messages that arrive during the terminal's transmission

period are gated and prevented from being transmitted during
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this transmission period. With this assumption and examining

the buffer behavior at the times when control is given to the

terminal, we find that the generated process is an imbedded

Markov process for which a steady-state solution exists.

Assume that the allocated transmission time for the ith

terminal starts at the beginning of the k slot each cycle.

The behavior of the buffer queue lengths at these imbedded

points (recall that ri slots are allocated to the ith terminal)

is given by

+ (i)1
(i) - r) +k (IV-2)
I+!)VM+k Jt+k - n=l

These equations are of the same form as those in Ref. 26 devel-

oped for a communication loop system with capacity to transmit

ri data units per slot, and hence some of the results are ap-

plicable. The other results do not apply because the communi-

cation loop assumed a priority structure with respect to the

users (random access).

The random variables L()m -- m<o hm i ij aeba

shown to converge in probability provided

EI 4 XjM+k+nl M E X(i) < r

for all i (Ref. 26). This stability condition states that the

average arrivals per cycle at a terminal must be less than the

number of data units that can be transmitted each cycle by that

terminal. The derivation of the following results is presented

in Appendix C. The average value and the variance of the

steady-state buffer queue length L(
-

)*  lim Lm are given
(Ref. 26) by
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E2 + Lr M i  (IV-3)I t= 1-6 -i ( ~ 2 =
D3 2

I i / 22(r, Mill

VrL+ 1 +1
i 2 3(r M 2(r.

1 i) (1_0i))2 (IV-.4)
t=2 -t

where the ei) are the solutions of
t

SP(i)(z)M = 0, (IV-5)

with the solutions ordered so that e (i) = 1 and t(i) 1

for 2 : t - r2 ; P(i)(z) is the generating function for the

arrival process at the ith terminal, and pi = E (X For

an allocation of one time slot (ri = 1), the equations are

simplified; in Eqs. IV-3 and IV-4, the summation terms are

zero. As is evident from Eq. IV-3, the allocation of more than

one slot increases the complexity substantially, and one first

has to solve for the roots of Eq. IV-5 before obtaining numer-

ical values for the stationary expected buffer queue length.

The equations presented for the buffer queue lengths are

independent of the queueing discipline provided that the

selection of the next data unit to be transmitted does not

depend upon the transmission time. However, the waiting time

is dependent upon the queueing discipline, which was assumed

to be first-in, first-out. The buffer queue length is ex-

pressed in data units and not messages, and, if Little's
theorem* were used, the average waiting time for a data unit

would be obtained. Because messages can consist of many data

Relates the waiting time to the average queue length

by the average arrival rate.
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units, the average data-unit waiting time is not appropriate

as a measure of the waiting time for a message. It is natural

in a queueing system with batch arrivals to employ the notion

of a virtual customer to measure the waiting time. This is

the virtual delay and will be the waiting-time measure used

for messages. The methodology used in determining the virtual

delay parallels that in Ref. 25.

The cycle with respect to the ith user is initiated at

the beginning of his allocated transmission duration. In
other words, the cycle starts with the it h user able to trans-

mit ri data units, and he then must wait M-ri slots for the

channel to be made available again. The virtual message,

consisting of m data units, arrives randomly in the Jth cycle

and joins the queue at the ith user. The virtual delay Di

for this message is the difference between the average queueing

time (total time in the system) and the message transmission

time.

The queueing time consists of:

1. Waiting for the start of the next transmission

allocation to the ith terminal.

2. Waiting for the number of the slots need to transmit
the already buffered data units.

3. The slots needed to transmit the virtual mesgage.

Unfortunately, the steady-state virtual delay could not

be obtained but the following upper and lower bounds are de-

veloped (Appendix D);

Di W D M D (i) (IV-6)
m u

with
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u+ L Q W + ) m (TV-7)
ri  ri

and

( : ' + s-~ 4. ~ i\(- (Iv-8)
"2 1'.

whr-(i) E Li* M+

where E = E - -- is the average number of data
2 i.

units buffered at the arrival of the virtual message. The

first term of both the upper and lower bound is the average

% waiting time for service to begin again from the virtual mes-

sage arrival, the second term is the time to transmit the al-

ready buffered data units, and the third time is a measure of

the waiting time to transmit the complete virtual message due

to the periodic availability of the channel.

The difference between the upper and lower bound values,

which is a measure of how tig -he bounds are, is given by

1 1Du  
>=

It is dependent upon the relative length of the virtual message

with respect to the allocation, but the largest difference is

M - ri, which is exactly the waiting portion of the cycle.

'I For the case of allocating one data slot (i.e., ri = 1),

the virtual delay can be exactly determined. The virtual
' delay with ri = 1 is equal to the lower bound, Eq. IV-8, ri

being set to unity.

Having obtained expressions for the terminal average

buffer contents and virtual delays, one can now write ex-

* ,pressions for the chosen system performance measures of Section
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i TV-A, replacing the average net waiting time by the net average

of the upper bound on the virtual delay

D = 1 D O (IV-9)
i=l U (

D(i)

D being given by Eq. IV-7. The average net buffer lengthu
is

L = E L i  , (IV-10)N

the average value of the terminal buffer queue length E {L(i)

being given by Eq. IV-3. Unfortunately, analytic expressions

for the allocation vectors that minimize either performance

measure, Eqs. IV-9 or IV-10, could not be obtained. The opti-

mum allocation vectors depend upon the assumed values for the

net overhead and the parameters of the message statistics.

Because of this, the optimum allocations are numerically deter-

mined for several cases. The assumptions and results are pre-

sented in the following section. The allocations which mini-

mize the delay upper bound are not necessarily equal to the

optimum allocations for the delay.

Numerical Results. This section presents the numerical

evaluation of the allocation vectors which minimize either

system performance measure. The parameter values used in the

iumerical examples are suggested by a Common User Digital
Information Exchange Subsystem (CUDIXS) net time-sharing one

channel of FLEETSATCOM. The average message length is as-

sumed to be identical for all users. Further, it is assumed
.that two classes of users exist, and that the message arrival

rate is identical for all users in a class. The parameter

values are presented in Table IV-1.

i1
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TABLE IV-l. ASSUMED PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NET

Transmission Rate (R): 2.4 kb/s

Number of Users (N): 10 users in class 1

1 user in class 2

Average Interarrival Times (T): 27 10 minutes for
class 1

2.25 0.83 minutes for

class 2

Data Unit Length: 608 bits

Average Message Length (m): 26 data units

Virtual Message Length (m): 26 data units

The class 1 users represent the ships in the net, while the

class 2 user is the shore station (IAVCOMSTA) that acts as the

net controller. The average interarrival time between messages

at the class 2 user is twelve times that of a class 1 user,

which is representative of the larger volume of shore-to-ship

message traffic. The optimizations are performed for two

overhead cases (Table IV-2) and for each case with both sets

of interarrival times. The transmission overhead is the over-

head associated with each separate transmission and consists

TABLE IV-2. OVERHEAD VALUES

Transmissicn New Entry
Case Overheada Request Time
I 0.39 secondsb Proportional

to cycle lengthII 0.0 (15/120)

bPreamble transmission time plus guard time.

Transmission rate R = 2.4 kb/s.

14o
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of the synchronization preambles which preface a terminal

transmission to provide synchronization information to the

receiving terminal and the guard time allocated between con-

secutive transmissions from different terminals to ensure that

the transmissions do not interfere. The new entry request

time is the time allocated for requests from users who are not

members of the net to participate in the net by sharing the

communication channel. The request time is utilized by non-

member users on a random-access basis and is proportional to

the total cycle time, with 15 seconds of every 2 minutes of

cycle time set aside. The duration of the "request to join"

message and the corresponding blocking probability were not

investigated. The request time should be chosen on the basis

of the expected number of new users. The second overhead case

is based on a net operating in a synchronous mode with ref-

erence timing provided by the controller and with user ranging

to the satellite. The net average of the stationary expected

terminal buffer lengths, given by Eq. IV-9, is referred to

simply as the net buffer length, and the net average of the

upper bound on the terminal virtual delays, given by Eq. IV-10,
is referred to as the net delay. The results are expressed in

data units for the net buffer contents and in minutes for the

net virtual delay.

It should be pointed out that we are not trying to simu-

late or evaluate the performance of a CUDIXS net but are

merely using the statistics instead of inventing statistics.

Two utilizations can be defined for a net operating under

fixed assignments:

1. A terminal utilization Mpi/r that must be less than

unity if the terminal buffer contents are to remain

finite.
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2. A channel utilization that is the sum of the average
N

arrivals during a slot in the net, Pi diiided
i=l

by the number of data units that can be served in a

slot (in this case, one). The channel utilization

is independent of the slot allocations and cycle

l.ength. Table IV-3 presents the channel utilization

for the parameter values of Table IV-1.

TABLE IV-3. CHANNEL UTILIZATION

Interarrival Channel
Times, min Utilization
T 27

T1a 2 0.09
S 2 = 2.25

= 10 0.24

T .= .833

aT. is the average interarrival time
1

for a class i user.

The numerical technique used for finding the solutions of

Eq. IV-5 was Newton's method fcr determining the complex zeroes

of a function. It became evident that the summation term of

Eq. IV-3, involving the solutions Ot, had a negligible effect

on the terminal and net buffer lengths in most instances.

Therefore, the optJmizations were performed neglecting the

summation term, which tremendously simplified the numerical

procedure. Analytical solutions for the allocation vectors

still could not be determined even when the summation term

was neglected. The summation term was evaluated occasionally

to ensure that the approximation was still valid.

The numerical search for the optima was restricted to the

case where allocations to a class were equal. Although this
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restriction may exclude the global optimum, it was not clear

how one decided which selected users in a class should be allo-

cated more time slots. Therefore, the optimization was con-

ducted in two dimensions (rl, r2), the respective allocations

to the terminals in class 1 and 2, instead of performing an

eleven-dimensional search. We quickly discovered that both

sysztem measures, net buffer length and delay, could have sev-

eral, if not many, local minima, and hence numerical search

procedures were ruled out. The optimization was performed in

two stages: (1) the optimum allo.cations were determined for a

constrained cycle length and (2' tle constrained ninimum val-
I ues were then compared to determine the global optima.

Overhead Case I. The overheaa values assumed for

this case are presented in Table IV-2. The numerical evalu-

ation is performed for both sets of interarrival times and the

other parameter values of Table IV-I with the channel utili-

zations presented in Table IV-3. The slot allocation is r1
slots per cycle for a class 1 user and r slots per cycle

for a class 2 user. With a cycle-length M constraint, the
class 2 user allocation is related to the class I user allo-

cation by r2 = Mbyr 1rlV Examples of the behavior of the

system performance measures unde- various cycle-length con-

straints are presented in Figs. IV-5, IV-6, and IV-8. The

behavior of the net virtual delay (upper bound) and net buffer

contents at the respective constrained optimum allocations is

exemplified in Fig. IV-7 and Table IV-4, respectively. Finally,

the optimum allocations for the net buffer contents and net

delay are presented in Tables IV-5 and IV-6, respectively.
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TABLE IV-4. CONSTRAINED OPTIMUM ALLOCATIONS FOR NET BUFFER
CONTENTS, T1 = 10 MINUTES AND T2 = 0.83
MINUTES

Allocations, Net Buffer Contents,
slots data units

M rI  r2  Aa Bb

120 6 28 10.84 > 10.84

146 7 40 10.63 10.83

183 9 53 10.60 10.93

208 11 55 10.66 > 10.93

a!

a A: neglecting summation term.

B: including summation term.

TABLE IV-5. OPTIMUM ALLOCATIONS FOR NET BUFFER CONTENTS

Interarrival Allocation, Net Buffer
Time, min slots Contents, Net Delay,

T1  T2 r1  r2  M data units min

27 2.25 6 28 120 3.15 2.37

10 0.83 7 40 146 10.83 2.96
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TABLE IV-6. OPTIMUM ALLOCATIONS FOR THE NET DELAY UPPER BOUND

Interarrival Allocation, Net Buffer
Time, min slots Contents, Net Delay,

T T1  T2  r1 r2  M data units min

27 2.25 12 23 183 3.75 2.03

1 0 0. 83 11 33 183 13.5 2.5

The following observations and conclusions are obtained

from the numerical computations:

1. The respective minima for the net buffer contents

and net delay bound occur at different allocations.

In comparing the minimum value for one measure to

the corresponding value with the optimum allocations

for the other measure, the differences are not large

(limited to a 25 percent increase). The effects on

the individual terminals are more pronounced (Table

IV-7), the optimum allocation tending to equalize

that performance measure for the class 1 and 2 users.

TABLE IV-7. USER BUFFER CONTENTS AND VIRTUAL DELAYS,
T1 = 10 MINUTES AND T2 = 0.83 MINUTES

Buffer Contents, Virtual Delay,
data units min

User Aa  Bb  Aa  Bb

Class 1 8.4 6.7 3.2 2.5

Class 2 35.5 81.2 1.0 2.5

aA: with optimum allocations for net buffer contents.

bB: with optimum allocations for net delay bound.
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2. The system performance measures are sensitive to the

allocations (Fig. IV-8). Substantial reductions in

the performance measure values are possible by de-

termining the optimum allocations. For example, an
intuitive approach would allocate twelve times the

class 1 user allocation to the class 2 user (rI = 5,

r 2 = 60, and M = 146) and would result in a net delay
of 4.5 minutes, which is about twice the optimum
delay value.

3. The behavior of the system performance measures when

examined at the constrained optima reveals a broad

minima region (Fig. IV-7 and Table IV-4), but when

it is examined for a fixed cycle length it is simi-

lar to a valley with high rising sides that broadens

with increasing cycle length (Figs. IV-5 and IV-6).

This demonstrates the sensitivity of the performance

measures to the allocations.

4. The virtu 1 8P1ny sppears to be dominated by the

virtual message length (26 data units). In Table

IV-6, the message load increased from the lower ar-

rival rate to the higher rate by about 170 percent,

resulting in a 260 percent increase in the buffer

contents but only a 23 percent increase in the net
delay.

5. The approximation to the system performance measures

by neglecting the summation term k is

valid for a large range of parameter values (Table

IV-8), while the effect on the buffer contents of

the class 2 user is more pronounced, and for large

allocations the approximation is invalid with re-

spect to the class 2 user. Even when the
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approximation is valid, the summation term can affect

the optimum allocation with respect to buffer con-
tents (Table IV-4).

TABLE IV-8. EFFECTS OF THE CLASS 2 USER SUMMATION TERM ON

THE CLASS 2 USER AND NET BUFFER CONTENTS,
T 2 =0.83 MINUTES

i1
Class 2 User Summation Value % Increase in
Allocation, ! for Class 2 User, Buffer Contents

slots data units
_ _C Class 2 User Net

33 2.4 3 2
i

# 53l 3.6 10 3 |
113 6.4 34 1

Overhead Case II. In the previous overhead case,

the slot allocations (Table IV-6) that result in the minimum

net delay for both arrival rates occur at a cycle length of

183 slots. The net overhead is equal to 40 slots or 22 per-

cent of the cycle length, leaving 78 percent of the slots for

data transmission. The net overhead with different cycle

lengths consumes 27 percent and 25 percent of the slots for

M = 120 and 146, respectively. Because the overhead slots

consume a larger percentage of the smaller cycle lengths, the

optimum occurs with a longer cycle length. The synchronization

preambles could be reduced by providing common bit timing, and

the guard time could be reduced by having the users determine

their respective ranges to the satellite. The effects of

reducing the overhead are examined by considering overhead

case II (Table IV-2), which assumes that the users operate

in a synchkronous manner requiring no preamble or guard time.

New entry request time is still provided in a manner identical

to that in the previous case.
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The values of the system performance measures with a

fixed cycle length are plotted in Fig. IV-9 for the lower ar-

rival rates. Figures IV-10 and IV-11 are the plots of the net

buffer contents and net delay at the allocations which result

in the constrained minima for the net delay bound for the two

sets of arrival rates, respectively. The behavior of both

performance measures in Fig. IV-10 is erratic. The erratic

behavior is probably caused by rounding the new entry request

time to integer values of data slots so that the cycle lengths

in slots are integers. For the lower arrival rate (Fig. IV-10),
the optimum allocation could not be determined because the
delay value with rI = r2 = 1, which is exact, is less than the

upper bound values but greater than the lower bound values for

larger allocations.

The optimum allocations and the corresponding values for

net buffer length and delay are tabulated in Table IV-9 for

both overhead cases and interarrival rates. The reduction in

the net buffer contents or delay is at most 27 percent. This

is probably a consequence of the selected arrival rates, and

it is felt that the effects will be more dramatic for higher

arrival rates, where the average number of arrivals during the

overhead slots will be significantly larger. As was expected,

the allocation size and cycle length for optimal performance

are significantly reduced (e.g., the minimal reduction was

about half, the cycle length decreasing from 120 slots to 51

slots). For the higher arrival rate of Table IV-9 and the
allocations which minimize the net delay, the effective data

transmission rate was increased to 2.1 kb/s from 1.9 kb/s by

reducing the transmission overhead.

2. Distributed Allocations

In the previous section, the channel was made available

to each user only once per net cycle. The users were allowed
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to transmit for different time durations (i.e., ri contiguous
time slo,s once per cycle) to accommodate various user re-

quirements (the user message load). Essentially, the user is

allowed to transmit at most r data units in a time period of

duration M. There are numerous ways, other than removing the

units consecutively in time, of accomplishing this. For ex-

ample, if the i users were allocated 6 time slots, Fig. IV-

12 demonstrates two ways of accomplishing this. One technique

is an example of contiguous allocations, where the user is
~allowed to transmit 6 data units consecutively and then waits

M - 6 slots to transmit again. The other technique is an

example of distributed allocations, where the user is allowed

to remove one data unit at the beginning of the "cle, waits

n, slots, transmits 3 data units, waits n2 slots, transmits

2 units, and finally waits n3 slots for the cycle to begin

again. Obviously, there are many ways of distributing the

allocations, contiguous allocations being a special case of

distributed allocations. Distributed allocations permits the

terminals to access the satellite more than once in a net cycle.

Figure IV-4 depicts the cyclic behavior of the net for the

case where each access is of equal duration, r slots, and user

1 is allocated four accesses, user 2 three accesses, and the
Nth user one access.

In Fig IV-12, an implicit assumption was made that dis-

tributing the allocations did not change the cycle length.

This is obviously false if each terminal transmission must be

prefaced by synchronization preambles and if transmissions from

different terminals must be separated by guard times. As a
thmatter of fact, with ni access allocated to the i user, the

transmission overhead for the ith terminal has been increased

by a factor of ni. Therefore, the net cycle time has been

increased, resulting in a decrease in the effective data trans-

mission rate. On the other hand, if the net is operating under
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overhead case II (i.e., no transmission overhead), the cycle

times and effective data transmission rates for both techniques

are identical.

For the case where the cycle times are the same, it is

not obvious why distributed allocations are being investigated,

since under either technique ri data units can be transmitted

over a period of M slots. Figure IV-13 presents the behavior

of the buffer contents under the contiguous and distributed

allocations outlined in Fig. IV-12. The cycle is initiated at

the point when the user has just used his ri slots in the con-

tiguous case. The buffer contents are assumed to be identical

at this point because the arrivals and the number of units

transmitted are the same. In the example, three messages ar-

rive with lengths 1, 2, and 3 data units, resulting in a total

of 6 data units, which is equal to the number removed. The

buffer contents, as expected, are identical at the end of the

cycle, but the dynamic behavior is different. The cycle time

for a user is subdivided into a "waiting" or inactive time,

when other terminals are transmitting, and an active or trans-

mitulng time. During the waiting time, the buffer contents

can be increased by message arrivals but cannot be reduced,

and therefore the buffer queue length is monotonically in-

creasing. The contents can be reduced only during the trans-

mission time. (The contents could also be increased by a

message arrival.) In contiguous allocations, the subdivision

results in two intervals, each with consecutive slots (e.g.,

the first M-r slots form the waiting period, and the active
perio, occurs during the last r slots of the cycle). In

distributed allocations, the active or inactive period consists

of disjoint intervals. If the buffer contents are examined at

any time within the cycle, the contents with dist-,.buted allo-

cations will be less than or at most equal to the contents

with contiguous allocations, because more data units could
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have been transmitted in the distributed case, Only at the

end of the cycle will the number be the same, resulting in

the same buffer contents at this point. Therefore, the aver-

age of the buffer contents over a cycle will be smaller in the

distributed case. Further, since the waiting time is dependent

upon the buffer contents at the time of the arrival, it is

expected that the waiting time will also be smaller in the

distributed case. In the example, the buffer contents at any

point in distributed allocations was strictly smaller than the

contents in contiguous allocations, except in the last three

time slots, where they are equal. The cycle average of the

buffer contents is 4.7 data units for contiguous allocations

and 2.6 data units for distributed allocations.

The investigation of distributed allocations is primar-

ily limited to the case where the terminals are allocated one

data slot at each access. In the development of the equations,

the allocations are assumed to be n,....ni,...nN, where ni is

the number of accesses allocated to the ith user, each access

lasting one data-unit time slot. The overhead in bits assoc-

iated with each transmission is given by t R + P, where P isw
the number of bits in the synchronization preamble, t w is the

guard time between transmissions, and R is the data transmis-

sion rate. The overhead slots are again separated from the

data slot allocations and are lumped together into the net

overhead. For noncontiguous terminal accesses, the cycle or

net overhead is given by

F(twR+P) N 1
'd = B n + nd B new

+

where nnew is the number of slots allocated for new users to

request service. The net cycle length is given by
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If the number of accesses ni is equal to the number of slots

ri allocated in the contiguous allocations, the cycle length

for distributed allocations is larger than that for contiguous

allocations because of overhead. Therefore, the effective

transmission rate for the ith user, Ri = nifR/Md, is reduced

when the transmission overhead is non-zero.

If the terminal accesses are uniformly distributed in the

net cycle, the average time between transmissions for that

terminal is equal to Md/ni. If Md/n i is an integer Mi, the
ith user transmits one data unit, waits Mi - I slots, trans-

mits another data unit, waits M i M 1 slots again, and so on

(Fig. IV-4). This cycle behavior is identical to that of a net

operating under fixed contiguous assignment with the terminal

allocated one data unit and a cycle length of Mi slots (this

cycle length will be referred to as the terminal cycle length

to avoid confusion with the net cycle length). Therefore, the

equations developed for the terminal buffer queue length (Eq.

IV-3) and virtual delay (Eq. IV-8) are applicable for the ith

with r, = 1 and M = M For the case where d/n is not
user, i d i

an integer, the terminal accesses are separated by either

Mdn slots or I / i  slots, the relative occurrence

being chosen so that the average separation between accesses

is Md/ni. (The methodology used in developing the buffer lengthis

requires integer values for the allocation and the cycle length.)

Unfortunately, the previous results are no longer applicable,

[X] is the largest integer contained in X. In this case,
where X is not an integer, [X]+ = [X] + 1.
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because the terminal cycle length is not constant but oscil-

lates between two values, but the buffer contents and virtual
thdelay at the i user can be bounded. The upper bound is

obtained by assuming that the user is allocated one time slot

in a cycle length of [Md/nilj slots. The effective transmis-
I +

sion rate in this net is smaller than the effective trans-

mission rate of our net, and therefore the buffer contents and

delay will be larger than in the distributed net. Similarly,

the lower bound is obtained by assuming that the user is part

of a net with a cycle length of IMd/ni] slots and is still

allocated one time slot. The upper and lower bounds on the

average terminal buffer queue length and delay are given by

Eqs. IV-3 and IV-8 evaluated at ri = 1, and M = [Md/ni] and

[Md/nil , respectively.

The results for the buffer contents can easily be extended

to the case where the terminal is allowed to transmit r (>1)

data units at each access as long as the allocation does not

change from access to access of that terminal. In this dis-

tributed allocation case, the ith terminal accesses the satel-

lite n. times in a net cycle and at each access can transmit

r data units. A'I iing the transmission of more than one data

unit per a....sz ,ill reduce the net cycle overhead. The upper

and lowe- oo,,rj on the buffer length are obtained by eval-

uating Ec. r- at r= r , and M [Md/ni and [Md/ni],
MA

respectively, where d is the cycle length obtained using ni
accesses with r data units at each access. The bounds for the

virtua. delay are complicated by the fact that the virtual de-

lay with r slots could not be found exactly except for r = 1.

The upper bouna for the virtual delay with ni accesses and r

slots at each access is given by the upper bound on the delay
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in Eq. IV-7 with M = Md/n] slots, and the lower bound is

given by Eq. IV-8 with M ~[d/ni]

Unfortunately, the upper and lower bounds for the buffer

contents with distributed allocations included the buffer con-

tents with contiguous allocations in many examples for over-

head case II. Therefore, another model for distributed allo-

cations is investigated because of these inconclusive results

and the desire to study the effects of the access distribution.

In the development, the ith user is allowed to transmit ont.

data unit and then must wait a random number of slots before

transmitting again, and the process repeats. The time allo-

cation to the ith user is cyclic, but the cycle length is

random. The terminal cycle length is a discrete random process

that is independent and identically distributed from cycle to

cycle with a distribution such that the average cycle length

is Md/n. For example, with 3 accesses allocated to the ith

user and a net cycle length of 12 slots (Md/ni = 4), the ter-

minal cycle length is 4 slots (the random variable has only

one value and that occurs with probability one) if the accesses

are uniformly distributed in the cycle. On the other hand,

the terminal cycle length could have two values (3 or 5 slots),

each occurring with equal probability. Which of these choices

is better?

The cycle length of the j (terminal) cycle for the i
t h

user is M~i) and the buffer contents in data units at the
j 'beginning of this cycle are L The cyclic behavior of thebth

buffer contents with the cycle initiated by the i trans-

mission slot is described by

+ M

j+ 1  (Lj -1) + Xk , (IV-I)

k=l
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where the superscript i has been suppressed and where Xk is

the number of data unit arrivals during the kth slot of the
thj cycle (M. is random). The expected value of the steady-

state buffer contents can be derived by the generating func-

tion methodology (Appendix D) or by the easier technique used

in deriving the Khintchine-Polloczek equations (Refs. 17, 4o,

41). The stability condition, which is identical to that ob-

tained for contiguous allocations, for the existence of a
Msteady-state solution is Mu < 1, where M = d/ni is the aver-

age cycle length, and p = E Xkis the average number of data-

unit arrivals during a time slot. The average value of the

buffer contents in steady state is given by

x 1 _ _

E IL*- + " M 2 + (Iv-12)E =2(1-N p.) 22(.-M ii)

22 2412IF

where ax2 and aN2 are the variances of the data-unit arrivals

and the cycle length, respectively. The previously defined

virtual delay is again used as the waiting-time measure for a

message and is given by

+
Dm+ Fl 2 1) + (ml-) (FI - I) (IV-13)

where M is the length of the virtual message. The derivation

of Eq. IV-13 is included in Appendix D.

The particular distribution chosen for the accesses with-

2
in the net cycle determines the value of aM, which is a

measure of the dispersion of the cycle length values around

the mean. The last term of Eq. IV-12 portrays the dependence

of the buffer contents and also the virtual delay on the dis-

tribution strategy. This term is directly proportional to the

cycle length variance. An increase in the variance (increasing

the dispersion of the values) results in an increase in both
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the buffer contents and the virtual delay. Therefore, the

distribution strategy that has the smallest dispersion is

optimum for both buffer contents and delay. For example, when

Md/ni is an integer, the optimum distribution is uniform

with only one value for the terminal cycle length, M. = M
( = 0). When Md/n. is a non-integer, the optimum distri-1J

bution has the terminal cycle length assume two values

F'and with appropriate probabilities to ensure
J I d+iM

that the average cycle length is d/n..
The behavior of the aver1ge buffer contents under the

various allocation schemes (contiguous and distributed) is

examined in the following. The first term of Eq. IV-12 has

been rewritten with the substitution M = M/r with ni = r. For

the allocations indicated below, the average buffer contents

are given by the following equations:

I a) One data slot per net cycle
!IE jL + M1 (I2 i4

b) r contiguous data slots per cycle

-12 1 r +1 +t
E r-M 2 Lt=2 1 -a+ (Iv-15)

c) r randomly distributed data slots in the net cycle

1 2 2: i M a2 i M2

E{ LV Ma 2  + 11(iv-l6)
EL=2 r - MV 2 1

The following queueing interpretation can be imparted. In all

i the models, service to a customer is initiated only at discrete

points (i.e., the beginning of each cycle). Equation IV-14

is the average queue length for a single server queue, the

,service time for each customer lasting M slots. The model for
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r contiguous allocations is a queue being served by r servers,

and service is initiated at the discrete points, the service

time for each customer again lasting M slots. The equivalent

service time if there had been ore server would be M/r slots.

By distributing the r slots randomly in a net cycle, the queue

model again becomes a single-server queue with a random service

time whose average is equal to M/r slots. Service to a new

customer is initiated by termination of service to the customer

being served, as if a customer were being served when the queue
is empty. The second term in each equation is seen to be pro-

portional to the average number of arrivals during a service

time, while the first term is intuitively proportional to the

residual queue left behind the previous customer. [The equation

for the queue behind the n+l st customer is given by the queue

left behind the nth customer, minus the n+lst customer, plus

the arrivals that occur during service to the n+l st customer,

i.e., qn+l = (qn- 1)+ + vn+l'] The third term, which includes

a2 of Eq. IV-16, as was previously indicated, is a result of

the chosen distribution of allocations. Likewise, the summa-

tion term of Eq. IV-15, is a result of allocating r contiguous

slots every M slot.

If synchronization preambles and guard times are required

every time a terminal transmits, distributing the allocations

with one data slot at each access can significantly reduce the

effective transmission rate, resulting in a poor utilization

of the channel. This is demonstrated by the following ex-

ample. Consider an eleven-member net operating under overhead

case I, that is, 0.39 seconds of overhead is associated with

each transmission. If contiguous allocations are used, the

number of accesses or transmis ions is eleven for any set of

Nallocations. If it is desirable to have an allocation pool

of 66 data slots, with contiguous allocations, 17 slots are

required for transmission overheads and 12 slots for new entry
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request time, resulting in a cycle length of 95 slots. With

a bit transmission rate of 2.4 kb/s, the cycle overhead re-

duces the effective data transmission rate to about 1.7 kb/s,

a reduction of about 30 percent.

With distributed allocations, an allocation pool of 66

data units results in 66 separate transmissions. Therefore,

102 slots are required for transmission overheads and an addi-

tional 24 slots are needed for new entry request time, re-

sulting in a net cycle of 192 slots (more than twice the con-

tiguous cycle length). The effective data transmission rate

is reduced to 825 b/s, only 314 percent of the transmission

rate (a reduction of 66 percent). The effective data rate for

distributed allocations is half the data rate for contiguous

allocations. The result is that it takes twice as long to

transmit a data unit. It should be clear from this example

that, with this transmission overhead, distributing the allo-

cations is not effective. On the other hand, there may be

other implementations of distributed allocations (e.g., in-

creasing the transmission duration to more than one slot at

each access) that could produce smaller buffer contents and

shorter delays.

For overhead case II, comparisons of the distributed and

contiguous fixed assignments with equal slot allocations per

net cycle (ni = r i ) are presented in Fig. IV-14 and Table IV-

10. Both demonstrate that distributed allocations reduce

(unfortunately, a small reduction) the net buffer contents

with contiguous allocations. Figure IV-14 also demonstrates

that the virtual delay in distributed allocations is smaller

than the delay upper bound but larger than the lower bound in

contiguous allocations. Both of these results are consistent

with analytical comparisons of the respective equations. With

higher arrival rates, more dramatic improvements may become

evident. Further, the comparison should have been performed
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with the respective optimum allocations and not equal slot

allocations for both techniques.

rl TABLE IV-lO. A COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTED
AND CONTIGUOUS ALLOCATIONS

T :27 min--Class 1 (10 min-.-Class 1

2.25 min--Class 2 i 0.833 min--Class 2
+i

Allocations Buffer, I Delay, Buffer, Delay
data units min data units min, _ _I_ _ _ __ __ I _ __

r r M Da Cb , c  Da Cb D a Cb.c Da cb,c
1 C

2 13 38 2.37 2.48 1.94 2.06 7.67 (7.98 2.29 2.41

314(5 2.26 1.73 1.86 7.56 8.02 2.01 2.151
L U5 1676 . ..-- -- - 8.62 9.35 1.80 I i

aD: distributed allocations.

bC: contiguous allocations.

cCircled values are minimum for contiguous allocations.

In fixed assignments, the allocations are based on the

average arrival rate, and therefore the terminal's use of its

allocation may be inefficient. Messages arrive randomly and

have random sizes, and therefore sometimes the allocation may

Jbe more than is required and sometimes it may be substantially

less, hence causing the buffer contents to increase very rapid-

ly to the steady-state value. Distributing the allocations

& ,tends to lessen the inefficient use of the allocated slots and

therefore yields smaller buffer contents and possibly delays.

On the other hand, in fixed assignments, the user always knows

exactly when his next allocation occurs.
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C. ACCESS WITH POLLING

In the previous section, the fixed-assignment technique

of allocating transmission time to the users in the net was

investigated. In that technique, a terminal's allocated

transmission time or capacity is constant from cycle to cycle.

Therefore, the amount allocated must be based on long-term

statistics and not on instantaneous requirements. Because

messages arrive randomly and have random sizes, the user's

utilization of his allocated time may be inefficient. Access

with polling is one technique that allocates transmission time

on a requirements basis but still maintains the cyclic struc-

ture of Fig. IV-1. Figure IV-3 depicts one cycle of the net

operation.

Polling can be accomplished with a central controller or

a distributed controller. The controller sequentially polls

the users according to their polling position. When a user
~is polled, he is allowed to transmit until his buffer is empoty.

Messages that arrive while the user is transmitting are trans-

mitted during this period. The duration of the transmission

and hence the cycle length are therefore random. When the

buffer is emptied, the user transmits an "end of transmission"

message. When this message is received, the process continues

with a poll of the next user. With central control, polling

is initiated by one member of the net. The controller trans-

mits the polling message to the appropriate user and receives

the "end of transmission" message. With distributed control,

the polling sequence is established, the first user transmits

until the buffer is empty, sends an "end of transmission"

message to the second user, who beings transmitting when the

end statement is received, and so on. The time between the

end of a transmission to the time the next user begins trans-

mitting data is the idle time. The idle time consists of the

"walking" time, which is the time required to transfer control
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from one user to the next and the time to transmit synchroni-

zation preambles. The walking time is initiated at the begin.-

ning of the "end of transmission" message to the time the

next user is polled (informed that he can transmit). The

walking time is dependent upon whether the control is dis-

tributed or centralized. The walking time for distributed

control consists of the duration of the end message plus the

propagation d'lay from the terminating user to the satellite

'; I and back to the next user. With centralized control, the

walking time is composed of the durations of the "end" message

f Iand the "poll" message plus the single-hop delays from the

terminating user to the controller and from the controller to

the polled user. The idle time is assumed to last r slots.

)The buffer contents, the virtual delay, and the average

cycle length are extracted from Ref. 27. The results are only

valid for identically distributed data-unit arrival processes

at the users. The required results are presented with no

derivations but some heuristic justification. The stationary

expected length of the polling cycle is

E I = l- (IV-17)

where r is the idle period in data slots, and N is the number

of terminals in the net. The mean value of the terminal buffer

queue length in steady state is identical for all terminals

and is given by

E i = 2 Nr+ I (1-p) , (IV-18)
2I-N! 2 -i

1while the delay for a virtual message of m units is
(I) -1 i o+ 1 Nr (-) + (-71Dm - 2 I-1 -Ni' 2-( (IV-19)
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The virtual delay is independent of virtual message size m.

A terminal's buffer contents are emptied when it is polled,

and therefore the delay consists of the time waiting for the

channel to be made ,vailable and the transmission time for

the already queued messages at the virtual message arrival.

The message is completely transmitted at this time.

To explain the absence of N in the numerator of the first

term of the queue length, since it was prent with fixed

assignments, consider a star communication system where the

tterminals transmit their messages on dedicated channels to a

common buffer from whicb the data units arL removed. The

mean value of the stationary common queue length with i4denti-

cally distributed input processes is

1 If the common buffer contents are now uniformly distributed

into the user buffers, the ith buffer contents would be

2 -+

The buffer contents are identical to average queue lengths in

customers (messages) obtained by the Khintchine-Polloczek

(K-P) formula for a single server queue with Poisson arrivals

a. geometric service times. The K-P formulas are applicable

to any queueing or dispatching discipline provided that the

selection of the next item to be served does not depend on the

service time. Therefore, the star system could have used a

polling service discipline, but the walking time must be zero.

The server can sequentially empty each queue in the star sys-

tem with a zero walking time between queues, and the average

queue length is still given by the above formula.
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Note the behavior of the first term of the ith buffer con-

tents--it depends only on a2 and not on No In the derivation

of the stationary expected queue length (Eq. IV-!8) for polling,

the idle time r was assumed to be positive integer valued (non-

zero). Otherwise, we would have had a contradiction because

[ the buffer queue length with polling and r = 0 is smaller than

the length obtained with the star system using the polling

discipline. The first term of Eq. IV-18 accounts for the ar-

rivals that occur while the user is transmitting. The average

time the channel is being used by the other users is equal to

Nr(l-p)/(l-Np). Therefore, the second term accounts for the

arrivals during this inactive period. The average number of

arrivals is p times the average iractive period.

The stability condition for a steady-state solution to

exist is given by Np < 1; that is, the average number of ar-

rivals in the net during a slot are less than the number of

data- units that can be transmitted during a slot. For Np = 1,

the average cycle length, buffer contents, and delay become

infinite. It is surprising that the idle time (net overhead)

does not enter into the stability condition. The size of the

idle time affects the average cycle length, the average con-

tents, and delay in a linear manner.

Access with polling is interesting in that the polling
order is the only quantity that has to be determined a priori.

When the user is polled, he transmits until he has nothing

more to say. This is in contrast to fixed assignments, where

4the relative positions and the number of slots allocated to
each user have to be determined.

The virtual delays and average buffer contents are iden-

tical for all users because the arrival processes were the

same. Therefore, the system performance measures in the net

are simply equal to the terminal buffer contents and the ter-

minal virtual delay, respectively.
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The parameter values assumed for the evaluation of the

performance of a net operating under access with polling are

presented in Table IV-11. The channel and traffic parameters

are identical to those assumed for the fixed-assignment net,

with the major exception of having one class of users. The

idle time per transfer is equal to the preamble transmission

time, plus the single-hop propagation delay with distributed

control, and also plus another propagation delay with a central

controller. The total idle time in the net is equal to the

number of users in the net N times the single-transfer idle

time, which then is converted to data time slots and rounded

up to the nearest integer. The channel utilizations (p = Np)

are presented in Table IV-12 for the various interarrival

/°  times.

TABLE IV-11. PARAMETER VALUES FOR POLLING

Channel Parameter:

Transmission Rate = 2.4 kb/s

Traffic Parameter:

Number of Users (N) = 11 (one class)

Average Interarrival Times (T) = 27, 10, 2, 1.34 minutes

Average Message Length = 26 data units

Virtual Message Length (m) : 26 data units

Data Unit Length =608 bits

Idle-Time (Overhead) Parameters:

Propagation Delay = 0.27 seconds (

Synchronization Preamble -936 bits (Normal)

:96 bits (Reduced)+V
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TABLE IV-12. CHANNEL UTILIZATIONS

Interarrival Channel
Time, min Utilization

27 0.045
10 0.21
2 0.604

1.34 0.9

The values for the average cycle length, buffer contents,

and virtual delay are presented in Table IV-13 for normal over-i head and both distributed and centralized control and in Table

IV-14 for reduced overhead and distributed control. If cen-
tralized control were used in the reduced overhead case, the

total idle time would be 26 slots, and the resultant perform-

ance measures would be slightly smaller than those tabulated

in Table IV-13 with distributed control. Substantial reduc-

tions in total idle time (overhead) are achieved by changing

the control from centralized to distributed or by reducing the

preamble, but the resultant improvementsi in the system per-

formance measures are smaller and decrease with increasing

utilization. The average cycle length, buffer contents, and

virtual delay all increase, as is expected, with increasing

channel utilization. The average message throughput in a

cycle is equal to the average message input for a stable (non-

saturated) system, and hence the cycle length increases and

the cycle overhead percentage decreases with increasing chan-

nel utilization.

The results are surprisingly low, considering the length

of the propagation delay. The buffer is emptied at each poll, [
and therefore at the next poll, a cycle length later, the

buffer contains the arrival that occurred in the previous cycle

but no residual from other cycles.
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D. ACCESS WITH RESERVATIONS

The allocation techniques investigated in the previous

sections treat the users as entities to which capacity is

allocated, The users are arranged in an orderly fashion, and,

during t.,e user's turn, the user is allocated a constant trans-

mission time in, fixed assignments or a random time sufficient

to empty the buffer in polling. Under access with reserva-

tions, capacity (transmission time) is allocated to the users

on a demand basis by treating messages as entities and allo-

cating capacity to individual messages by the use of an order-

wire and a central or distributed controller. With a central

controller, the users request transmission time via the order-

wire at the arrival of a message. The controller receives

these requests and allocates time according to a queueing dis-

cipline. The user then transmits the message completely during

the allocated time. With distributed control, users reserve
"unclaimed" slots by transmitting a reservation message over

the orderwire, and each user monitors the orderwire for the

status of future slots.

The "request" or "reservation" message contains informa-

tion describing the message length or transmission time, while

the time these "messages" are received can be viewed as the

origination time of the message. Therefore, the following

interpretation is made of net behavior under access with res-

?tions as an aid in understanding the technique and also

'"ping system performance measures. By means of the

• and the "request" messages, the controller forms a

£ cal) common queue of messages requiring service and

drovides service (transmission time) to the queued mes-

.6,s using the queueing discipline, which is assumed to be

.rst-in, first-out for consistency with the other allocation

chniques. In the distributed control situation, each user

forms this common queue, from which the user determines the
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appropriate transmission time for his messages. Because mes-

sages are generated at the users, the time between the gener-

ation and the joining of the common queue must be accounted

for. This time is the turnaround time, which can be inter-

preted as the walking time of a customer (message) from the

user terminal to the common queue. The queueing model for the

complete process can be thought of as consisting of a waiting

room and the common queue. Customers arrive at the waiting

room, are ordered, and wait a portion of time (the turnaround

time) before joining the common queue. Service is provided

only to those messages in the common queue. The turnaround

time is not equivalent to another service time, because each

message waits a time amount measured from its generation and

not from a previous message departure to the common queue.

In the development, the orderwire is assumed to be a

separate channel utilized on a contention (random-access)

basis. Further, it is assumed that "messages" transmitted on

the orderwire do not destructively interfere (i.e., there is

a zero probability of blocking).* The characteristics of the

orderwire and the control messages must be properly designed

to ensure that the probability of blocking is small. The

turnaround time for messages to join the common queue is there-

fore assumed to be constant and is determined by the duration

of the "reservation" message and the single-hop propagation

delay with distributed control, and by the durations of the

"request" and 'allocation" messages and the double-hop propa-

gation delay with central control. The message arrival process

at the common queue is assumed to be Poisson with an arrival

rate equal to the sum of the terminal rates, and the message

A more exact derivation is presented in Appendix E.
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distribution is assumed to be identical for the users. These

assumptions and the decomposition of the queueing model into

separate parts allows one to determine the queueing parameters

(queue length and queueing time) of the common queue and to

separately determine the number of messages in the waiting

room.

The contents of the common queue can be determined by

using the Khintchine-Polloczek (K-P) equations for a single-

server queue with geometrically distributed service time or
by using the results presented for the star communication sys-

tem (Section IV-C or Ref. 22) with compound Poisson arrivals

and constant data-unit service time. The K-P equation yields

the average number of messages in this queue, from which the

average message waiting time is determined by Little's theorem,

while the star communication result is in data units. The ex-

pected value of the stationary queue length, in data units,

for the common queue is given by

1 2
2 1-PT + 1T

2 he 2 N 2where aT = i and 1iT =Z !'± with arid a t.he irean
i=l i.=l

and variance of the compound Poisson distribution of the it h

terminal. The data units in the waiting room are the messages

that have not been positioned in the common queue. These ar-

rivals are those that occur during a walking period. The

average arrivals during this period are given by the average

data-unit arrivals during a slot. multiplied by the walking

time in slots, which is assumed to be "a" slots. Therefore,

the joint terminal buffer contents, equal to the common queue

contents plus the waiting room contents, are given by
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2

T 1),," + ; t  (IV-20)

From which the buffer contents of the i
t h user is identified

as

2

1 ( = + l (IV-2!)

The average message waiting time at the ith user, which is ob-

tained from the joint message buffer queue length, is identi-

cal for all users and is given in data slots by

CF2
W(ji) __T__

q a + - (IV-22)

The channel utilization p is equal to PT' and for stability

UT < I, with a terminal utilization given by Vi . The deriva-

tion of the above results assumes that the terminals transmit

synchronously.

If synchronization preambles must be transmitted with

each message, the common queue contents are derived from the

K-P equation using a servize distribution equal to a constant

(preamble time) plus a F- omt.trically distributed term. Syn-

chronization preanb.e, affect only the contents of the common

queue. The resulta.t equations are presented in Table IV-15.

A common oueL of messages is essentially formed in ac-

cess with reservations. Because of this, (1) the queueing

discipline can be applied throughout the net and not just at

the terminals, as with fixed assignments or polling, and (2)

the controller (centrai;ed control appears to be required)

can allocate capacity (time) ,-o messages on more than one

channel if they exist and if the user uommunication equipment
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permits. Therefore, access with reservations can pool the

available communication channels and thereby add more flexi-

bility to the resource sharing, while potent:ally improving

the grade of service to the users. Instead of having a sepa-

rate queue for each available channel (in qaeueing theory,

the C "l server--l queue" situation), pooling the available

channels combines the separate queues into one queue, from

which messages are transmitted on the next free channel (the

"C servers--1 queue" situation). The waiting times are tab-

ulated in Table IV-15 for a nonpreemptive priority queue dis-

cipline (one channel only) and for the pooling of 2 or 3 chan-

nels with a first-in, first-out queue discipline, with the

assumption that the message lengths are exponentially distrib-

uted because these results do not exist for geometrically

distributed message lengths. The average terminal buffer con-

tents are given by E L(i)l = im (W + S), where S = m time
q

slots, the average message transmission time.

In the following, the improvements obtainable by pooling

channels are examined. Queueing theory notation is utilized

to simplify the comparison (e.g., M/M/C is used to refer to

the queueing system, C servers--l queue). It is assumed that

the total message arrival rate for each queue (joint terminal

buffer queue) is X in the M/M/1 systems (1 server--1 queue).

The total arrival rate in the M/M/C system is therefore CXT.

The comparisons are made on the buffer contents and waiting

times in the cortroJler common queue (that is, neglecting the

effect of the turnaround tine, whic;h is ide.ntical for the cases

considered). For the queue length comparison, the controller

common queue of the M/M/C system is compared to the sum of the

common queues in the M/M/I systems. On the other hand, the

waiting time in the M/M/C system is compared to the waiting

time in any M/M/l system. If the arrival rates were different
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in the M/M/l systems, the buffer contents comparison would

still be the same, but the M/M/C waiting time would be compared

to the average of the M/M/1 waiting times. The average contents

and waiting time in the controller (hypothetical) queue in an

M/M/C system are LM/M/C and W and are related to theqM/M/O C

measures of the M/M/I systems by

LM/N/C C LM/1/1 A cl

W W .B:< qM/M/C qM/M/I'C3

Therefore, the reductions in the number of messages and waiting
times at the common queue are simply Acl and B cl, respectively.

These reductions are presented for several channel utiliations

in Table IV-16. The results indicate that, with a per-channel

utilization of 0.5, the waiting time in the common queue by

pooling 3 channels is about 0.16 of the waitIng timez in "he

unpooled system. The total average message waiting time is

the turnaround time plus the waiting time in the common queue.

TABLE IV-16. REDUCTIONS IN THE NUMBER OF MESSAGES
AND WAITING TIMES BY POOLING CHANNELS

A1 a a A a a '
_____ 7______ A___ Bl JA A21 _ B 21 3 31

0.1 0.909 0.091 0,901 0.012

0.5 0.667 0.333 0.579 0.158

0.9 0.526 0.474 0.372 0.303

aA and Bkl are the reductions in the common

queue buffer contents and waiting times,

respectively, by pooling K channels.
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After having combined the queues, further improvements

are possible if the available channels can be merged into one

~1 channel (e.g., C channels each with transmission rate R are

merged to provide one channel with transmission rate CR). The
transmission times of messages for these two cases a.,e differ-

ent: the user being able to transmit a rrissage C times faster

on the merged channel. Therefore, instead of waiting times,

the queueing times (the total time a message spends in the

system) are compared for the case of 3 channels. Using the

equations developed for the M/M/l queue with p = 3 1 (the

queue with the merged channel), and for the M/M/3 queue with

V - Ul, smaller queues and queueing times of the common queue

are obtained by merging the channels. The queue length for

the M/M/l queue is

LM/M/1 = LM/M/3 A

/M313'

where A!3 = 1/(3 A31) is the queue length reduction by merging

the channels, and A31 is the reduction in combining the queues.

The corresponding relationship for queueing times is identical

to the queue length relationship, and therefore A1 3 is also

the queueing time reduction.

TABLE IV-17. IMPROVEMENT IN THE COMMON QUEUE MEASURES
BY MERGING THREE CHANNELS

p A 13

0.1 0.37

0.5 0.58

0.9 0.9
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Numerical Results

The values of the system performance measures for the net

operating under resei'vations are presented in Table IV-18,

using the parametric values of Table IV-l (two user classes),

and in Table IV-19, using the channel and traffic parameters

of Table IV-lI (one user class). The results of an example of

pooling channels arp presented in Table IV-21. It is further

assumed that the orderwire is a separate channel, the control

messages required for reservations do not destructively inter-

fere, the turnaround time is 3 data units (centralized control),

and guard times are not required (the effect is discussed).

For the case of two user classes and under synchronous oper-

ation (Table IV-19), the buffer contents in the class II ter-

minal are twelve times larger than the class I contents, but

the waiting times are identical.

TABLE IV-18. BUFFER CONTENTS AND WAITING TIMES FOR
ACCESS WITH RESERVATIONS (Zero Synchro-
nization Preambles and a = 3 Slots)

I Interarrival Channel Buffer Waiting
Class Time, Utilization Contents, Time,

min I data units min

1 270.089 0.13 0.023

2 2.25 1.54 0.023

Average 0.26 0.023

1 10 ) 0.41 0.047

i i 0.242

2 0.833 044.89 0.047

Average 0.81 0.047
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TABLE IV-19. BUFFER CONTENTS AND WAITING TIMES FOR
RESERVATIONS WITH IDENTICALLY DISTRIB-

UTED MESSAGE PROCESSES (a =3 Slots)

Interarrival Buffer Contents, Waiting Time,
Time, min data units min

Aa Bb Aa BbA BI AI
27 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.02

04 o40.04 0010 0.4 0.4.03
213 4.2 3.7 0.21 0.18

1.34 45.2 21.2 j 2.22 0.98

aA: synchronization preamble = 936 bits.

bB: zero preamble.

For one user class, Table IV-19 contains the results for

various average interarrival times and two values of synchro-

nization preambles. As is expected, for each preamble value

the buffer contents and waiting times increase with message

arrival rates. The effect of the preamble on the system per-

formance measures is small except for T = 1.34 minutes, where

the performance-measure values for the 936-bit preamble have

doubled over those for zero preamble. For an expanded defi-

nition of channel utilization as the average arrival rate times

the average message transmission time including the preamble

transmissiGn time, Table IV-20 provides an explanation of the

preamble effect demonstrated in Table IV-19. The preamble or

any transmission overhead (e.g., guard times) increases the

channel "utilization" value and thereby increases the buffer

contents and waiting times and decreases the traffic load that

results in saturation.
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TABLE IV-20. EFFECTS OF PREAMBLE ON CHANNEL "UTILIZATION"

Interarrival "Utilization"
* Time, min Aa Bb

k 27 ! 0.047 0.045
10O 0.128 0 121

2 1 0.64 0.604

1 .34 i 0.95 0.9

aA: synchronization preamble =936 bits.
bB: zero preamble.

The example for which the results are presented in Table

IV-21 is chosen primarily to demonstrate the effect of the

orderwire channel and secondarily to demonstrate the improve-

ment of pooling channels (combining queues). The parameter

values of Table IV-11 are used for each of the four nets. One

of the communication channels is the orderwire, while the re-

maining three channels are shared by the combination of the

four nets for data transmission. For the assumed average mes-

sage length (26 data units), the capacity allocated to the

orderwire is excessive because the average numbers of request

messages per data slot are 0.007, 0.018 and 0.093 for the mes-
sage interarrival times of Table IV-21. For this example, the

assumption of no blocking on the orderwire is reasonable. On

the other hand, for substantially smaller average message

lengths, the orderwire capacity may be insufficient, resulting

in saturation of the orderwire and eventually zero throughput

of control messages. The removal of one channel for the order-

wire results in an increase in the channel utilization for the

pooled system as compared to the individual systems and a de-

crease in the message load that results in saturation (0.75 of

the individual saturation load).
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The results in Table IV-21 can be compared to those of

Table IV-19 for identical interarrival times, although the

actual improvements would be larger if the same number of data

channels were provided in both cases (the pooled system uti-

lizes 3 data channels, while the unpooled system has 4 data

channels). Even with the removal of one channel, the terminal

buffer contents and waiting times in the pooled system are

smaller than those for the individual systems in the pooled

stable region.

TABLE IV-21. BUFFER CONTENTS AND DELAYS WITH 44 USERS
AND THREE COMMUNICATION CHANNELS (Zero
Preambles and a = 3 Slots)

Interarrival Buffer Contents, Waiting Time,
1 Time, min Utilizationa data units minm

I 27 0.06 0.1 0.0127

10 0.16 0.3 0.0133

2 0.805 3.2 0.136

a I
aFor pooled system.

Under reservations, the orderwire reduces the available

data capacity, and thie saturation message load level, but

reservations adds more flexibility by permitting the pooling

of resources and by potentially improving the grade of service

to the users.

E. COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS

* In the preceding sections, three allocation schemes were

introduced, and the resultant terminal buffer queue lengths

and virtual delays or waiting times were determined and eval-

uated for specific examples. In this section, comparisons of

the-techniques are presented.
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The equations for the terminal buffer contents and delays

are reproduced in Tables IV-22 and IV-23, respectively. From

these tables, it is evident that for finite buffer contents

and delay to exist the following stability conditions must be

satisfied:

& For fixed assignments,
MP, < ri for all i

0 For polling,

Np < 1

0 For reservations,

X TX+T <1.

Initially, it appears that, except in polling, transmis-

sion overhead reduces the saturation message load. What is

surprising is that saturation in polling is unaffected by

transmission overhead. For the case of identically distrib-

uted terminal message processes with equal allocations to the

users and a net overhead that is independent of allocation

size (this excludes the new entry request times), the stability

condition for fixed contiguous assignments can be rewritten as

Np + < 1, which indicates that the saturation level can al-r
most be made independent of the overhead for sufficiently

large allocations. This also possibly explains why overhead

values do not affect the saturation level in polling. The

transmission overhead in all cases increases the buffer con-

tents and the delays, but only in reservations will it reduce

the saturation message load. It is evident from Table IV-23

that the virtual delay or waiting time is independent of the

virtual or actual message lengths except in fixed assignments,

where the delay is proportional to the virtual message length.

In fixed assignments, the delay for small messages is less

than the delay for large messages.
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TABLE IV-23. VIRTUAL DELAY OR AVERAGE MESSAGE WAITING TIME

Virtual Delaya

D4(i) < D( ' ) < D(i)

m u

Fixed
Assignments D(i) = B(i) + (L-1) m

D B( ) + (!_- l-1) (m-ri)D~i)= B~ ) +r i

_________with B(') =LijiiP

Polling 1 Na+2  1 Nr(l-p) + _T T -- pl -Np 2

2 2
p (l+C b)

X+a + 2XT(l-p)

Reservations for X = 0

2

a + 2( )

aVirtual message length of m data units.

bAvere.ge message waiting time.
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Any comparison with polling must be l1mited to the case

of identically distributed terminal message processes. It is

assumed that the net using fixed assignments requires no over-

head (zero transmission overhead and no new entry request time)

because the best performance (the smallest values of system

performance measures) is obtained under this condition. With

these assumptions and equal allocations to all users in the

net under fixed contiguous assignments, the average buffer

contents and the virtual delay upper bound both monotonically

increase with allocation size r, and therefore the optimum

allocation to each user is one slot (r = 1 and M = N). On

the other hand, the delay lower bound monotonically increases

for allocations larger than the virtual message length (r > m),

but for smaller allocation sizes it monotonically decreases

if the summation term is less than half the allocation size*

and therefore the optimum allocation is equal to the virtual

message length (r = m). With the above assumptions, fixed

distributed assignments also allocate one slot to each user

per cycle and are therefore identical to contiguous allocations

with the optimum allocation for buffer contents and delay upper

bound. In the cciparisons, an allocation of one data slot to

each user is assumed for fixed assignments. The system per-

formance measures are simply equal to the average terminal

buffer contents and delay, respectively.

The respective equations for the buffer contents and de-

lay can now be compared in order to determine the regions in

the parameter space where the individual techniques are pre-

ferred. The regions are determined only with respect to the

buffer contents. The comparisons for reservations neglect the

Always true in the cases considered (average
message length of 26 data units).
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4..orderwire capacity and blocking of the control messages be-
~cause these were neglected in deriving the equations. The

following inequalities are obtained, with the virtual length

m set equal to m, for comparisons between

Polling and Fixed Assignments. The polling technique

is preferred if

(1 - 2) (2 1 - ) + 1 - N_
Nr<r =1 2 m

Surprisingly, the region is determined primarily by

the average message length and the transmission rate

which affects the idle time. Table IV-24 presents

values for the crossover idle time and the corre-

sponding transmission rate.

TABLE IV-24. CROSSOVER IDLE TIME AND CORRESPONDING
TRANSMISSION RATE FOR DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

Average Message I rc  T
Length, ' Transmission Rate,a

data units N Utilization 1 slots kb/s

0.1 9.2 20

I l 0.9 9.0 20

60.1 47.7 107
26 II11J

0.9 50.6 114

0.1 51.4 115

26 100
0.9 1 51.0 115

aData unit : 608 bits; preamble length : 96 bits for polling.
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S Reservations and Fixed Assignments. The reservations

technique is preferred if

NL-i 2E - Nil Nmn
2 1 - NP 1-N'

The region boundaries are strongly dependent upon all

the system and traffic parameters (Table IV-25).

TABLE IV-25. CRITICAL TURNAROUND TIMES AND
TRANSMISSION RATES FOR CENTRALIZED
CONTROL

-Average Message
Length, j . a, Transmission Rate,

1 data units N Utilization slots b/s

I 0.1 55 61 x15 11 11
0.9 455 511 x 10

t 0.1 288 323 x 10

I .26
26 0.9 2555 2.9 x 106

L 0.1 2855 3.2 x 106

26 100o"
260.9 125,295 28.5 x 106

0 Reservations and Polling. The reservations technique

is preferred if

a r 1-v'12 T-N _h 2

The inequality relates the reservation turnaround time
to the average nontransmission duration for a user in

polling, and hence, for most cases, the reservations

technique is preferred.
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With the nets operating under reduced or zero transmission

overhead, either reservations or polling are preferred over

fixed assignments for a wide range of parameter values (R, m,

and N), fixed assignments being the preferred technique only

for small average message lengths and/or high transmission

rates where the propagation delay in slots becomes excessive.

For most cases, the buffer contents in reservations is smaller

than that in polling when the effects of the orderwire capacity

and blocking are neglected. The orderwire capacity reduces

' the available data transmission capacity, and blocking of the

Acontrol messages increases the turnaround time, and both there-

by increase the buffer contents and waiting times. With the

same average message traffic, blocking is increased by reduc-

tion in the average message length.

Table IV-26 presents a comparison of techniques for the

example used throughout the chapter. The results support the

conclusions drawn from the analytical comparison, but the vast

improvement (an order of magnitude) obtained by using a tech-

nique other than fixed assignments is surprising. The reser-

vations technique is slightly better than polling, and the

improvement may be expected to increase with the number of

users in the net. In the net using polling, 14 slots in every

cycle are used for overhead, while in the net using fixed

assignments, all the slots are possible data transmission slots.

A possible explanation of why polling is more efficient is

that the terminal buffer is emptied at each poll, and the aver-

age number of arrivals during the overhead slots is small. In

fixed assignments, because the buffer is not emptied at each

service, the buffer contents accumulate over many cycles, only

one data unit being transmitted per cycle. Although the aver-

age number of data-unit arrivals is small during a cycle, when

a message is generated its average length is 26 data units,

which takes an average of 282 slots to completely transmit.
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During this time the average number of arrivals is 16 units

for a net utilization of 0.6, which implies that 60 percent

of the time another message arrives before the previous message

has been cleared. Increasing the allocation may reduce the de-

lay somewhat, but the variation between the upper and lower

bounds (Table IV-26) is small for the higher arrival rates.

If the arrival process were smoother (i.e., more message ar-

rivals but smaller lengths), this accumulative effect would be

lessened.

The delay results from Table IV-26 for polling and reser-

vations are plotted as a function of' channel utilization in

Fig. IV-15. The behavior with utilization is similar to that

of a typical queueing syste.,, and demonstrates the sensitivity

of a performance measure to variations in utilization.

Table IV-21 is repeated here to demonstrate the improve-

ment obtainable by pooling the nets using reservations and to

demonstrate the effect of the orderwire capacity. Four nets

with their respective channels are pooled together by using

reservations. One channel is designated as the orderwire,

while the remaining three are used for data communication.

The controller allocates transmission time on the three chan-

nels on a demand basis. The capacity allocated to the order-

wire is excessive for this example, but may be insufficient

for shorter average message lengths. By comparing the results

of Tables IV-26 and IV-21, it is seen that pooling with reser-

vations reduces the performance measures even though one chan-

nel is removed. The removal of one channel for the orderwire

increases the utilization of the remaining channels and causes

the system to saturate at a smaller channel utilization, 0.75,

per old net.
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TABLE IV-21 (REPEATED). BUFFER CONTENTS AND DELAYS
WITH 44 USERS AND THREE COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

(Zero Preambles and a = 3 Slots)

Interarrival a Buffer Contents, Waiting Time,
Time, min Utilization data units -min

27 0.06 0.1 0.0127

10 0.16 0.3 0.0133

2 0.805 3.2 0.136

aFor pooled system.

Table IV-27 presents a comparison of polling and reser-

vations for the case where synchronization preambles are

transmitted. The performance measures for reservations are

smaller than those for polling, except for the average inter-

arrival time of 1.34 minutes. Although the results for fixed

assignments were not calculated for the case of synchronization

preambles and identical message processes, the system perform-

ance measures will be larger than those presented in Table

IV-26, and therefore a polling or reservations technique is

still preferable.

TABLE IV-27. COMPARISON OF POLLING AND RESERVATIONS
TECHNIQUES HAVING IDENTICAL MESSAGE PROCESSES,
N=ll, m = 26, R = 2.4 kb/s, AND 936-bit PREAMBLE

Interarrival Buffer Contents, Delay, min
Time, min data units

Polling a Reservationsb Polling Reservations

27 0.2 0.1 0.07 0.02

10 0.5 0.4 0.09 0.04

2 5.4 4.2 0.31 0.21

1.34 31.8 45.2 1.53 2.22

aDistributed control, Nr = 29 slots.

bCentralized control, a = 3 slots.
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Table IV-28 poesents a comparison of fixed assignments

and reservations for the two user classes of Table IV-1 with

synchronous operation. The reservations technique yields

smaller buffer contents and delays, and only if the transmis-

sion rate were greater than 280 kb/s would fixed assignments
yield a smaller buffer content for the higher utilization

case.

F. NET CAPACITY ALLOCATION

The main interests of the previous sections were to eval-

uate system performance measures in the sharing of a communi-

cation channel by users organized in a net and to compare

various schemes for allocating time to the users of the chan-

nel. In doing so, the number of users in the net and the

transmission rate were specified, while the message arrival

rates were varied (1) to determine the behavior of the

schemes with respect to traffic loading and (2) to ensure that

the comparisons would be valid for a wide range of situations.

The system designer still must determine what net capacity

(bit rates) will be assigned to the nets if the nets are pre-

determined, or he must determine the size and composition of

a net if the corresponding bit rates have been predetermined.

This problem is somewhat alleviated by having the pooled users

time-share the available communication channels by access with

reservations. It was also demonstrated in this case that the

buffer contents and queueing times were reduced by time-sharing

on one channel with capacity CR, instead of time-sharing on C

channels, each with capacity R. On the other hand, there may

be reasons other than queueing for having the users operate

in nets, and therefore the net capacity allocation must be

determined.

The allocated transmission rate affects net performance

through channel utilization. For given message statistics,
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channel utilization is inversely proportional to transmission
rate. With respect to the system performance measures (buffer

contents and delay), it is desirable to have a low utilization

because the performance measures increase with increased utili-

zation. On the other hand, a low utilization implies ineffi-

cient use of the channel and affects the cost of the trans-

mission facility. For example, a channel utilization p of 0.1

indicates that, on the average, one data unit is transmitted

every 10 slots, while for p = 0.6, an average of 6 data units

are transmitted every .0 slots. The performance measures for

p = 0.1 are less than those for p = 0.6, but the p = 0.1 system
requires six times the capacity of the p = 0.6 system. The

system designer must make a tradeoff between the channel utili-

zation, which affects the transmission facility cost, and the

effects on the user (buffer contents and message waiting time).

The tradeoffs are pointed out in the following example,

using the parameter values of Table IV-29. Two possible ca-

pacity allocations are (1) to provide one channel to all the

users (p = 0.6) or (2) to provide 10 channels and to subdivide

the users into 10 nets (p = 0.06). The respective buffer con-

tents and delays are presented in Table IV-30 for the various

time-sharing techniques and the capacity allocations. The

users are allocated one data slot per net cycle in fixed assign-

ments. Distributed control is used in polling, while a central

controller with a separate orderwire is used in reservations.

The increase in the average message waiting time due to in-

creasing the channel utilization (reducing the number of chan-

nels) in this case is at least a factor of 20, except in res-

ervations, where the increase is only a factor of 3. If the

chosen time allocation scheme is either fixed assignments or

polling, the system designer has to make a tradeoff between

the buffer contents and delays on the one hand and the number

of channels dedicated to serving this group of users on the
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TABLE IV-29. ASSUMED PARAMETER VALUES

Transmission rate (R): 24 kb/s

Number of Users (N): 110

Average Interarrival Time (T): 2 minutes

Average Message Length (m): 26 data units

Virtual Message Length (m): 26 data units

Data Unit Length: 608 bits

96 bits for polling

Preamble Length: 0 for fixed assignments
and reservations

J

TABLE IV-30. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES
EVALUATED FOR N = 11I AND 110O

N Fixed Assignments Polling Reservations

Buffer Length, 11 1.7 0.49 0.27
data units -1 l"O 39.2 8.6 0.48
Delay or 11 0.12 0.03 0.01
Waiting Time, 1 0.0

min 110 2.98 0.65 0.03
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other. The designer can reduce the cost of the system by

decreasing the number of channels required to serve this group,

but the users will have substantially larger buffer contents

and delays. On the other hand, if the resultant delays are

not acceptable, the designer must allocate more capacity to

this group. It is extremely interesting that in reservations

the increase in the performance measures were minimal, with

a substantial reduction in the allocated capacity.

The results of Table IV-30 can also be used for deter-

*mining the effect of the number of users on the performance

measures and for a further comparison of the techniques.

Reservations with N = 110 yielded delays that are smaller by

a factor of 20 than the delays in polling and smaller by a

factor of 100 than the delays in fixed assignments. For N = 11

and the same arrival rate, the improvements were only by factors

*of 3 and 12, respectively.

The results of Table IV-30, in conjunction with the re-

sults presented in Table IV'-26 for the 2-minute interarrival

time, can be used to compare two allocation strategies that

have the same total capacity. Under the first strategy, the

users are organized into 10 nets, each with 11 members and a

2.4-kb/s channel. The total capacity assigned to the group

of users is 24 kb/s. Assuming that each user can transmit at

24 kb/s, the other strategy forms only one net consisting of

110 users and assigns a 24-kb/s channel to the net. The

second strategy is that of merging the individual channels

and pooling the users. The results, buffer contents and

queueing times, are presented for both strategies in Table

IV-31. The queueing time is used as a performance measure

because the transmission time of a message at the 24-kb/s rate

is an order of magnitude smaller than the time at the 2.4-

kb/s rate. Under both strategies, the channel utilizations

are identical. In a typical queueing system, combining the
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TABLE IV-31. EFFECTS OF MERGING CHANNELS
AND POLLING USERS (10 NETS, EACH WITH A
TRANSMISSION RATE OF 2.4 kb/s)

Buffer Contents, Queueing Time,
data units minutes

N = 11 N = 110 N = 11 N = 110

R = 2.4 kb/s R = 24 kb/s R = 2.4 kb/s R = 24 kb/s

Fixed 39.2 39.2 3.00 2.99
Assignments

Polling 4.5 8.6 0.35 0.66

Reservations 3.7 0.48 0.29 0.04

queues and increasing the service rate (analogous to merging
the Qhannels and pooling users) reduces the performance mea-
sures. If the nets are operating under fixed assignments,
merging the channels has no effect on the performance measures,

while for reservations, as expected, merging produces an order-
of-magnitude improvement. Under access with polling, surpris-
ingly, combining the channels and polling the users degrades
the performance by almost a factor of 2. This is caused by
the fact that the time for wnich the channel is not available
to a user increases by an order of magnitude.

In designing the communication satellite system, the
designer must decide what values of the buffer contents and
delays are acceptable, which depends on the particular sit-
uation, and he must then allocate sufficient capacity to sat-
isfy these design criteria. The number of channels that must
be allocated to the user group with the parameter values of
Table IV-29 to satisfy a delay criterion of either 0.03 or 1.0
minute is presented in Table IV-32. The transmission time of
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TABLE IV-32. NUMBER OF CHANNELS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE
DELAY CRITERIA WITH N = 110 AND T = 2 MINUTES

Number of 24 kb/s Channels

Technique Aa Bb I Queueing Time,I min

Fixed 30 2 I 0.85
Assignments

Polling 10 1 I 0.66

Reservations 2c id  1 0.07

Random Access e  5 5

(unslotted)

a A: Delay criterion of 0.03 minute.

bBbB: Delay criterion of 1 minute.

COne data channel plus an orderwire channel.

dData channel capacity = 20 kb/s plus a 4 kb/s orderwire.

eLower-bound estimate using saturation value of 0.136.

TABLE IV-33.. CAPACITY TO ACHIEVE 0.3-MINUTE

QUEUEING TIME WITH N = 11 AND T = 2 MINUTES

Technique Transmission Rate, kb/s

Fixed Assignments 11

Polling 2.6

Reservations 3 .0a

Random Access II

(unslotted)

aA 2.4-kb/s data channel plus a 600-b/s orderwire.
bLower-bound estimate using saturation value of 0.136.
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p
an average message is 0.01 minute at the transmission rate of

24 kb/s. Although the delay in a contention system was not

determined, the minimum number of channels required to provide

stable service can be estimated by ensuring that the channel

utilizations are less than the saturation value (see footnote,

p. 122, Section IV-A). The number of channels required may be

reduced by using a slotted contention system. For the delay

criterion of 0.03 minute, which is three times the average

message transmission time, the reservations technique permits

a saving of at least eight 24-kb/s channels over fixed assign-

ments and polling. For the delay criterion of 1 minute, which

is half the average message interarrival time, both polling

and reservations require one channel, but the queueing time

(waiting time plus transmission time) is an order of magnitude

smaller than in polling. The queueing time is used here in-

stead of the waiting time because the message transmission

time is larger in the reservations system. The queueing value

for reservations is obtained by using the expression in Appen-

dix E that takes into account blocking on the orderwire.

If the users with the parameter values in Table IV-29 are

partitioned into 10 nets, each with 11 users, the capacity allo-

cations of Table IV-33 are required to achieve a queueing time

criterion of 0.3 minute per net. Either polling or reservations

using distributed control requires the least capacity to achieve

this criterion and reduces the required capacity by about 8

kb/s per net below fixed assignments, polling requiring

slightly less capacity than reservations.

After the system has been functioning for a while and new

users have joined the respective nets, the capacity allocations

to the nets can be reexamined to improve performance under the

new conditions. Assume that the total capacity of the system,

R, can be linearly subdivided into capacity allocations to
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N

each net, Ri, such that R =L Ri , where N now refers to thei=l

number of nets. Overall performance measures, such as the net

buffer contents averaged over the nets and the queueing time

averaged over the nets, can be used to evaluate the net capac-

ity allocations. The selected net capacity allocations are

those that minimize the overall performance measure under the

total capacity constraint.* This is similar to the optimization

of the net performance measure with respect to the time allo-

cation ri to the user, but the user buffer contents and delays

are replaced by the net buffer contents or queueing time. Un-

fortunately, as in the time-allocation case, no analytical

solution could be found, and therefore the optimization would

have to be performed numerically. The optimization was not

performed because resources were limited and because the opti-

mization would have to be performed numerically for a specific

situation.

G. CONCLUSIONS

In a net operating under fixed assignments, the user allo-

cations must be predetermined and should be selected carefully

because both system performance measures are sensitive to the

allocations. In the examples considered where more than one

user class exists, the optimum allocations are not only dif-

ferent from the allocations obtained by an intuitive approach

but also reduce the resultant delay by about 50 percent below

the levels obtained by using intuitive allocations. In either

the polling or reservaticn system, user allocations are dynamic

and intrinsic to the technique and therefore require no opti-

mization. On the other hand, the (minimum) capacity allocation

The pzoblem formulation in Ref. 42 is similar to this,
but the results are not applicable.
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to the net in any technique must be determined to ensure stable

operation. This requires an estimate of the expected average

mezzagb traffic load in the net.

Overhead can be characterized as of two types. One type,

represented by synchronization preambles and transmission

guard times, is independent of the allocated transmission

times. The other type, represented by the time reserved for

new entry requests in the cyclic techniques and the orderwire

capacity in reservations, is dependent upon allocated trans-

mission times. Both types of overhead reduce the effective

data transmission rate and hence reduce the grade of service

provided; the second type also reduces the message traffic load,

resulting in saturation. In the cyclic techniques, the inef-

ficiencies induced by allo3ation-independent overhead can be

reduced by allocating longer transmission times, and the effect

on the saturation level can be made small (actually, there is

no saturation effect in polling). In reservations, because

the allocated transmission times are determined by message

lengths, the effect of the preamble overhead is not reduced

but increases the channel utilization and also reduces the

saturation level. The reservation technique is more sensitive

to this overhead than the cyclic techniques.

In the sample comparisons for a fixed cpacity allocation

to the net, polling and reservations both show significant

improvements over fixed assignments in the grade of service

provided. The performance measures are shown to increase the

utilization, and at higher levels of utilization they are

tremendously sensitive to small changes in utilization. This

behavior is typical of a queueing system and should be taken

into account in the choice of an operating point (in channel

utilization or in capacity allocation to the net).
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The reservation technique increases flexibility and further

improves the grade of service provided because it permits the

pooling of users and the sharing of available channels among

pooled users when the users cannot transmit at a higher vate

than the individual channel rate. Further, if the users can

transmit at the total capacity of the channels (sharing the

merged channels), the grade of service is improved signifi-

cantly only in reservations, while it degrades in polling.

As would be expected from the above results, polling and

reservations in the examples considered require significantly

less capacity than fixed assignments to achieve a grade of

service.

Finally, the general conditions under which the techniques

are preferred with respect to buffer-contents performance mea-

sures (i.e., the conditions under which the techniques yield

lower values) are obtained by analytical comparisons of the

respective buffer-contents equations. In comparing polling and

fixed assignments, which are both cyclic time-sharing tech-

niques, smaller buffer contents are obtained by using polling,

except when the time to transfer control from one user to an-

other in polling is about twice the average message transmis-

sion time. The only parameters that determine the preferred

regions are the transmission rate and the average message
length. On the other hand, in comparisons of cyclic techniques

with reservations, all of the parameters--number of users,

channel utilization, average message length (except in polling),

and transmission rate--determine the preferred regions. (The

orderwire capacity required for reservations is not included

in these comparisons.) Polling is preferred over reservations

for those systems where the time to effect a capacity assign-

ment in reservations is larger than half of the total average

time the channel is not available to the user in polling. Fixed

assignments is preferred over reservation6 for those systems
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where the time to effect a capacity assignment is larger than

the product of the number of users and the average message

transmission time, divided by one minus the channel utilization.

The cyclic techniques are at a disadvantage with respect to

reservations for large numbers of users. The cyclic tech-

niques are definitely preferred over reservations when the

number of users in the net and the average message transmission

time are small.

41:
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR. TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND

COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

ASSIGNMENT FOR WORK TO BE P&RFORM-ED
BY

INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES

Date: 2 AUG 1974

You are hereby requested to undertake the following task; D-1O

1. TITLE: Telecommunications Studies

2. TECHNICAL SCOPE:

The objective of this task is to support the developmunt and evaluation
of military command and control concepts and techniques that use satellite
relays. This task will emphasize the development of satellite terminal
network control concepts and identification and evaluation of key technical
problem areas. The most important part of this task will be to perform
analyses, evaluations and to draw conclusions and make technical recom-
mendations in the area of military satellite communication systems important
to cormrand and control of U.S. forces. kie studies will include, but are
not limited to, the following:

a. A study oC the relative impact of nuclear event-induced propa-
tion degradations to SatCom systems supporting coirunand and control of General
Nuclear War Forces. Estimate the benefits arid effort required to convert
225-400 MHz SatCom WWMCCS terminals to 1-2 GHz with appropriate modulation
in order to reduce the possibility of nuclear event-induced earth/space
communication outages.

b. A study of the technical means for achieving, allocating,
monitoring and controlling efficient, flexible, and. timely netting of
mobile SatCom radio terminals in the general purpose forces.

3. SCHEDULE:

This task will continue through FY 1975 with the items to be completed
and reports submitted, at such times as sufficient study has been complete!
to render a meaningful report. Periodic meetings should be scheduled with
offices having technical cognizance to discuss progress and matters of
mutual interest during the study periods.

4. TECHNICAL COGNIZANCE:

Assistant Director (General Purpose Systems), Office of Director,
Telecommunications and Command and Control Systems (DTACCS).
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5. SCALE OF EFFORT:

Approximately two and one-half man-years of effort, including con-
sultant-; as required by IDA, is authorized for this task, provided that
'total expenditures shall not exceed $160,000 (one hundred sixty thousand

dollars). Chnngos in the scale of effort will not be made without the

consent of DTACCS.

6. REPORT DISTRIBUT.ION AND CONTROL:

The DTACCS will detennine the number of copies of reports and their
distribution. A "need-to-know" is hereby established in connection with
this task and access to classified documents and publications, security

clearances and Lho like, necessary to complete the task, will be obtained
through the DTACCS.

Thomas C. Reed

Director. Teleconunications and
Command and Control Systems

ACCEPTED:

Alx-,and . esident

Institute for Defense Analyses

Date: 9 September 1974
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APPENDIX B

i CURRENT DOD SATCOM PROGRAMS

IA. OVERVIEW

The current DoD satcom system programs* are the Defense

Satellite Communications System (DSCS), Air Force Satellite
Communications (AFSATCOM), and Fleet Satellite Communications

(FLEETSATCOM).

* The DSCS is an operational super-high-frequency (SHF)

system under direction of the Defense Communications Agency
(DCA) and is characterized by very wide-band (multi-megahertz)

satellite transponders and earth terminals with relatively
large directive antennas. It is currently used for wide-band

digital circuits in point-to-point trunk telephony. Although
the DSCS is in the development phase, general-purpose forces

have not been equipped with terminals to use this resource.

The AFSATCOM program is under development by the Air Force

to provide service between the following:

* The National Command Authorities (NCA)/Airborne Command
Post (ABNCP) and Single Integrated Operational Plan
(SIOP) force elements [Emergency Action Message (EAM)
force direction and report-back]

* ABNCPs (in CINCNET)

• Presidential communications

and, on a not-to-interfere basis,

Reference 1 contains additional summary information on
these systems.
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* Other long-range aircraft communications (e.g.,Military Airlift Command and global weather).

AFSATCOM is an ultra-high-frequency (UHF) system consisting of

narrow-band (5-kHz) transponders placed on host satellites,

including the FLEETSAT spacecraft. The system is designed

principally for aircraft terminals using low-gain nonsteered

antennas. It basically provides narrow-band teletype service.

However, to support CINCNET and Presidential communications,

an additional wide-band channel is provided on the FLEETSAT

spacecraft.

The FLEETSATCOM program is under direction of the Navy.

Its spacecraft development is managed by the Air Force. Like

AFSATCOM, FLEETSATCOM is also a narrow-band UHF system utiliz--

ing ten 25-kHz-wide transponders per FLEETSAT spacecraft.

Terminals for ship, aircraft, submarine, and shore installations

with a variety of antenna configurations are also in develop-

ment in the pre-production phase. The channel bandwidth per

transponder is wide enough to accommodate a variety of com-

munication services, ranging from teletype through kilobit

digital circuits capable of supporting secure voice. One

transponder per satellite is dedicated to supporting the Fleet

Broadcast function. The other nine transponders represent

orbital assets that can be assigned to support various networks

of Naval terminals with a variety of communication services.
The current Navy planning for use of FLEETSATCOM is presented

in Refs. 2 and 3.

Of the three major current DoD satcom programs, the one

that most immediately determines the general framework for this

study is FLEETSATCOM. Its example serves as a study model for

multi-user class capacity allocation. As the DSCS program

develops, and especially if transpondable light and mobile

truck-mounted terminals are deployed to the Field Army, more

advanced traffic planning needs for system use will be manifested.
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The mathematical methodology for this study, although initially

developed from a consideration of the FLEETSATCOM system, should

eventually be of equal interest to DSCS. The AFSATCOM system,

with its primary role of supporting command and control of

U.S. nuclear-capable forces and with the special feati-es

attending such communications, played little part in shaping

the study effort reported here. However, as the AFSAT program

evolves, a need could develop to support the nuclear force

elements with fewer transponders per satellite. Should this

occur, study of store-and-forward data exchange techniques

applicable to AFSATCOM missions would become necessary.

B. AN EXAMPLE: TECHNICAL FACTORS AFFECTING CAPACITY ALLOCATION[FOR FLEETSATCOM
The planned FLEETSATCOM usage developed to date provides

an excellent case study with which to relate resource-utiliza-

tion study concepts to real hardware issues and engineering de-

sign. This example is provided here only for the purpose of

demonstrating these real engineering relati.onships. No evalu-

ation of this program was undertaken and none is intended here.

At this time the program focus is still on acquisition of space-

craft assets and basic terminal RF components (transceivers,

modems, and antennas). The current plans summarized here pre-

sent a baseline concept of operation developed by the Navy.

Considerable flexibility still remains in organizing the refine-

ment and use of the assets. In point of fact, the Navy has

recognized this and has the Lincoln Laboratory (Refs. 4-6)

advising it on developing more advanced usage plans as well as

second-generation components [specifically, spacecraft modifi-

cations and an advanced time-division multiple-access (TDMA)

modem]. The Navy has also tasked the Computer Sciences Corpo-
ration (Ref. 7) to study demand-assignment TDMA for FLEETSAT.
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1. System Organization

To review briefly, the Navy portion of the FLEETSATCOM

system consists of a set of spacecraft (nominally, two to four

in orbit) on each of which there are ten independent 25-kHz-

wide, hard-limfted UHF transponders on separated frequencies.

Of the ten, one transponder is dedicated to providing the

Fleet Broadcast service,* leaving nine transponders for other

uses. For the Fleet Broadcast service, standard (AN/SSR-1)

receive-only terminals are being purchased for deployment to

all Naval elements afloat.

Separate from and in addition to the Fleet Broadcast

receivers, procurement of terminals for deployment to ships,

shore-based long-range patrol aircraft (typically P-3), sub-

marines, and shore stations is under way. Variations in antenna

gain and local ambient RF noise background at the terminals

will require variations in the transmitter power and receiver

sensitivity from terminal to terminal, and, in addition, the

transnission system must meet the various data speed or band-

width requirements of the planned communication services.

The communication services other than Fleet Broadcast are

grouped (Ref. 2) into Digital Information Exchange Systems

(IXS) and Secure Voice Communications. The store-and-forward

type of data service is characterized by the Common User Digital

Information Exchange Subsystem (CUDIXS)** and the Small Ship

This service takes primary precedence. Should the assigned
transponder fail, there are alternates amongst the remain-
ing nine which can be seized for the Broadcast service.

The Broadcast signal is injected from a designated shore
station, nominally one plus a backup per ocean area. For
the purposes of this study, the Broadcast portion of the
system is of no further direct interest, other than to
note that it serves in some cases to partially reduce the
shore-to-ship traffic demand on other transponders.

**
The CUDIXS data transmission concept of Ref. 3 strongly
focused the effort reported In Chapter III.
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Teletype Information Exchange System (SSTIXS). These two SYS-

'ems are very similar, and their data exchange processes can be

jointly modeled as computer polled terminals. They have at
various times been planned and implemented as separate and/or

integrated services; in the latter case, SSTIXS is referred to

as "CUDIXS Primary" and CUDIXS is referred to as "CUDIXS Special

Subscriber."

The Tactical Data Information Exchange System (TADIXS) is

a shore/ship/air high-speed digital circuit for bulk Jata trans-

fer, as is the Tactical Support Center Information Exchange

Subsystem (TSCIXS) for shore/air ASW data exchange. TACINTEL

is a special digital circuit capability. There are also two

technically similar secure voice circuits, one, the Hib Command

Network (HICOM), for interfacing Automatic Secure Voice Com-

munications (AUTOSEVOCOM), and the other, the Fleet Command

Voice Network (FLTCOM). Finally, there is a Submarine Satel-

lite Information Exchange Subsystem (SSIXS).

These communication services aggregate as (1) store and

forward, (2) digital circuit, and (3) special or denied. The

role of the third category is to reduce overall available ca-

pacity and could include events such as transponder failure

(permanent) or preemption by the NCA (temporary failure). The

current plan has nine communication services and physically

assigns one satellite transponder to each service. As shown
in the next subsection, any terminal (e.g., major flagship or

capital ship) needing to participate in more than one service

with the currently developed equipment must acquire multiple

radios (sharing the same antenna), one for each communication

service in which it participates. Perhaps even more signifi-

cant is the possible temporary or permanent loss of satellite

transponders. Under the present plan, one or more of the

services could not be provided if a transponder or transponders

were lost.
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Clearly, there is motivation to seek means to pool and

share transponder capacities among the communication services

to maintain service continuity in the event of transponder

loss*. Against future growth in terminals and traffic, capac-

ity concentration and load balancing may also achieve enhanced

efficiency. For FLEETSATCOM, the TDMA technique can provide the

means for sharing transponders. A TDMA modem also can provide

RF multiplex hardware capability to allow multichannel operation

by a simple terminal transceiver.

2. System Terminal Configuration

The FLEETSAT terminals have been organized into three basic

subsystems: an antenna assembly, a WSC-3 radio transceiver, and

a complex of digital base-band equipments. The antenna system

types fall into the categories of (1) omnidirectional antenna

(.-0 dB) suitable for aircraft, (2) coarsely steered low- to

medium-gain ( -12 dB) antenna suitable for ships, and (3) a

pointed medium-gain (- 18 dB) antenna suitable for shore sta-

tions. The antenna system contains RF components in addition

to a low-noise wide-band receiver preamplifier (e.g., diplexer

and multicoupler) that will permit full duplex operation of the

terminal and the simultaneous connection and operation of up

to four separate radio transeivers ("stacked" WSC-3). An

explanation of the need for this is provided in what follows).

The WSC-3 radio transceiver is standard to al] the ter-

minals and consists of a 100-watt transmitter, a receiving chain

(receiver, downconverter, IF), a frequency synthesizer, and a

set of internal simple modems (AM, FM, FSK, and PSK). The

transmitter and receiver provide 30-kHz narrow-band channels

with low spurious radiation and high-selectivity performance.

* The transceiver can be tuned by the frequency synthesizer to

any of 7000 channels in the 225-400 MHz band. The WSC-3 is

In this regard, when capacity is preempted it is desirable
to yield only that amount which is needed, rather than a
whole transponder (or, more generally, an integral number
of transponders).
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currently configured to operate only • a 3alf-duplex mode, i.e.,

to transmit and receive but not simultaneously. A set of

simple modems is provided so that the WSC-3 can also be employed

from conventional UHF line-of-sight use (e.g., ship/air) with

voice (AM and FM) and data link (Links 4 and 11).

The internally supplied simple binary-phase-shift-keyed

(BPSK) modem is intended for satellite use and can operate at

any one operator-selectable bit rate of 75,300, 1200, 2400,

4800, or 9600 bits/sec. The BPSK modem is a relatively simple

unit with no data multiplexing capability on the base band and

no multiple-access capability to share a satellite transponder

simultaneously with another transmitting terminal. In addition,

a standard 70-MHz IF interface is provided for attachment of

any external narrow-band (25-kHz) modem desired.

Th base-band output from the WSC-3 internal modem or an

external modem then attaches through crypto units to a variety

of base-band digital equipments, including voice compression

encoders, teletype, and automatic data handling devices (includ-

ing a minicomputer). The constellation of such devices depends

on the type of terminal and the networks in which the terminal

participates. It is important to note the wide diversity pos-

sible in functions and arrangements of base-band devices (see

for example Ref. 2). The procurement, installation, and soft-

ware development costs for larger terminals can easily match oi
even exceed the satellite terminal RF/modem costs.

Without care, information handling equipment architectures

can result which tend to increase the number of satellite accesses

needed. In the present state of system development, without

any further upgrading of modem and (WSC-3) radio transceiver,

any terminal wishing to "simultaneously" transmit and receive

on more than one RF carrier/satellite transponder (i.e., to

B-9
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participate in two or more functional communication services or

networks) must acquire for each carrier/transponder a separate

WSC-3 modem and base-band chain. This explains the provision

in the antenna subsystem for connecting multiple or "stacked"

WSC-3 transceivers.

The Navy is currently studying several TDMA modem designs

(Refs. 5, 7, and 8). Because of the narrow-band hard-limiting

characteristic of the FLEETSAT transponders, TDMA is the only

multiple-access modulation option available for the sharing of

transponders among different communication nets or services.

An important factor 1i regard to TDMA design is the fast return-

ing capability of the synthesizer in the WSC-3. Automatic

circuitry to command and execute frequency returning does not

currently exist in the WSC-3 but can be added. A fast-retune

or frequency-hopping capability in the WSC-3 would allow a TDMA

modem the flexibility of accessing on a burst-by-burst basis

any one of the (up to nine) available FLEETSAT transponders.*

TDMA without frequency-hopping capability allows the sharing

of a single transponder. TDMA with frequency hopping allows

sharing across several transponders. This provides functional

capacity pooling by electrically gluing transponders together.

Full-duplex capability would facilitate hardware execution
of this important capability, alleviate software needs, and
reduce blocked availability of time slots. Discussions with
Electronic Communications, Inc., of St. Petersburg, Florida,
the current WSC-3 manufacturer, suggest no technical impedi-
ment to upgrading at modest cost to full-duplex capability.
This can even be done in the field to deployed units. Fur-
thermore, Collins Radio of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has under
development a Navy Growth Radio [AN/ARC-178(V) and AN/URC-
93(V)] with satcom-compatible features, includJng full-
duplex and rapid-retune features.
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In addition to serving as a multiple-access means of phys-
ically gluing together and then of flexibly subdividing trans-

ponder capacity, TDMA can also serve to multiplex the RF and base-
band services. This would reduce the need for stacked WSC-3
operation. (The cost savings in a reduced WSC-3 buy should be

evaluated to offset the added costs of a more complex modem.)

Because of the single instantaneous RF carrier generated at any
one time, TDMA can mitigate any potential problems of intermodula-

tion noise generated by simultaneous RF frequencies interacting
with nonlinearities in or near the transmitting terminal antenna.

Thus, TDMA represents an approach for evolving enhanced
transmission capacity with potential for flexible capacity

>1 allocation. The conceptual advantages outlined are not with-
out certain challenges in modem design. These are outlined in
the next subsection. Even so, there will still remain the prob-

lems of network traffic organization and capacity allocation
methodology. To those problems this report addresses itself. It
is restated for emphasis that the two extremes of fixed, static,
preassigned capability (transponders, channels, capacity) and

full demand access are too limiting. The "electrical" advan-
tages of TDMA (or, more generally, flexible multiple access)

must be matched with a suitable traffic engineering methodology.

3. TDMA Design Issues

Some of the design issues associated with developing aTDMA modem capability are briefly reviewed here t show the

relationship of transmission functional areas to hardware

subsystems. For further detail, the interested reader is

referred to Refs. 5, 7, and 9.
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The modem can be thought of as being organized into three

subsystems:

1. IF interface, signal acquisition, and signal modula-

tion/demodulation

2. User base-band interface; modem I/O buffering

3. Transmission network and modem control.

The first subsystem is "classical" and has been given the lion's

share of attention. The second and third subsystems have only

recently come to be recognized as major design areas because

they contribute as much to development costs as the first sub-

system, if for no other reason. What is even more important,

however, is that subsystems 2 and 3 determine the limits of
network flexibility and the degree of' transparency to the base-

band user, while subsystems 1 and 3 provide the physical mech-

anisms ("actuators") of transmission control.

The typical problem areas of subsystem 1 are as follows:

* Selection of signal waveform and timing formats:
time slots, frames, waveform selection, bit rate, coding,
preambles, and unique words

.. RF/IF filters: channel equalization, adjacent channel
interference, and intersymbol interference

* Signal burst acquisition: carrier recovery, slot/
frame recovery, and ranging

* Bit detector: sample timing, sampler or integrate and
dump.

The separate problem areas become interactive as the ratio of

RF bandwidth to bit rate is reduced to 1/2.* There is no

adequate analytic theory of behavior tn this regime. Design

becomes empirical, relying on computer simulation and labora-

tory experiment. At ratios of one or more (for FLEETSAT

transponders, bit rates less than 25 kb/s) the problems can be

addressed independently, and adequate theory does exist for

each problem area of design.

This assumes a quaternary-phase-shift-keyed (QPSK) signal.
For binary-phase-shift keying (BPSK), interactive problems
develop at ratio values of one, but BPSK sensitivity to the
interaction is less than that of QPSK.
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It is the objective of the equipment of subsystem 2 to

"manage" time and logical transfer between the bits flowing into

and out of the "pure modem" of subsystem 1 and the user base-band

equipment. Subsystem 2 must smooth out in time and organize in

sequence (multiplex) the bits arriving from and departing to

base-band equipments and operating modes. Included here would be

interfaces with communication security devices.

The smoothing and organizing functions are performed in a

memory system (I/O buffers) very similar in concept to those

used for computers. The complexity of this memory system

depends on the flexibility desired in the use of transmission

capacity and the variety and adaptability to user base-band

equipment terminal organization (e.g., see Fig. B-l, which would

be representative of a TDMA modem single WSC-3).

The simplest memory system would be a single independent

buffer for each base-band digital voice line which would com-

press the continuously flowing voice bits for burst-mode inser-

tion into the TDMA time slots. As the number of base-band lines

or "ports" are added, more buffers and different buffer actions

are required. Thus, one must use buffer sharing and provide

flexible buffer characteristics (e.g., length and I/O speed).

These are problems analogous to a computer I/0 with peripherals.

There are many options for physical realization and organi-

zation of the memory system, all transferable from computer-

associated technologies.* These include hardware features of

solid-state memories and microprocessor chips, together with

software concepts of memory segmenting or paging and data base

management algorithms for efficient use of shared memory space

and speed of memory I/O. Selection of a "memory system" will

be as much creative as deductive, and perhaps more creative.

Overlaying the core of the memory system must be the

-logical "process" that not only manages data movement into and

In fact, all of the design areas in subsystems 2 and 3 are
highly analogous to computer architecture and design tech-
nique.
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out of memory but must interface with logical processes of the

base-band devices (e.g., crypto, teletype, and printer), which

require a common dialog as to device control, clocking, charac-

ter coding formats, and procedures (e.g., start, stop, and car-

riage return).

Interacting with the device control process of subsystem

2 is the transmission system control of subsystem 3. The

technology and software logic techniques of subsystem 3 are

similar to those of subsystem 2 but are oriented toward the

transmission system rather than the user base-band system.

Subsystem 3 can be separated into (a) the terminal access con-

trol and (b) management of the TDMA time slots. Network

access control includes all-channel signaling* and address-

ing functions, as well as arrangements and procedures for

granting (or effecting) the allocation of system transmission

capacity. Management and reassignment of the TDMA slots pro-

vides for enhanced flexibility of slot-to-terminal assignment

according to terminal loading. For example, it is desirable

to avoid slot fragmentation by contiguously grouping slots

assigned to any one terminal. Thus, as terminal traffic varies,

slots should be periodically reassembled to eliminate f:ragmen-

tation** inefficiencies.

In point of fact, a strong similarity exists between a

TDMA transmission system and a computer memory. The number of

simultaneous operating frequencies (i.e., transponder channels)

times the number of basic (i.e., shortest) time slots in a

frame serves to define the number of memory locations. "Data"

is periodically put in and retrieved sequentially by independent

users (terminals) at the frame rate of the TDMA. Some terminals
,
Call setup, takedown, busy, restoration, accounting.

It is interesting to note that a very analogous problem
occurs in managing computer memories. The process of
memory aggregation or reaggregation to eliminate fragmen-
tation is referred to as "garbage collecting."
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can have more than one entry and/or more than one memory location

per frame. Thus, the organization and access by the TDMA ter-
minals is amenable to methodology developed in computer science

for computer memory architecture.

The three modem subsystems relate in the following manner

to the modeling used here. Subsystem I (the conventional modem)

serves to achieve system capacity and defines the allocable

capacity units per terminal. Subsystem 2 serves to manage and

multiplex the users sharing a terminal, as opposed to the satel-

lite sharing. This problem area is not addressed here,* it

being assumed that a design can be achieved that provides rela-
tive transparency. Subsystem 3 serves to effect control of
capacity allocation. By analogy to servomechanism controls,

subsystem 1 is the plant and controllable variables, subsystem

2 is the inputs/outputs, and subsystem 3 is the actuators/servos.
Missing is the method for designing feedback compensation and

loop filters and evaluating performance.

Subsystem 2 deserves further study. It can be viewed as
resource management of the terminal "capacity" or "base--
band demand assignment." The principal interest in this
study was in resource management of satellite capacity.
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APPENDIX C

A MULTI-USER-CLASS, BLOCKED-CALLS-CLEARED, BIRTH-DEATH MODEL
WITH EXPONENTIAL ARRIVAL AND HOLDING TIMES

This appendix provides the mathematical detail for the

results presented in Section III, as well as the computational

technique used. Prior to the mathematical development, a dis-

cussion of related work in traffic theory is presented in

Section A. Section B provides the mathematical development of

the theoretical results. Section C presents a description of

the computational technique used. Section C can be read inde-

pendently of Section B, which can be bypassed by those readers

not interested in mathematical detail.

A. PREVIOUS RELATED WORK

1. General Telephony

To date, the principal concern of teletraffic and conges-

tion theory and of its application in traffic engineering has

been dealing with terrestrial telephony systems, where the

capacity per active circuit is always the same (e.g., one voice-

band, 3-KHz circuit). Principal theoretical concern has been-

addressed to geographical distribution of access (switching)

nodes and trarismission lines of a neuwork. This has focused

development of the theory into complexities dealing with top--

ological factors. Considerable effort has also been devoted to
considering the more general call arrival and holding proba-

bility distributions, rather than the exponential ones. This

has led to much more complex state-equation techniques (Refs.
1-6). Reference 3 is one of the more comprehensive texts deal-

ing with teletrfffic theory as it has evolved for the conven-

tional telephony plant. References 2-4 require of their readers
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an advanced mathematical background in the theory of stochastic

processes, while Refs. 1 and 5 provide extremely useful texts
at a less sophisticated mathematical level.

Only very recently, with the advent of data communication

and, in particular, data circuits of different bandwidths or

bit rates, has theoretical interest developed in traffic sources

having different circuit capacity requirements. This new wrin-

kle is of basic theoretical significance. The above-mentioned

texts do not address this factor.

2. Multi-Class Digital Traffic Sources

The methods used here were motivated by two recent papers

(Refs. 7, 8). The problem as stated in Ref. 7 arose in consid-

ering two access methods for synchronous time-division multi-

plexing of different bit-rate local loops onto a wide-band,

very-high-speed digital trunk. Consequently, the model con-

sidered only integer multiple values assigned to the ci (e.g.,
i

c2 = 2, c3 = 4, ci = 2). A further restriction was placed on

the traffic source model in that the call initiation and call

holding parameters, X and p, were assumed to be the same for

all sources. This latter restriction seems very limiting and,

as will be shown in the following sections, is unnecessary.

However, Ref. 7 does provide the basic elements for the theo-

retical direction taken here.

Motivated by satellite communication problems, Ref. 8 mod-

els the problem as used here. The per-unit capacity ci need

not be integer multiples, nor need the traffic activity param-

eters all be the same, as in Ref. 7. Moreover, in Ref. 8 an

important theoretical concept is provided but is not fully

exploited. This is the concept of representing the capacity

allocation access strategy as an allowable set of states A,
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which imposes boundary conditions on the state equations.* The

solution of these equations then determines the probability of

occurrence for each allo,:dole soatc. In Ref. 8, the set repre-

sentation was used as a notational convenience for evaluating

the strategy in which a.Ll traffic classes fully share satellite

capacity. In point of fact, such a set representation has a

fundamental significance beyond notational convenience, and

this is explored in the following sections.

Motivated by these two references, a careful reexamination

was undertaken relating the equations of state to capacity allo-

cation strategies specified as general sets of allowable states.

Within the theoretical context, the properties required by the

capacity allocation strategy were determined in order for the

commonly used recursive solution technique to be valid.

Unfortunately, Ref. 9** became available to this study only

at its conclusion. This reference addresses itself to the time-

division multiplexer problem studied in Ref. 7. Although it

does restrict itself to ci that are integer multipliers, it

does not require all traffic classes to have identical X, p

parameters, which is by far the most important restriction in

Ref. 7. Had Ref. 9 been available earlier, considerably less

time would have been spent on carefully formulating the equat-

ions of state.
Reference 9, like Refs. 7 and 8, does not formulate the

problem with emphasis on the relationship between the equation
of state and the set A of allowable states. Only the fully

shared capacity allocation strategy is of interest. Reference

A point of some theoretical significance is that in Ref. 8
the fundamental equations of state transitions are pre-
sented in collapsed form, leading directly to the recursive
relations. This obscures examination of conditions for the
validity of the solutions when the allowable set of states
is varied.**
This reference is published in the Proceedings of the Sev-
enth International Teletraffic Congress and to date has not
been generally available other than through the attendees
and their parent organization. A summary of the papers
given at the Congress is contained in Ref. 10.
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9 provides a detailed study of the blocking performance as deter-

mined by multiplexer implementation constraints. The effects

investigated are those produced by restrictions on availability

of time slots to incoming calls, time slot organization, and

time slot fragmentation. Analogous implementation consider-

ations arise in the design of TDMA modems (especially in dig-

ital buffer organizations) for satellite applications. Conse-

quently, Ref. 9 represents the kind of further effort required

to study more complex models.

Other examples of previous work of interest are Refs. 11

and 12. These both limit themselves to a mix of only two traf-
fic classes (K = 2), wide band and narrow band. In Refs. 11

and 12 interest centers on queueing analysis where for one or

both classes of traffic blocked call requests are held in queue,

as opposed to being cleared. Their work shows examples of the

rapid complexification of the state equations in Blocked-Calls-

Held operation. Reference 13 addresses a multi-ilass system

with all ci = 1 and a very simple partitioned-queue protocol
and access strategy. The problem is also computationally

complex.

3. Computer Science

It is useful to point out the growing overlap between tele-

traffic theory and the theory of queueing networks as it is being

currently advanced for modeling and evaluating advanced multi-

processor architectural configurations and teleprocessing net-

work configurations. The purpose of this subsection is to

exhibit the nature of the common elements of the theories and

to advocate the utility of cross-fertilization between the

computer-science and traffic-theory communities.

The components of an ADP complex, both real (e.g., input/

'r output channels, memories, arithmethic units) and virtual (e.g.,

software processes such as a mat tix inversion), can be modeled

as nodes of an interconnected graph (and hence a network).

Application programs enter the graph at a node representing the
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input port or channel of the computer and proceed through tne

graph as the computational tasks are executed. On completion

of their journey, they exit from a node representing the output

port or channel of the computer. It is assumed that entering

computational tasks required by user programs* can be broken

down into fundamental processing units that move probabilis-

tically ("flow stochastically") between nodes according to the

nodal interconnections. The units queue at each node while

waiting the computational service provided by that particular

node. The computational capacity of each node i is modeled as

a group of "i servers" where one server processes one computa-i
tional unit. Each node, then, is an mi-server queueing facil-

ity, and the overall system is a network of queues.

Such a model shows much promise of providing a theoretical

basis for study of the sizing and interconnections 3f the over-

all processing system, i.e., system architecture in terms of

job load and desired throughput. That there is overlap with

teletraffic theory should not be surprising, for the model con-

ceptually resembles a packetized store-and-forward message net-

work such as ARPANET (Refs. 14, 15).

Now, to demonstrate the overlap between this computer

science activity and teletraffic theory, consider grading theory

(see, for example, Ref. 16, and if possible, Ref. 17). The

objective is to match a limited trunk availability to local

lines in such a way that blocking is minimized for a given

level of trunk availability. A grading is a specification of

selector interconnections of local lines to trunks that can be

represented as an "incidence matrix" between local line and

trunk circuits. Such incidence matrices have model graphs that

are of a particular form (Ref. 17) and are a subclass of general

The model can also include parts of the operating system
software not associated with user-submitted programs.
Operating system tasks are modeled to circulate contin-
uously without leaving the graph.
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graphs in the computer processing models. For example, in a

grading there can be no "feedback" paths as occur in the more

general network graph. Consequently, since a grading ls a sub-

class of network graphs, any general results applicable to net-

works also apply to gradings.

One of the more important early results in the theory of

networks of queues is known as Jackson's theorem (Ref. 18).

It provides the solution for the steady-state probability of

queue lengths at each of the network nodes. This result under-

lies the common mathematical theory for teletraffic and processor

performance. A paper by Gordon and Newell (Ref. 19) extends

Jacks,)n's work and interrelates open (no permanently circulating

computational units) and closed (only permanently circulatlng

quanta) queueing networks. Apparently, neither of these papers

was ii.otivated by the computer architecture model.* One of the

earliest papers to recognize the applicability of Jackson's

formulation to computer architecture was by Kleinrock (Ref. 20).

Further applications were evolved in Refs. 21 and 22.

In any application of significant scope, the computational

complexity involved in evaluating the mathematical formulae can

become prohibitive. Efforts are being made to reduce or avoid

the computational burden. Examples representative of the

approaches taken are given below:

1. Computational algorithms (Refs. 21-23)

2. Network equivalence** (Refs. 24, 25)

3. Combination of 1 and 2 (Ref. 26)

4. Limiting differential models or diffusion theory

(Ref. 27).

It is of historical interest to note that the stated
motivation for this referenc( was from classical operations

research problems relating to organizing efficient repair
and maintenance of factory machines. The relationship to
computer science and teletraffic theory was not perceived
at that time.

**
Analogous to Thevenin and Norton's eauivalent-source
impedance concept of a resistive electrical network.
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With the exception of Ref. 27, all of the above references deal

with a model in which one computational unit is served by one

j nodal server, the fundamental assumption being that computa-

tional tasks can be subdivided so as to make this match at all

of the nodes in the graph.

Even though the single-node capacity allocation problem

considered in this study is topologically trivial, it differs

in one very important and fundamental aspect from the theory

currently being developed in the computer-science context.

In particular, a traffic source requesting a circuit of capacity

cannot be subdivided into fundamental units (c individual cir-

cuits of capacity 1) each of which can be served in sequence.

This currently limits the applicability of the computer-science-

generated theory.

Practical computer constraints may not allow all user-

application tasks, let alone operating-system activity, to be

divisible into common fundamental units which match all possible

nodal server units for nodal processing. Consequently, computer

scientists should be interested* in extending their theory to

more general cases in which one task takes more than one nodal

server. The results from such an extension would have direct

application to teletraffic theory.

B. STATEMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL; DEFINITIONS

1. System Definition

Traffic Model:

There are K classes of system users who place and terminate

calls randomly and independently with exponential interevent

Following preparation of this report, Ref. 28 was discovered.
This reference considerably generalizes the queueing net-
work model and explores conditions for the "product form
solution""to hold. Thus, the objective of this appendix
parallels that of Ref. 28 in a specialized way. Most
significantly, Ref. 28 suggests that Blocked Calls Cleared
will not have product form in general.
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times. If at some moment there is inadequate capacity available

to support a new call request because of a larger number of

calls in progress, the new call is not held in queue until

capacity becomes available (Blocked Calls Cleared).

For ecch i = 1, 2, ... K, define user class i with param-

eters (Ni, Xi' J3i ci).

a. Population size = Ni, either finite or infinite

b. Differential call arrival probability

= (Ni - i Xidt when 0 j i Ni < 0

= 'Aidt when Ni = , i.e., X 1  0 , Ni  co D : N X -i

c. Differential call holding probability = ]idt

d. System state vector j E (Jl' J2' .... JK ) , where Ji is
the number of calls in progress from each user class i

Capacity Model:

e. A call in progress uses capacity ci (i.e., ci "servers"

needed to support call from class i)

f. Total capacity available is C0
g. The capacity in use C(j) is the linear sum of capacity

k
used by each call in progress, i.e., C(j) E ciii 2 C0 .

i=l

The problem is to determine the equations of state and solve

for the stationary probability P(j) that there are JlV J '- JK

.calls of each class in progress. From P(j), the probability of

finding j in any specified set of states B (such as blocking

states) is given by P(B) = P(j). In addition, the average of
jCB

any function of j, f(j), is given by 2 f(j) P(j).
all j

From items a and g above, the admissible states j of calls

in progress must be contained in the set S, composed of non-

negative integer-valued points in the intersection of a rectangle

resting on the positive coordinate axes with vertex at the

C-10
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" origin, sides of length Ni, and integer points lying below the

K
plane defined by (c,j) Col cii = Cj

i=1  0

a={JI (c,J) 00}co I "= 0 i Ni}"

Define

h. Allowable set of system states E A C R.

The fundamental description of the "system" in the model
used here is the specification of the user-class traffic param-

eters, the set A, and the probability distribution, P(j), jCA.

Note that P(A) always must equal one, and, since blocked calls

are cleared, P(j) = 0 for j not in A. The sets A serve to define

access "arrangements" afforded to the K different user classes.
All calls are provided "demand access" but need not have access

to all of the capacity Co. The A-set is a means of apportioning

capacity availability to the different user classes.

Examples of P-Sets (Fig. C-I:

1. A =2

Fully shared capacity. All calls are treated equally,

with access to any user class of any available capacity

in system.

K
2. i=l i , where Ci = C

Capacity dedicated to each user class. Capacity is

apportioned to each user class, with demand access

only within that capacity apportioned to each class.

C- 11
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K KK

3. A j ciii O c iix iC
ii l

Partitioned access. The first classes have fully
hared access per item 1 above; the last K - M

classes have fully dedicated access per item 2 above.

K K
A4 = A= X RI -j ciJi Ci, where E 0 <

i=M+l "=M

Capacity-limited access. Fully shared access to first

M - 1 classes, with last K - M + 1 user classes

capacity limited.

5. Imbedded capacity. Choose a joint j* with coordinates

J*, J*, etc., interior to Q. Inscribe a right rectangle

resting on the positive coordinate axes and with vertices

at the origin and j*. Then project forward each face

of this rectangle not contained in some coordinate plane

until it touches the plane Eciii = Co. Complete the

rectangle that the projected faces determine. Let the

set A be the intersection of Q with the new rectangle.

This A-set provides a level of dedicated capacity to

each user class defined by the point j* that uses up

EciJ* capacity units. The residual capacity Co -

EciJ is then fully shared for "overflow" traffic.

For the examples, it can be seen that the system architec-

ture for capacity sharing is expressed by the specification of

the admissible set of states A. It should be noted that there

are limitations in specifying A-sets. Not only must they lie

within 9, but, because of the Birth-Death model, any j state in

A must be reachable by passing through other j states within A

(i.e., A must be connected). In every instance, an A-set is a

geometrical solid in K dimensions resting on the positive

coordinate axes.
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A performance objective can be specified by determining

blocking sets B that will be contained in A [e.g., in example

1, a blocking set could be B = J1 (c,j) = Co)1] and by com-

puting P(B). The blocking set B is those states of A for which

no new calls can be accepted until a call is terminated. With

the user characteristics (N, X: p, c), the object is to study

and compare alternative architectures A by evaluating P(B).

For K = 2, Fig. C-1 depicts the sets A. In Fig. C-1,

example 3 is shown in three dimensions, since it becomes congru-

ent to example 2 for K = 2. All the figures have an extremely

important property: the orthogonal projections to the coordinate

axis from any point in the set A are wholly contained in the

set A. To coin a phrase, any figure possessing this last

property can be said to have coordinate convexity. Note that

in example 5, although A has coordinate convexity, it is not a

convex* set. (The other four examples are convex.) A property

equivalent to coordinate convexity is that the exterior surfaces

of A be composed entirely of planar facets parallel to some

coordinate plane. The lower exterior surfaces are contained in

the coordinate planes (i.e., the planes formed by adjacent pairs

of coordinate axes).

The property of coordinate convexity in A is important to

the development of the geometrically simple** solutions to the

equations of state that determine PQ). As will be shown below,

A convex body is one in which a line drawn between any two
points of the body is wholly contained in the body.

The reader is warned that, although geometrically simple,the numerical computation can be very significant. The

situation will be analogous to a finite system of linear
constant coefficient differential equations wherein the
geometrically simple solution is the diagonalization of the
"characteristic matrix." Of course, all of filter theory
and network synthesis follows from such a "simple" geometry.
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these K-dimensional difference equations will separate variables

and possess recursive solutions for coordinate-convex A. This
K

means that P(j) = H Pi(i ) provided jCA, and each Pi i ) will
i=l

solve its own difference equation independently of any other i

provided the solutions are restricted to jCA. Even further,

the solutions will have the following property. Although the

F coefficients of the K-dimensional difference operator change

when j is on the boundary of A and vanish when jVA, the solu-

tion is the same as if one were to ignore the restricted state

space A and as .ume that the difference operator applied every-

where with no change in coefficients. Then, take the P(j) so

solved, arbitrarily set P(j) = 0 for jqA, and renormalize so

that P(A) = 1. The above property is of theoretical signifi-

cance in that it completely separates the solution technique for

the difference equations from the system architecture embodied

in the set A.

2. Equations of State

From the properties of the Birth-Death process (i.e.,

exponential interarrival time, exponential holding time, and

state transitions only to adjacent neighbors), the steady-

state probability P(j) for occupying state jCA must satisfy a

difference equation,* boundary conditions, and a normalization

condition. (For a discussion of state equations for pseudo-

random sources and infinite populations, see, for example,

Refs. 1-6.)

For any point j in the strict interior of A, (A'), (i.e.,

adding or subtracting one to any j coordinate produces a new

j which is either in A or on its boundary), the homogeneous

difiference equation that P(j) must satisfy is given by

+[(v,j)+(XN-J)]P(J)-(N+I-J, XA- 1 p(j))-(J+I, -PA+lP(j)) = 0 (C-1)

for all JCA,

These equations are obtained by equating probability flow
into and out of state j.
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where for brevity the following vector notation has been used:

J Jl' J2 "'"JK
SA (0 , 2 J' K)

13 112

A (Xl  . . X

N (NI , N2, ... NK)

I A (1, 1, .. 1

K(a,b) a i ab i
i1l

P(j) 6 scalar probability function

j±6 1 (Jl, J2 $ "'" Ji ± i, Ji+l' ".. JK )

XA -1 P(j) backward difference vector whose ith components

are

XA1 P :f} Xi P(j-&9 i 1, 2, ...

1AA l P(j) 4 forward difference vector whose ith components

are

{IAl PQ4d = Pi PQj+6 i)

The equations of state must also be specified on the boundaries

of A, (A - A'). With coordinate convexity, the boundaries of A

can be separated into K planar lower boundaries A(i), i = 1, 2,

... K, formed by the positive coordinate axes and an upper

boundary A. Each planar lower boundary A(i) is composed of j

points with nonzero-valued coordinates only at Ji and Ji+l.

In the case of A(K), the nonzero coordinates would be JK and

ill Thus, in what follows, when the notation reads i+l and i

is set equal to K, i + 1 should be read equal to 1 (e.g., Ji+l

at i= K is jl ) .

0-16
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Equation C-1 must be modified to account for the boundary

conditions. Since a "Birth" (new call) cannot occur from a

disallowed state below the lower boundary A(i), there can be

no backward difference* in the K - 2 directions normal to A(i)

(i.e., the zero-valued Ji coordinates). In addition, the cor-

responding terms in the sum (p, j) on the left-hand side of

Eq. C-1 must also vanish, as they correspond to a Deathto a

state below A(i). This is accounted for automatically because

the directions normal to A(i) are those coordinates with zero-
valued J£ (k i, i+l), so liJy =  0.

Similarly, when j belongs to the upper boundary T of A,

Vit is not possible to "die" from or be "born" into a dis-

allowed state above the boundary. Thus, for jCA, Eq. C-1 must

be modified by setting to zero the K - 2 vector coordinate com-

ponents normal to A at j of the forward difference vector

1A +lP(j) on the right-hand side of Eq. C-1 and the corresponding
X vector cuordinates on the left-hand side of Eq. C-1.

Thus, with the normalization condition that P(A) = 1, the

homogeneous system of state difference equation in its briefest

form is given by Eq. C-1 with boundary conditions determined by

P(A) = : P(j) = 1

jCA

If jCA(i), that is to say, jCA but j - iCA, then**

XA_ 1( )} 0

Backward differences are associated with "Birth" from a
state below the given one, while forward differences are
associated with "Death" from a state above the given one.

This condition applies to those j states on a coordinate
axis, j S (0, 0, ji, 0, 0) and j z 0. The coordinate axis
i is the intersection of A(i-1) and A(i), while j 0 is
the intersection of all K, lower boundary planes A(i).
One must set the indicated terms to zero simultaneously
for these states.
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If jCA (i.e. for some i, j+6LZA), let V(j) be the set of

those indices of the j vector for which j+6 is outside A.

Then, for jCT and iCV(j),

. +1 P(j)i 0 , if icv(j)

(A, N-j) = X) Ai(Ni i)iCv(j) - •

For those classes which have infinite source population, the

A inner product terms must be modified in the following way.

Each inner product in Eq. 0-1 becomes two inner products--one

for the infinite Ni population coordinates and one for the

finite Ni population coordinates, thus ordering the finite

population classes first, where it is assumed that there are

M K finite population classes:

(A, N- J) + (A, N - J) + (X, I)

M K '+
X I(Ni  i + E

i=l i=M+l

(N + I - J, A-1 P(j)) (N + I - j, XA-I P(j))

(0-2)
+ A - pj))

M

= X (Ni + 1 - Ji) xi P(j - i )i=l

K
+ L . P(j - 6i)

i=M+l

Equations C-1 and C-2.are second-order* K-dimensional homo-

genous difference equations over the set of allowable states A.

There is a two-step difference be-ween A-  and A+1, i.e.,
P(j - 6

i ) and P(j + Si ).
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The fact that A is lower bounded by the planes generated by

the coordinate axes and has the coordinate-convexity property

will allow Eqs. C-1 and C-2 to be written as K "independent"

one-dimensional second-order difference equations.

3. Separating Solution

It is assumed that all states j in A have a nonzero prob-

ability of occuring; P(j) > 0 for all jCA. Furthermore, assume

that P(j) can be factored into the product of K functions Pi(ii):

K
P(j) = P i (J,). (C-3)

~i=l

The object of using the assumed separated product form of Eq.

C-3 in Eq. C-1 or C-2 is to produce a set of K second-order

homogeneous difference equations, one for each Ji coordinate,

in order to replace the K-dimensional Eq. C-1. Anticipating

the result of substituting Eq. C-3 into Eq. 0-1, define the

second-order difference operator D on any function, F(s),

on positive integers s = 1, 2,

Di [F(s)] A (pis + (Ni -s)Xl) F(s)

(C-4)

- (Ni+l-s)Xi F(s-1) - (s+l)p i F(s+l)

where Ni are the traffic source parameters for user
class i (and hence the subscript on D).

Now, for any j vector on the strict interior of A, A E
{jCAIJ ± 6 CA for all i = 1, 2, ... K} substituting Eq. C-3

into Eq. C-1, dividing* by P(j) > 0, and using the definition

of Di will produce

*

This allows one co capitalize on the fact that H PI0TV

P(j) = p(ji) 9 i
i i

C-19
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K -
K l P(i) • DiLPi(Ji)] = 0; for jCA' (C-5)

~i=l

Remembering that for jcA(i), jZ = 0 for k i + 1 (and
K + 1 is equal to 1), and that the backward differences are

zero at k = i and i + 1, substitution of Eq. C-3 into Eq. C-1

and division by P(j) yields for each i - 1, 2, 3, ... K:

i+l K
P i (ji) Di[ePi(ii)] = t P1(0)(NZX ZP k(O) -ptP k(l))

z#i,i+l(-)
(C-6)

for jCA(i), Ji , Ji+l .

Equation 0-6 holds when jCA(i) and both Ji and Ji+l are at least

as large as one.

The boundary conditions on a coordinate axis are obtained

next. The ith coordinate axis, I(i), is the intersection of

A(i - 1) and A(i), where i - 1 evaluated at i = 1 must be

interpreted as equal to K. Thus, when only J 0 and all
other J= 0, Z i, the i+lst backward difference in Eq. C-5
vanishes, and Eq. C-6 is modified to read:

K

P-l( D[Pi(ji)] = Z 1K(0)(N P (0) P (1))

Z=1

(C-7)

for jCI(i), ji k 1

On the lower boundary this leaves only one point unspecified,

j E 0, or the intersection of all I(i). Since at j 0 all

backward differences vanish., the left-hand side of Eq. C-7

vanishes and leaves, for j 2 0
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I K
p iP(0)[NiXiPi(0 ) -IPi(l)= 0 (c-8)

Equations 0-6 through C-8 provide the lower boundary

conditions on Eq. C-5. It should be noted that separation of

the K-dimensional difference Eq. C-1 has been only partially

accomplished, in that sums of separated difference operators

equate to zero. After developing the upper boundary condition,

it will be shown that the solution can be found by equating &o

zero each separated difference operator of any sum.

The upper boundary conditions on Eq. C-5 are not as easily

stated as the lower ones due to the freedom in having more com-

plex upper boundary surfaces to A. If jCA, there exists at

least one i such that j+6 i does not belong to A. Recall that

V(j) are those indices of jCT for which j+6i A. Thus, when

jCA, the cardinality of V(j), i.e., the number of elements in
the set V(j), must lie between 1 and K. Remember, by coordinate
convexity, for every jCA (including CA) and for any i, -6 inA

=0.unless J 0

Now, for jCA, both the forward difference as well as the

(X, N-j) components at those coordinate indices contained in
V(Q) go to zero. Then, substituting Eq. C-3 into Eq. C-1 for

jCA and dividing by P() yields for jA

IV Z )Pi (ji)Di[Pi(Ji)] =

(C-9)
Pil~ i) [1iJ iPi (Ji- (il- i) ki i(ji-1) ]

, iCV(j)

Note that the right-hand side of Eq. C-9 is a first-order dif-

4 ference operator on indices iCV(j), while the usual second-

order operator D is in effect on those iCV(j).
*1 i

Thus, Eqs. C-5 through C-9 (with Di defined by Eq. C-4),

together with the normalization
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P = 1, (C-10)i=l

provide an equivalent set of difference equations for a separa-

ble solution to Eq. C-I. (For those classes with Ni infinite,
replace all terms containing Ni i with _X and set to zero Xii.)

Because of coordinate convexity in A, Eqs. C-5 through C-9

can be solved recursively. One starts at j ' 0 and works

upward to A until A is reached.

Starting with j 2 0 and Eq. C-8, one would like to set each

bracketed component of the sum in the left-hand side of the

equation to zero. One might reason that the P1 (O) are like

arbitrary constants of integration in the difference equations

and depend only on the probability normalization, which is not

explicit to Eq. C-8. If the P1 '(0) could be arbitrarily varied

in Eq. C-8, each i bracketed component of the summand would

have to be individually zero. Another rationale for setting

each i bracketed component to zero is that otherwise one would

hav- a nonlinear difference equation deriving from the original

linear Eq. C-1. A fundamental property of .he Birth-Death

Markov process, stated in Ref. 29, p. 408, is that a solutiorr to

the state equations having the property P(A) = 1 (i.e., Eq.

C-10) is unique*. Consequently, if, by whatever method, a

P(j) is found to solve Eqs. C-5 through C-10 such that P(A) = 1,

it solves Eq. C-2 and is unique.

Setting each i summand of Eq. C-8 to zero and defining

ai 1 ki/Ii produces

In fact, Eq. C-1 is the steady-state (t ) version of the
Kolmogorov-Chapman equations. It is the solution of these
more general time-dependent equations that is unique. Unique
solutions relate to ergodic properties of Markov chains and
determine the existence of the steady state. If th% steady
state exists and A has only a finite number of states, as is
the case for finite-capacity systems, clearly P(A) can be
normalized to one.
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Pi(1) = Niai P (0) (C-11)

This imediately implies that the right-hand sides of Eqs. C-5
through C-7 are zero. Consequently, from Eq. C-7, for each i

and jCA-A, ji i

D[P(iji)] = (-12)

Note that Eq. C-7 equated to zero also forces each ith bracketed

component of the left-hand side of Eqs. C-5 and C-6 to zero.
This, in turn, produces Eq. C-12. Thus, Eq. C-12 solves Eqs.

C-5 through C-7. Dividing Eq. C-12 through by pi yields

Ji i+ (Ni-Ji)ai] Pi(ji) = (Ni=l-ji)ai Pi(Ji - 1 )

(C-12')
+(Ji+l) Pi(ii+l)

It can be verified by direct substitution that for each

i = 1, 2, ... K

Pi(Ji) = a i PjjO), (C-13)

w where

( N ) 
Nil

++I (Ni-J3 )!Jii .

satisfies Eq. C-12 and hence Eq. C-12. Thus, Eq. C-13 in con-

junction with Eq. C-3 is a solution to the state equations at

all of the lower boundaries and interior j states of A. If it
C
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can be demonstrated that Eq. C-13 satisfies the state equation

(Eq. C-9) on the upper boundary of A (A), then the solution will

have been found.

Let j be any state of the boundary of A. Then surely Eq.

C-13 guarantees that for those iCV(j), Di [Pi(i)] = 0, and

hence the left-hand side of Eq. C-9 is zero. Consequently, if

for each iCV(j) the corresponding summand of the right-hand

side of Eq. C,9 is zero, Eq. C-13 will also satisfy Eq. C-9.
To show this, substitute Eq. C-13 into the right-hand summand
of Eq. C-9 and divide by pi', to obtain

JiPiPi - (Ni+l-Ji) aiPi(Ji-l) =

[j i N j 'a - ( N ~ - i J i -i a a ij 1 P ( 0 )  0 .

Thus, whether or not iCV(j), Eq. C-13 forces the right-hand side

of Eq. C-9 to zero, and the solution for P(j) is given by

combining Eqs. C-3 and C-13:

P(j) = PA(O) H ()aji

PA(0) 11 P P(0
A\i

(0-14)

= J21  " JK )

ai =i

where the as yet undetermined product of Pi(0) is denoted as

PA 0 ). The subscript A indicates that this constant depends on
the set A. Note that the rest of Eq. C-14 does not depend on

A. The remaining K-fold product on the Ji coordinates of the

C-24
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state j depends only on the traffic characteristics of the

user classes and is wholly independent of A. The impact of
various access strategies (choices of A-sets and available

capacity) are mathematically manifested only in PA(O), a crucial

number. PA(0) is determined by the normalizing condition P(A) =

1. Summing* Eq. C-14 over all jCA and setting the result equal

to one produces the separated solution:

K (N)\

P(j) = PA(O) 11 (ijai

'a[S(; -15)
=i 1

PA(0) (NE ajiA (jCAi=l Ji J

The coordinate--convexity property in the A-set allowed one

to start with Eq. C-8, j = 0, and then recursively proceed back

to Eq. C-7 and, in turn, to Eqs. C-6 and C-5, obtaining the

solution form of Eq. C-13. Consequently, coordinate convexity

is a sufficient condition for Eq. C-15 to solve Eq. C-11 and,

as will be seen in the next subsection, Eq. C-2. Moreover,

coordinate convexity considerably simplifies the topology of

the upper boundary A.

Whether coordinate convexity is a necessary condition is

an open question. That is to say, is there at least one A-set

not coordinate convex for which Eq. C-15 fails, or does Eq. C-15

solve Eq. C-1 for all A-sets? As will be shown in the next

subsection, this question is physically uninteresting.

4. Coordinate Convexity and Infinite Population Classes

Because A was postulated to have coordinate convexity, Eqs.

C-5 through C-10 could be solved recursively, producing Eq.

C-15. Recall that for an A-set not coordinate convex there

For even modest values of K (> 3) and Ni, this summation is

computationally nontrivial.
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exists at least one j state, j" in A with at least one co-

ordinate i" such that J', ; 1 and the state j' - 6i" is no
i

longer in A. This implies that the termination of a call in

progress from an i user class cannot take place until some

other event (call arrival or departure from other than an

i" user) transpires. Physically, the capacity relinquished by

a departing call would blocked for reassignment to a new call

arrival until the system transitions to a suitable j state. Co-

ordinate convex A-sets guarantee that call completion from all

j states returns the newly freed capacity for use by new call

arrivals.

Consider the simple example in Fig. C-2 for an A.-set in

two dimension; that does not have the coordinate-convexity

property. '.here exists a portion of the lower boundary of A

that lies above the J axis. For any state j on this lower

boundary of A, a blocked-service release (as opposed to blocked-

*service request) will occur when a class 2 call terminates.

Note that although the departing user capacity is blocked from

returning to the capacity pool, additional users can be serv-

iced. If a user )f clasj 1 departs, the system moves away
from j, in whi ., .a , joth capacities are returned for further

use.

A-se la ''zi coordinate convexity are certainly patho-

logical 1, -snications systems. For application to the shar-

,=- of ;ommunications capacity, it is reasonable to allow only

A-set ntrategies that possess coordinate convexity. In all

c ,ec studied here, this restriction is presumed.

With the separation of variables in Eqs. C-5 through C-10,

those user classes with infinite population can be treated by

appropriately modifying the difference operators Di and boundary

conditions at those i indices with N' =0.
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4-13-76-22

j FIGURE C-2. An Example of Blocked Call Release

-f I By direct substitution, it can be verified that for those user

I classes with N i = C

Pi(J ) = Pi(0) 9-i- ()i (C-16)

I T i.T!(i

ai = i/P i = lim NiXi/i

N LoNi

- 0

Equation C-16 can also be derived from Eq. C-15 by taking the

limit NX + X as N (or equivalently Na + a). Thus, for all

jCA, Eq. C-15 generalizes to

PO) i (0 i(, J i]

P(J) = PA(O)[C ()ali][n_. ' (Ji)!

<A<O = rjA [. j""t- (0-17)
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I = {ijN i = o }

K-I = {iIN i < 0o}

ai = )l/i, iCK-I

a= Il '

To reemphasize, in the Birth-Death model used here for
Blocked Calls Cleared, the only portion of P(j) that exhibits

dependency on the set of admissible states A is the normaliza-

tion constant PA(0). The product portion is completely deter-

mined by the charactieristics of the user class, i.e., Ni, Xi,

Pi, (ai = X1/Ui)' The parameters Ni, ci, and Co establish the

constant set 2 within which A must be contained. Thus, in a

formal- sense, choice of system architecture A is primarily

manifested in the calculation of PA(M).

5. Statistical Dependence

A point of considerable importance is that, apart from a

constant factor PA(O), the form of Eqs. C-15 and C-17 is a

K-fold product of terms in the coordinates of the state j
(Ji' J23 JK)" This product form might indicate that the

user classes are independent. In a strict probabilistic sense,

the user classes are statistically dependent, although the form

of the state probability has the computational convenience as

if the user classes were independent. To see this, consider

only the finite population case, and note that under the
assumption that all of the K user classes were mutually independ-

ent* it would have to follow that for all jCA

K
P(j) = Q Qi) (C-18)i~l

where Qi(k) probability k users are active in class I.

More generally, one could have some of the user classes
IL

independent, for which P(j) = tJI Qi(i)l"Q(JL+I' "''

assuming the first L classes as independent.
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For k =0, 1,= max J,, then from first principles

of probability,

Qi(k) Prob { k P(ai(k))

= Z P(j) (C-19)
Kai (k)

Qi(k) = PA(0) ak p(k

i A i ai

where

PJCai(k) (ki)j a

and'the set ai(k) is the collection of all j states in A whose

i t h coordinate is equal to k. Note that for any i = 1, 2, ... K,

as k varies from 0 to its largest value j, the ai(k) are dis-

joint and A = kYO ai(k).

Introducing Eq. C-19 into C-18, equating to Eq. C-15 and

then dividing by P(j) produces the following condition for

statistical independence:

K /N\ J£ K-I
i1 (J) a  = (l/pA(O)) . (C-20)

The left-hand side of Eq. C-20 formally depends on j, while the

right-hand side is a constant independent of j. This, in turn,

implies that the sets ai(k) for each i = 1, 2, ... K would have

to be..invariant to the k value. The only A-set that will sat-

isfy this condition (Eq. C-20) is the A-set for dedicated
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capacity. This physically separates the available capacity into

user-dedicated pools, which are obviously independent.

To demonstrate mathematically, let i' i = 1, 2, ... K, be

the coordinate values of a point on the capacity-bounding plane

such that E = C0 and i [Ci/ci]. In the dedicated strategy,

the sets A and oi(k) are the inscribed rectangular solids

A = II {J0 > J (C-21)
! i=l

oi (k) = {kJ X 11 {0 j j

from which the summations over A and ai(k) are:

jCA Jl=0 JK=0

19

jCai(k) jI=0 jt=0

(K-1) independent
sums over j. with
t=i deleted.

Introduce the above sums back into Eq. C-20 using Eq. C-15 for

P A(O) to obtain

AK-JA i ii) Ji=0

C=1i=l ~ J0 j

K N- [I E .
i=l IP'i J9= (41)~ a

. ~i=l Jcai ( k ) Ai j

which satisfies Eq. C-20.
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The key condition for statistical independence of a user-

class i is the invariance of ai(k) over k values, which in turn

allows separation of the sumL E and E and the inter-
jCA jCG (k)

change of product and sum operations. An other* A-set (such

as fully shared access) will fail to satisfy Eq. C-20, and thus

the user classes will not be statistically independent, even

though Eqs. C-15 and C-21 are in product form.

6. Computational Factors

There are a number of computational challenges and limita-

tions to evaluating even the simple model here addressed. The

overflow problem can be mitigated by multiplying the Pi(Ji) by

an arbitrary constant such as 10 -x prior to normalization.**

The normalization will cancel out in computing the constant

P(O). The exponential value x must be chosen experimentally,

as too large a value will cause computational underflow. This

problem is accentuated for large (e.g., 10-to-l) differences

between ci values.

The much more serious problems reside in enlarging the

number of user classes K and coping with increased levels of

offered traffic per class and available capacity (i.e., increas-

ing the upper limit on the number of active users before block-

ing). Both of these factors increase the number of state points

j in the space ASO, with a very rapid increase in computational

steps. This issue is clearly appreciated by recent work in

queueing networks as applied to computer science (Refs. 21-27).

A key factor which is exploited is the fact that all the

users, no matter of what "class" (node of the network), use one

The discussion addresses the case where all the user
'classes are mutually independent. This generalizes the
cases where only some of the user classes are independent.
Only those classes i for which ai(k) is invariant on k are

** statistically independent. The others are dependent.

This is most easily achieved when computing Pi(Ji)
recursively by initializing Pi(0) = l0- x rather than
Pi( 0 ) = 1
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server, or, in the notation here, all ci  1.* This makes a

significant difference in that the constraint reads E ji

[C]. This, in turn, allows summing (Ref. 21) the space Q =

{J1 E Ji -.:: Col recursively along disjoint parallel
planes Pk. = 1~ii : 0, E Ji = ki, k = 0, 1, 2, ... [Co]. Note

that Q = EPk" All the points j in Q are "captured" this way
k

because the c, are the same (nominally equal to 1). This consid-

erably simplifies (Ref. 25) the summation technique and reduces

the number of computational steps. When the ci are not equal,

this approach fails, because not all the states are "captured"

if one tries to sum the planes Eciii = [Co/max ci]. This is

best seen in Fig. C-3, where in (a) cI = c2 = 1 and in (b)

c = 1, c2 = 2. In Figure C-3b the states off the plane are

crossed. If the ci are integer multiples of one,** the state

space can be augmented with dummy states with probability

weight of zero in order to obtain "equivalent" equal ci. For

example, in Fig. III-10b each j2 state could be split in half

(and the j2 axis doubled in length), and every other "new J2

state would have probability zero. This would allow using the

planar sum technique. However, since the number of state points

is increased, it is not clear that any reduction in computational

steps will be achieved. The software advantages in writing

the summation algorithms do pertain.

Another computing techniqva that might be of interest is

contained in Refs. 24 and 25. Conventional (i.e., old-fashioned

RLC) techniques of network and filter theory are reviewcd for

possible application to queueing networks. These approaches

These efforts are addressing a computer science problem
where the user tasks are assumed divisible into basic units
of work. Thus, one user (unit of work) uses one server
(unity) of capacity.

This occurs in time-division multiplex where the ci are
multiples of 2 times basic rate.- However, in satellite
systems with different EIRP x (G/T), the ci need not be
integer multiples.
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J2  j 2

JI 2 CONSTANT j 1 +J2= CONSTANT

2C =C 2  NOTE: X REPRESENTS

4 -13-74-23

i FIGURE C-3. Planar States issed

may have more utility to the problem here, in that they do not

depend inherently on the equality '-f the c .

7. Performance Measures

I Equation C-17 gives a basic probabilistic description for

experimentally distributed traffic of all the admissible states

~jCA for Blocked-Calls-Cleared systems. From P(j), the block-

ing probabilities and utilization can be calculated. The average

percentage of capacity used gives a measure of facility
utilization, a quantity of interest to the system provider.

From the opposite point of view, any specific user of a class

wents to know the percentage of time (i.e., the probability)

he will be blocked or denied service (e.g., a circuit). These

two aspects are now discussed in turn. Facility utilization,

being the easier, is treated first.

:, a. Capacity Utilization. Since in state JCA the fractional

• capacity used is (c,j)/C o , the average utilization of the system

is given by

'4 (0-22)

IUA = (c,j) P(j)/C o
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where UA depends on traffic characteristics, a ailable capacity,

and access strategy or A-set. But, by the linearity of the

averaging process and the definition Qi(k) of Eq. C-19

CiiU -o < j > "(C-23)

The general V (v > 0) movement* of' i is given by

oi> = Qi(k) (C-24)

k=0

b. Blocking States. There are any number of blocking

conditions and grade-of-service probabilities of interest. They

all depend on the method of partitioning the available capacity

or, more specifically, the set A of admissible states. The

blocked states of interest will be subsets of A. Their prob-

ability of occurrence will be given by summing P(j) given in

Eq. C-17 over those states in the blocking set B of interest.

They will also depend on the user class. The probability that

at least one user class is blocked is the probability that j CA

(the upper boundary of A). That is,

P(blocking on at least one user class) = P(T), (C-25)

where

In Eq. C-23, V = 1.
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/±

IA = jCAIJ + 6 1A for some 1 = 1, 2, ... K

P5~=0if k i

-1 if k = i

Consequently, the average unused capacity or "overhead reserve"

is 1- P(T).

Let the set B ST be given by
17

B1 4 Ij _ A. (0-26)

B1 is the subset of A with j states whose ith coordinate is on

A. Note that the Bi, i = 1, 2, ... K, need not be mutually dis-

joint, but that

K
U B=
i=l

Thus, it follows that

P(i t h user class blocked) = P(Bi)

(C-27)

KP(B i )  P(A P (B i).
i=l.

An illustrative example showing B1 and B2 in two dimensions is

given in Fig. C-4 for partitioned and fully available access.

Note that in fully shared access B.CB Figure C-3 suggests

1 B2  A iue03sget
the (Obvious) demand-access ordering lemma:
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BLOCKING SET B2

BLOCBLOCKING SET B PINTS

SET B2

DEDICATED ACCESS FULLY SHARED ACCESS

4-13-76-24

FIGURE C-4. Blocking Sets

Leuma:* Order the user classes i = 1, 2, ... K so that c1
c 2 <... cK. Then, for fully shared access, the blocking

_. ~states are ordered B il and consequently P(Bi) P(Bi+l).

Note that from the definition of Bi, i = 1, 2, ... K, for any

.F k

But c d1  t c, so that

K

CO - c~~i+ Il .cJ

2hysiclly, Toen fol or e lly shrda 00 ,h lokn

Pystates lye oderwod exad cthose users requiring more

capaitywoul bebloced oreoften. However, on reflectionNote wotdh a use fcontemplate the effect the parameters a,
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It then follows that JCBi+I. If the c are integer multipliers

of each other (e.g., ci = 2 -lcl), the Bi are properly included

in Bi+l, and P(Bi) < P(Bi+l).

Remark: The ordering of the blocking probabilities does not

depend on the values of the offered traffic (ai, Ni).

c. Blocking Probabilities and Congestion. An extremely

important distinction for finite population sources (NI < -)

is the concept of the probability of service being blocked as

seen by an arriving customer (call congestion) in contrast to

the probability of full capacity usage (time congestion). The

calculations for P(j) correspond to time congestion. For

finite populations, an arriving customer implies knowledge that

at least one traffic source (himself) is inactive. Thus,

active population in class i is reduced by one to Ni - 1. For

infinite populations the distinction is unnecessary.

To calculate for the finite population, the call congestion,

a simple guess would be modified Qi(k) in Eq. C-29 by replacing

N with N -1 (an N -1 source model). It is shown next that
for the multidimensional Birth-Death model with coordinate-

convex A-sets and Blocked Calls Cleared, this guess is correct.

In Ref. 1 this property is shown to hold for a one-dimensional

Birth-Death process with quasi-random arrivals and general

holding times (not necessarily exponential) and queueing

strategies (e.g., Blocked Calls Held). However, Ref. 1 shows

by example that for multidimensional quasi-random Birth-Death

processes the desired property need not hold. Paralleling

Ref. 1, it is verified here that for the case at hand with

exponentially distributed traffic and Blocked Calls Cleared,

the call congestion probabilities (arriving calls) can be

~computed by replacing Ni with Ni 1 in Eq. C-15.

& The steady-state probability of there being k calls in

progress from class i with a user population of N is given by

Eq. C-19 with Ni replaced by N. For a more explicit notation,

C-37
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replace Qi(k) with Qi(k;N) to show the dependency on N in user

class i. Note that where Ni is reduced by one to Ni 1 = N - 1,

the set A may change, and thus PA(0) can be affected.

Following the heuristic approach of Ref. 3, for a long

period of time T, the average number of call attempts .by idle

users (users without calls in progress) who also find k calls

already in progress is given by the product of the average

humber of calls a single user places in time T, (XiT), the

number of idle users given k calls in progress, (N - k), and

the probability of k calls in progress, Qi(k,N). The probability

that an arriving call finds k calls inprogress, yi(k,N), must

be proportional to this product (XiT) (N-k)" Qi(k,N) and must sum

to one over all possible k values. Since zhere is always at
least one arriving call, the largest k value, ti, is the smallest

of i and (Ni - 1). iThus yi (k,N) is obtained by dividing

(XiT) (N - k) Qi(k,N) by the sut-over 0 9 k ! ki of this product

and letting T , when this is done XiT divides out, and the

result is given by

(N-k) Qi(k,N) (C-28)
Yi(k'N) = __i_(C-28) i__

(N-m) Qi (in,N)
m=0

ki = min [Ai Ni - 1]

The objective is to show,that yi (k,N) = i (k,N-1).

Using Eq. C-19 and remembering k '
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(0) (N-k) P k)

Kt(kN) = aj

i PA(0) (N-m)(m) a (m)

i ,(C-29)

NPA(0) N a kl (k )

NP A(0) Zt N-1) .am p.0 ,m

F where

Cancelling the NPA(0) term in Eq. 0-29 produces

(kN) = G- 1 P ak P (k)

(0-30)

G F, a ia (m)

Equation C-30 will now be compared to Qi(k, N - 1). Note that
a change in Ni from N to N - 1 may cause a change in the

normalization constant P in Eq. -19.

In Eq. C-19 the particular ith coordinate J term for
(k, N- 1) will be reduced kJ±) Since the ith coordinate

is restricted, not to exceed N - 1, the A-set must be modified.
From the definition of a±(k) in Eq. C-l9, the original A-set

(i.e., Ni = N) is given by the disjoint union of a(m) over m

(for any i):
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A = CY (m) (C-31)

m=0

Reducing Ni by one to N - 1 can only limit the largest m value

in Eq. C-31 to the smaller of N - 1 or (i.e., i) Thus the

modified A, , is the disjoint union of ai(m) sets:

A

A= i ai(m)
m=0

Since the oi(m) are disjoint, the inverse of the modified

normalization Pf(O) is given by

P~l(o) = j aii~

-O 1Ji j Y)a

=1aj Pai Ui

-- G •

Then Qi(k, N - 1) is given by

Q(k, N- 1) G a (k.)

-Yi (k, N), o - kkj

C. COMPUTER PROGRAM

This section discusses the computer program that was used

for the comparison of dedicated and fully shared capacity

allocation examples. The program was written in Fortran IV
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and run on a commercial time-sharing service. The program is

limited to only three user classes (K = 3).

1. Grade-of-Service Bound

Before discussion of the program, the upper'bound used

on blocking probabilities in the fully shared allocation

strategy to satisfy a grade-of-service (GOS) objective is

reviewed. in the fully shared allocation the A-set is identi-

cally equal to Q. Define the S+ of j states as

Thus, Q+ is the collection of those states in which the arrivalcapacity Co . The blocking states Bi must be contained in the

Io"ff (i.e., , B 3 I f o uQi
upper boundary states of 2, denoted ieBi). f
were a subset of +, then P(Bi) - P(?) PQ + ). Suppose the

sThen, for some i = 1, 2, 3,

Co -ci < J 1  J 2 
+ c33 3 C 0

and since c2  c3, the left-hand of the inequality is > Co -
++

c3) and it follows that j belongs to 2. Thus, 711_ and

P(Q+) is an upper bound to blocking on any user class. This

use of the GOS is extremely easy to incorporate in the program,

as the set R + is one of a nested sequence of sets used to

-ecursively sum the whole space Q.

D scription

'he concept employed here starts with user data as given

Ld a specified blocking probability objective. It is assumed

chat there is no limit to available capacity. Capacity needed

to meet the blocking objectives for each class is then calcu-

lated. The sum of these capacities, C, is what is needed to

4 ,4
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meet the GOS objective with dedicated allocation. This value of
+C is then used to initialize a calculation of P(Q ) for the

fully shared allocation. C is then iteratively decremented a

fixed amount until P(Q+) > GOS. The C needed for the fully

shared allocation is then taken to be that value on the

immediately preceding iteration.

The computational method is flow-charted in Fig. C-5. The

input data as to user characteristics and Engset or Erlang

probability tables are recursively generated to obtain the

necessary number of 'circuits," to meet the GOS objectives.

This, in turn, sets the total capacity Co required for dedi-

cated uses as : ciji. With this amount of capacity available,

the maximum number of available circuits to each user class is

increased to [Co/Ci], and the probability tables are ex-

-tended upward to these values of maximum circuits. Then the sum

over I is performed recursively by starting with J3 at its

maximum J1 and cyclically reducing by one unit of c 3(dropping33
out a class 3 customer), until J = 0. Let P(ji) denote the

unnormalized Engset or Erlang probabilities (see Eq. 111-17 of

the main text). The calculation of P (0) by summing the J

states in 2 is performed by using the following recursive

representation:

Si.=l iP'
-3

2 Pj3  2 0 1

1 373i oo J I2P

JJ3_ i2 1 1 2()P2(J2
I1 0-0

0
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F. P nbED! MT2h1VL~d FILMED

|J3_22

+ •(+ .2. . + )C3 j

. where

6o Co c3J3

B
A A<Ji+c2i2

< B

J 1  1 for calculating PO(W)or J3>
2 -1 J for calculating <Jl>

J2 for calculating <J2>

i for Po(), <Jl/ , or KJ2 >

3-k for<

The expansion of the sum is taken with decreasing J3 to getI3
recursively increasing J1 . J2 states. At each recursive step

k, the only new sum states needed are those which lie between

bte + i + c2 J2  kc 3 + The other states lying0l adc( CO  Jl cRJ k 3  O

between 0 and T(k - 1)c C were calculated in the k - 1 prec.ed-

ing stages. The curly bracket terms are shown to indicate how

the average J are found. This is not shown in the flow chart' so

as to retain relative simplicity. Once the technique of summing

over 9 space is adopted, average J calculations are trivial.
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P (o) corresponds to the sum with{l. Moreover, the GOS

estimate is also trivial, as it corresponds to summing only

C +kc3
= J3k Pl1 1) P 2 ( J 2)

PB=3k 15 +(k-l)c0 3

which eas to be accumulated in any event.

3. Granularity

The effects of granularity in the above scheme ,,-tbe

noted. These will be most pronounced for light to moderately

loaded low-capacity systems. The granularity develops basi-

cally because the system states (i.e., circuits) are integers.

Consequently, for small system capacities the rounding up will

cause noticeable percentage jumps. (The circuits neeaed will

exhibit more noticeable jump phenomena with respect to offered

traffic at low Erlang values.) In addition, in the approach

used here, the capacity for the shared mode is decremented in

discrete steps. Thus, although the capacity required versus

offered traffic will be monotonically increasing, they will

exhibit discontinuities and variations about a smooth curve.

Even more noticeable are fluctuations In utilization. Although

capacity is monotonically increasing, tihe effect of granularity

on utilization can cause increased ut:ilization efficiency at

some immediately lower system sizing. This is purely an

artifact of the computation. Variations in utilization

efficiency of a few percent should not be overemphasized because,

in addition to granularity, the Birth-Death model need not be

accurate to that precision.
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATIONS FOR FIXED ASSIGNMENTS

A. BUFFER CONTENTS

The generating function for the steady-state buffer queue

length at a user in a net operating under fixed assignments is

developed in this appendix. The steady-state moments of the

buffer contents are obtained from this generating function.

The development parallels that of Ref. 1.

For the purpose of the derivation, assume that the cycle

with respect to the ith user is initiated at the beginning of

his allocated transmission time. For example, with contiguous

allocations, the user is allowed to transmit data units in the

first r slots and then is inactive with respect to data trans-

mission for M - r slots. The buffer queue length in data units

at the ith user at the beginning of the jth cycle (where the

sonerscript i is suppressed) is L The buffer contents at
st J

beginning of the j+l cycle are given by the following

equation:

V +
L j+ = (L - r) + Yj, (D-l)

where Y is the total number of data-unit arrivals in the jth

cycie, and r is the maximum number of data units that can be

transmitted in a cycle. A data unit can only be transmitted

if at least one is stored, and the + indicates this. The

buffer contents are examined only at the beginnings of the

cycles, since a steady-state solution does not exist if the

contents are examined at all of the time slots. Equation D-1

indicates that the contents at the beginning of the j+lst

cycle are equal to the contents at the start of the jth cycle,

D-3
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minus the data units that are transmitted during the jth

cycle, plus the new arrivals that occur. The equation is

written in this form instead of that of Eq. IV-2 so that the

buffer contents can be determined for both contiguous allo-

cations where the length of any cycle is M slots and dis-

tributed allocations where the length is random, M being the

length of the jth cycle. The total number Y of data units

that arrive during the t cycle with length M is given by

Mj
YJ k  (D-2)

where Xk is the number of data-unit arrivals during the kth

slot of the j cycle. The length of a cycle is a discrete

random variable which assumes the values m, m2 , ... m with

P{Mj=mi} =Pi The cycle lengths are chosen from this distri-

bution independently from cycle to cycle. The data-unit ar-

rival process was assumed to be compound Poisson, arrival in-

stances being Poisson distributed and the number of data units

at an arrival being geometric. Since the arrival times are

Poisson, the number of arrivals Xk during the kth slot are

independent of the arrivals during the ith slot for k i.

The generating function for the buffer contents at the
th

j cycle is, by definition,

(L
H (z) = Ejz = PLj =k (D-3)

J k=o

The generating function is analytic within the contour IzI=l.

By using Eq. D-l, the generating function for the buffer con-

st
tents at the J+l cycle is given by

D-4
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H~ J~(z) E Ez (L j~ + +j + (Li E (D-4l)

th
since the arrivals during the j cycle are independent of the

buffer contents at the beginning of the cycle. We see from

Eq. D-4 that the generating function for the input process Y

has to be determined:

S (Z) E zi n P Y =-n=0 n =

The probability of exactly n data-unit arrivals can be obtained

by using conditional probabilities:

P '= n F, Y = n/M j = M4k.k=l

The arrivals in a cycle, given that the cycle length M M M
mk

areA_ Xi, from Eq. D-2 where the X Is are independent and
i=l

identically distributed. The generating function of a sum of

independent random variables is equal to the product of the

respective generating functions. Therefore, the input process

generating function is

N kl1NV mk(Z) (D-5)
j(z) k P

k=l

where P(z) is the generating function of X and is equal to

exp XC z - z2 The input process generating function is

independent o J, a. i therefore the subscript j can be dropped.

Returning to Eq. D-41, we see that
( L i r)+)=r = l

-lz zr (-
= z Hi(z) L .. zk) p( j

k=Q j

D-5
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The buffer-contents generating function satisfies the follow-

ing difference equation, which is obtained by substituting the

above equation into Eq. D-4:

HI Z S(z) Hi(z) +Z (Zr - zk) P(L =k) (D-6)k=o

If a stationary solution exists, that is, lim H (z) H(z),

the solution will satisfy the following equation:

r=l
S(z) E (Zr - z ) P(L. = k)

k=0
H(z) =

- S(z)

The probabilities P{Lj = k) k = 0, ..., r-l are unknown. The

denominator zr - S(z) may have zeroes within the unit circle,

and, because H(z) is a generating function which must be ana-

lytic within the unit circle, the numerator must have zeroes

which coincide with the zeroes of zr - S(z), and therefore some

of the unknown will be determined. Unfortunately the number of

zeroes zr - S(z) cannot be determined in general. Another gen-

erating function

H(z,w) = H(z) wj  (D-7)

is introduced to ensure that the number of zeroes can be deter-

mined exactly. If a steady-state generating function for the

buffer contents exists, lim H.(z) = H(z), H(z) is given by

H(z) = lim (1 - w) H(z,w). (D-8)
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Proof:

j~ =0J~H(z
(1-w) H(z,w) HJ= H(z) wj - H H(z) wj~

H°(z) + (H (z) - Hj 1 (z)) w•

Note that the sum H 0(Z) + ( (z) - (Z has a partial
J=l J1

sum S = H(H + H(z) - H=(z) H (z), which converges
i J=lO)E J1N

to H(z) as N . Therefore, by taking the limit as w -1-,

Eq. D-8 is obtained, which is the generating function we want.

The equation for H(z,w) is obtained by multiplying Eq.

D-6 by wj + l and summing over J:

xrr-l r k
Sr Ho0 (z) + w S(z) (zr-z k ) Ak(w)

H(z,w) = k=, (D-9)
z- w S(z)

where Ak(w) =F w3 P(Lj=k), k 0, ..., r-l, are the unknowns
k j=O

and have to be determined. The denominator has exactly r

zeroes within the contour Izi = 1 for any Iwi < 1 by Rouch&'s

4_ theorem (Ref. 2):

Rouch4's Theorem: If f(z) and g(z) are analytic inside

and on a closed contour C and jg(z)j < If(z)t on C, then

f(z) and f(z) + g(z) have the same number of zeroes in-

side C.

In the previous case zr - S(z), the functions are equal
on the contour jzj 1 . Further, on another contour IZoI

where 1z01 > 1, the inequality need not be satisfied, but with

D-7
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the introduction of w the conditions of the theorem are satis-

fied for any Iwi < 1. Therefore, for any Iwi < 1, the equation

z - w S(z) = 0

has exactly r complex zeroes in the interior of the contour

Izi = 1. The zeroes are denoted as 1 (w), e2 (w),...,er(w).
It is shown in Ref. 3 that, for some real w (0 r w0 < 1) and

all real w (w ' w < 1), the zeroes ei(w), i = 1, ... , r, are

distinct functions of w with limits as w - 1. The limits

of the zeroes are given by

)im (w) = e
w-l

and one and only one zero tends to unity as w + 1 . Reorder

the zeroes so that we obtain 6I = 1 and e 1 1, i 2, ... , r.

Since H(z,w) is analytic within Izi and jwi < 1, the numerator

of Eq. D-9 must be zero at the zeroes of the denominator, i.e.,

Ho (ej (w)) = (O-(1 w - (w)) Aw

k=o

for j=l, ... ,r

since er(w) = w s(ej(w)). The solutions to this system of
equations are presented in Ref. 1 with

-l r[r z (w) H 0.(w)
k=o ( Am=l e (w) -erw) 1 -ej(w)

m/j

Therefore, H(z,w) is given by

a

D-8



r7

rr H.(,() r z - ek(w)
z Ho(z) +w(z-1) S(z) 1 W ejw)_kwJo1 = w kl ei(w)

H (z ,w ) = 
r  - w Sjz

t(D-lO)

Finally multiplying Eq. D-10 by (1 - w) and taking the limit on

w 1 l-, the generating function of the buffer contents in

steady state is obtained and is equal to

(r - 1y)(Z - 1) S(z) r z - el

zr _ S(z) k=2 1 - ek  (

where Vy = E{Y}. The condition for the existence of the steady-

state solution is py < r; that is, the average arrivals in a

cycle must be smaller than the maximum number of data units

that can be transmitted. The expected value and variance of

the buffer contents in steady state, obtained from the first

and second derivatives of H(z) evaluated at z = 1, are given

by the following equations:

1 ___ 2 1r 1 + 0 k2  + y = + k  (D-12)

i Var 2 +1 + - +  2 y

V1 r - e[12

+ ek (D-13)

k=2 (1 6k)2

where a2 = Var{Y} and MY3 = E{y 3 }.
Y 3Y
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With ccntiguous allocations, the length of every cycle is

M, and therefore M M with probability one. With this value
j

for the cycle length, the generating function of Y, the total

arrivals In the cycle are equal to

M
S(z) = (z),

resulting in y= Mpx and a
2 = Ma2 . The zeroes are now

solution of

r
z - wpM(z) = 0. (D-14)

Equations IV-3, IV-4, and IV-5 of Chapter IV are obtained by

substituting these values of the average value and variance of
i Y into Eqs. D-12, D-13, and D-14, respectively.

For distributed allocations where the cycle lengths are

random with possible values mI, i 2 , .mN with probabilities

P{Mj = m } = pi, the average value of the total arrivals in a

TN

cycle py = ip, where M = iPi, is the average value of the

length, and M + where a2 is the variance of the

cycle length. Equation IV-12 is obtained by substituting these

values into Eq. D-12 and setting r = 1. The Eqs. D-11, D-12,

and D-13 describe the behavior of distributed allocationA when

more than one data unit is allocated at an access.

We will now proceed to develop an analytic expression for

the zeroes of Eq. D-14 with w real and 0 < w < 1. Let us
tih

first define an rth root of a function f(z) which is analytic

1or Izl < 1; g(z) is said to be an rt h root of f(z) if g(z)
I~ is analytic for Izi < 1 and gr(z) = f(z). One rth root of

P PM(z) is PM/r(z). Consider the following set of equations:

D-10
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- 1~/r P M/r (z) exp 127r(j 0 ) (D-15)

j =1, ... , r

Each of the Eqs. D-15 has exactly one zero by Rouch4's theorem

for w < 1. Any solution of one Eq. D-15, say zk(w), which is

a solution for j = k, is also a solution of Eq. D-14. Further,

it is easily seen that the solution of k equation is not a

solution of the nth equation for k n. Therefore, the set

of Eqs. D-15 yields r distinct zeroes, each of which is also

a solution of D-14 which has exactly r zeroes. Hence the r

zeroes of Eq. D-14 can be generated from the solutions of Eq.

D-15. The solutions of the set of Eqs. D-15 are obtained by

using the power series expansion (Ref. 4, page 133):

E (w) = n e n k-i T r (D-16)
•n=l k=1

where j - + 2Ti(r - 1) The final set of equations is

obtained by taking the limit as w 1-. The zeroes are al-

ready arranged with I = 1 and e. 1 1, j = 2, ... , r.

B. VIRTUAL DELAY

The cycle with respect to the it h user is initiated at

the beginning of his allocated transmission duration. The

virtual message, consisting of m data units, arrives randomly

in the jth cycle and joins the queue at the it h user. The

virtual delay for this customer is the difference between the

queueing time (total time in the system) and the message trans-

mission time. Delay is due to two sources:

1. Data units already buffered at the terminal before

the arrival of the virtual message

D-11



2. The periodic availability of the channel to the

ith user.

1. Contiguous Allocations

The virtual message (m data units) is assumed to arrive

at the ith user at the start of the ath slot in the (J+l)st

cycle, with a a random variable uniformly distributed in the

interval [0,M). The queueing time consists of:

1. Waiting M - a slots for the start of the next

transmission allocation to the ith terminal.

2. Waiting the number of the slots needed to transmit the

already buffered data units. The contents of the

buffer at the virtual arrival time areQr) )(L+) + X(i)

jM+k -i +>,E jM+k+n-l'
n=l

Removing r. data units per cycle, it will take

Q Q(i) 1
(M-r) + Q(i) slots to transmit these

buffered data units with a equal to the largest

integer contained in a. It takes Q slots to

transmit data units, but, due to the periodic

availability of the channel, ri data units are
removed and the i

t  user must wait M-ri slots

before removing another ri data units, etc. The

time spent in waiting for service is given by the

first term, and the second term is the time spent

in transmitting. At this point the channel is

still available to the user to begin transmitting

the virtual message.

D-12
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3. The slots needed to transmit the virtual message.

This requires m + (M-r) [m + slots to complete

service to the m virtual data units.

Q i,) _i
W j

and [al is equal to the largest integer strictly

less than a. The expression is obtained in a

similar manner to that in item 2, but service is

completed when the last data unit is transmitted,

and we do not have to wait for the channel to be

made available again.

The delay, as a random variable, is equal to the queueing

time minus the actual service time and is given by

M- + (M-ri) [ + Q(i) + (Mr) m +]

The stationary expected delay is obtained by averaging over
the arrival times (0 c < M), taking the expectation and

letting j - c. Unfortunately the delay equation contains

integer values of functions of Q and hence upper and3

lower bounds are developed for the stationary delay. By

noting that

[m +f m +

and averaging over the arrival rate, taking expectation and

the limit as j , the stationary expected delay is bounded

above by

D-13
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D(i)< D(i) M+I + M E1 L(i)* I  M+I 1 (r i _i (
im - u = - - -mE- - i + -i" ( - ?

For the lower bound, by using

/ +)+ ;
rm r r+6 __ +

m+ \3 r ~ g1  > +

with the function (a)+ equal to the maximum {o, a , the

stationary expected delay is bounded from below by

P Di> i M+I M ; (i) +M-i m-ri  (D-18)
D ->? 2 ri ri

where Q(i) - E JL(i) - - li is the average buffer contents

at the arrival time.

1! Another lower bound can be obtained by assuming that the

buffer is empty at the arrival of the virtual message. This

lower bound is the absolute minimum delay time. With an empty

buffer, the queueing time consists of

Waiting M-a slots for the next service

• The number of slots needed to complete service to

the m virtual data units

m + (M-ri)[m .

iiiil Averaging over the arrival tiftes, we obtain

i)= M+ + (M-r) (D-19)

The difference between the lower bounds (i.e., Eqs. D-18 and

D-19) will define the regions where the bounds are better:

-D-14
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The bracketed term is negative except when m is an integer

multiple of ri, in which case the term is zero. If Eq. D-20

is positive, depending upon the arrival statistics, the lower

bound of Eq. D-18 is a better bound. While in the region

where Eq. D-20 is negative, Eq. D-19 yields the better bound.

For the case of allocating one data slot (i.e., ri = 1),

the virtual delay can be exactly determined, because the terms

of which the integer values were to be taken are integers.

The virtual delay with ri = 1 is equal to the lower bound,

Eq. D-18, with ri set to uni;y.

2. Distributed Allocations

The virtual delay is derived only for an allocation of

one data slot at each access. The virtual message, consisting

of m data units, is assumed to arrive at the start of the a
th

thslot (0 : a < M.) of the j cycle. The queueing time is

composed of waiting

* M. - a slots for the next transmission slot

* The number of slots to completely transmit the

2 buffered data units. The buffer contents at the

arrival time of the virtual message are
!a

2Q (Lj 1 + +a

b
and these data units are transmitted in E M

k=a

slots, where a = J + 1 and b = a + Q - 1

D-15
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0 The slots needed to transmit the virtual message.

It subsequently requires

d
1 + L M k with c = Q + J + 1 and d = c + m - 2

k=c
to transmit m data units.

The virtual delay is the queueing time minus the slots actually

used to transmit the m data units (m slots). By taking the

averages over the arrival slot, the cycle length, and the

arrival process, and taking the limit j , the virtual de-

lay is given by

Dm= 2 E L* 2 1 + (m-l) (f- 1), (D-21)

where M is the average terminal cycle length.

D-16
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APPENDIX E

ACCESS WITH RESERVATIONS

An approximate solution for the average waiting time and

average buffer contents for the reservation technique is pre-

sented in this appendix. The solutions obtained provide a
better approximation to the effects of collisions (blocking)

of the reservation or request and allocation messages trans-
mitted on the orderwire channel than the zero blocking approx-

imation of Chapter IV.

The queueing model for reservations separates into two
distinct parts: (1) the hypothetical common queue from which

messages are allocated transmission time on the data channel(s)

and (2) the waiting room, which consists of messages attempting
to join the common queue via the orderwire channel. Because

of the separation, the queueing parameters associated with

both parts are obtained separately from previous derived re

sults under appropriate assumptions and then are combined to

obtain the queueing parameters for access with reservations.

Under the assumption that the message arrival process at the

common queue is Poisson, the desired queueing parameters are

given by the available results from queueing theory (e.g.,

the M/G/1 queue results for geometrically distributed message

lengths). Although the Poisson assumption is an approxima-

tion, the resultant analytical queueing results agree with

the results obtained by simulations (Ref. 1). The input

process on the orderwire channel is Poisson with constant-

length "control" messages. Therefore, if the access
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technique is random access, the results of ALOHA-type systemsI: are applicable with modifications to the delay (the turn-

around time) and the contents of the waiting room. The re-

mainder of this appendix is devoted to developing the queueing

parameters for the waiting room.

The slotted-ALOHA random-access scheme is used on the
orderwire because saturation in a slotted system occurs at a

higher utilization than in a purely random system. In a

slotted orderwire system, the channel is subdivided into
"control" time slots which are equal to the "control" message

transmission time. The users art required to synchronize

the transmissions with the beginnings of the control slots

and are provided with a reference time for this purpose. The

slotted system ensures that when transmissions overlap, the

overlap is complete and not partial, as in a pure ALOHA system.
It is assumed that if transmissions overlap, none of the mess-

ages are received correctly and the affected users try again.

To prevent a reoccurrence, the messages are randomly delayed

before retransmission is attempted. The delay is uniformly

distributed over K slots after the unsuccessful transmission

is detected.

The time a message spends ir. the waiting room is the time

to effect a capacity assignment, which is the turnaround time.

To determine the turnaround time, it is necessary to obtain

the "waiting" time for a control message, which is the time

to its successful reception measured from the generation time.

The "waiting" time includes the time between the arrival and

the next transmission slot, the retransmission delay, the

satellite propagation time delay, and the control message

transmission time. The average waiting time (in control

slots) for the ith user is given by

E-4
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where D is the propagation time delay in control slots, and

Ei is the average number of retransmissions requibed to obtain

a successful transmission. This waiting time neglects the

effect of the generation of more than one control message
during a control slot at a user. This is a reasonable assump-
tion if the average interarrival time between messages is

large in comparison to a control slot.

The average number of retransmissions is determined in

the following. The channel input (the control-message ar-;

rival process) from a user is Poisson distributed with an

average rate of Si requests/control slot for the i th user.

The channel traffic generated by a user consists of the re-

transmission of previously blocked messages and the transmis-

sion of new control messages and is assumed also to be

Poisson distributed with rate Gi (Gi  S i ) for the ith user.

The Poisson assumption for the channel traffic is an approx-

imation but has been verified by simulation for K large (Ref.

1). Under stable conditions, the channel throughput rates

are equal to the channel input rates, while under unstable

conditions, the throughput rates are smaller than the input

rates. The average number of transmissions (1 + Ei ) required

for a control message from the ith user under stable conditions

is given by (Ref. 1)

1 + E (E-2)i S i

Further, again under stable conditions, the traffic rates are

related (Ref. 2) to the channel input rates by

I



, M

Si - Gi± (1-Gj i = 1, 2, .. , M, (E-3)

j=1

where M is the size of the net including the controller. The

channel traffic rates are obtained by solving this set of

equations. The "waiting" time results compare favorably with

the, simulation results presented in Ref. 1 for the delay in a

slotted-ALOHA data-transmission system with identical users.

The turnaround time is also dependent upon the type of

control (i.e., distributed or centralized) that is used in the
net. With distributed control, each user in the net forms the

hypothetical buffer, and therefore the turnaround time is equal

to the average "waiting" time for the reservation message (Eq.

E-1). The reservation message is generated by the arrival of

a data message, and therefore the channel input rate is equal

to

Si = B1/TiR1,

where Ti is the average interarrival rate (in seconds) of the

data messages, B is the length in bits of a reservation mes-

sage, and R1 is the capacity (transmission rate) of the order-

wire channel. If only one class of users exists (identical

message processes), the traffic-input equation is simplified
and is given by

)N-
S=G (i- 0Ni

where S is the total channel input rate of the net, and N is

the number of users in the net.

For the case of centralized control, the controller forms

the hypothetical common queue from the user request messages

and allocates capacity to the users by an allocation message.

E-6
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The channel input from the controller is equal to the request

message and throughput, and, under stable conditions, the rate

k is S allocations/control slot. The allocation message length

is equal to the request message length B1 . The waiting time

for a successful reception of an allocation message is

1 + D + E (D + K+l

p N+l 1if GN+I
where 1 + E - S . The turnaround time is the sum of

3the average waiting times for request and allocation messages.
The equations for the turnaround time bi are presented in

Table E-1. Finally, the contents of the waiting room (in data

units) is biSi m by Little's theorem, where m is the average

number of data units in a data message.

TABLE E-1. TURNAROUND TIME

Type of Control Turnaround Time bl,
control slots

Distributed 1.5 + D + E (D +
p i p 2

Centralized 2.5 + 2D + E + E (Dp + )
(E E N+l) p

Before presentation of numerical results, saturation and

its effects are discussed. The orderwire channel using slotted
ALOHA saturates at a channel utilization of 0.368, and when

the orderwire channel saturates, allocation and reservation

messages are blocked, and hence the data throughput also be-

ti comes blocked (decreases with time and becomes zero). The

system may also become unstable even when the utilization is

less than 0.368 because of statistical fluctuations. Both of

these facts imply that a dynamic control of the traffic on

E-7
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the orderwire may be required (possibly on the value of the

retransmission delay or a suppression of the input). The

orderwire capacity should be carefully selected to ensure

that the resultant orderwire utilization is smaller than the

saturation value (possibly no larger than 0.25, for example)

to try to minimize the danger of instability. Other accessing

techniques are also possible for the orderwire channel. For

example, fixed assignment is attractive because of its in-

herent stability even though the delays may be increased. The
resultant delays with a fixed-assignment orderwire are left

for future work.

Numerical results for the parameter values of Table E-2

are presented in Table E-3 for the turnaround times and in

Table E-4 for the buffer contents and queueing times with the

average data message length of 26 data units. In Chapter IV,

the turnaround time was assumed to be 3 data slots or 0.76

second, which, from Table E-3, is underestimated. The re-

sults of Table E-4 demonstrate that the queueing parameters

are more sensitive to the reduction in the data channel capac-

ity than to the turnaround time. Therefore, the capacity

allocations to the orderwire and data channels must be prop-

erly selected. Table E-5 presents the results for the case

of pooling four nets and dynamically al] cating capacity to

the users on three channels, with one channel reserved for

the orderwire. In this case, the orderwire capacity is seen

to be excessive.

E-8
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TABLE E-2. ORDERWIRE PARAMETER VALUES

Control : Distributed

Number of Users: 11 (one class)

Request Message Length: 304 bits

I Retransmission Delay (K): 10 control slots

I TABLE E-3. TURNAROUND TIME AND AVERAGE NUMBER
OF RETRANSMISSIONS

t Interarrival Average Number Turnaround Time,

Rate, of Retransmissions seconds
minutes A a Bb  Aa  Bb

1 27 0.01 0.003 3.9 1.3

10 0.03 0.01 4.1 1.3
1 2 0.16 0.05 5.4 1 .4

1.34 0.28 0.11 6.5 1 .6

A: R1 = 200 b/s.
bB: R = 600 b/s.
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TABLE E-4. EFFECTS OF ORDERWIRE AND DATA CHANNEL CAPACITIES
ON THE BUFFER CONTENTS AND QUEUEING TIME

Interarrival Buffer Contents, Queuing Time,
Rate, data units minutes

minutes Aa Bb  Cc a Cc

27 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.19 0.18 0.13

10 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.21 0.20 0.14

2 5.6 9.9 3.7 0.44 0.76 0.29

1.34 127.3 d 21.2 6.57 d 1.09

aA: R1 = 200 b/s, data rate (R2) = 2.2 kb/s.

bB: RI = 600 b/s, R2  = 1.8 kb/s.

CC: R2 = 2.4 kb/s, turnaround time = 3 data slots.

dSaturation on data channel.

TABLE E-5. BUFFER CONTENTS AND QUEUEING TIMES FOR THE
CASE OF 44 USERS TIME-SHARING THREE 2.4-kb/s CHANNELS

WITH A 2.4-kb/s ORDERWIRE AND CENTRALIZED CONTROL

Interar-rival
Rate, Buffer Contents, Queueing Times,

minutes data units minutes

27 0.1 ( 0 .1 )a 0.13 (0.12)

10 0.3 (0.3) 0.13 (0.12)
2 3.3 (3.2) 0.25 (0.25)

1.34 00b (H) (o)

aZero blocking assumption, turnaround tir,., : 3

data slots.
bSaturation on the data channel.
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